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Notices 
 

Warranty 
 
The information contained in this 
document is subject to change without 
notice. 

 
Hewlett-Packard makes no warranty of 
any kind with regard to this material, 
including, but not limited to, the implied 
warranties of merchantability and fitness 
for a particular purpose. 

 
Hewlett-Packard shall not be liable for 
errors contained herein or for incidental 
or consequential damages in connection 
with the furnishing, performance, or use 
of this material. 

WARNING 
 
The procedures described in this manual 
are to be performed by HP-qualified 
service personnel only. 

 
Electrical shock hazard 

 
Serious shock hazard leading to death or 
injury may result if you do not take the 
following precautions: 

 
● Ensure that the ac power outlet 

(mains) has a protective earth 
(ground) terminal. 

 
● Disconnect the printer from the 

power source prior to performing 
any maintenance. 

 
● Prevent water or any other liquids 

from running onto electrical 
components or circuits, or through 
openings in the enclosure. 

 
Electrostatic discharge 

 
See the beginning of Servicetestsand  
utilitiesonpage82 for precautions you 
should take to prevent damage to the 
printer circuits from electrostatic 
discharge. 

 
Safety symbols 

 
General definitions of safety symbolsare 
given immediately after the table of 
contents. 

WARNING 
 
The Warning symbol calls attention to a 
procedure, practice, or the like, which, if 
not correctly performed or adhered to, 
could result in personal injury. Do not 
proceed beyond a Warning symbol until 
the indicated conditions are fully 
understood and met. 

 
CAUTION 

 
The Caution symbol calls attention to an 
operating procedure, practice, or the 
like, which, if not correctly performed or 
adhered to, could result in damage to or 
destruction of part or all of the product. 
Do not proceed beyond a Caution 
symbol until the indicated conditions are 
fully understood and met. 

Customer Assurance 

Customer Experience Section 

Large Format Printing Division 

Hewlett-Packard Española, S.A. 

Avenida Graells, 501 

08174 Sant Cugat del Vallès 
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Using this manual 

Purpose 

This service manual contains information necessary to troubleshoot, test, calibrate and service: 
 

● HP Designjet D5800 60-inch Production printer (Model F2L45A and F2L45B) 
 

For information about using these printers, refer to the Using your printer manual. 
 

Readership 
 

The procedures described in this servicemanual should be performed by HP certified service personnel 
only. 

Part Numbers 
 

Part numbers for printer options, accessories and service parts can be found in Partsanddiagrams 
onpage181. 
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1 Troubleshooting 
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● Howtotroubleshootthe79:04systemerror 

● TroubleshootinganIncorrectInkCartridge 
 

Printer education and training 
Before any attempt is made to troubleshoot the printer, you must have the relevant training on the HP 
Designjet D5800 Production printer series. If you are not trained on this printer, please contact HP 
Education or HP Training to enquire about becoming ‘HP Service Qualified’ for this printer. 

 

Firmware update 
The first step to take when trying to clear an error with the printer is to check that the firmware installed 
in the printer is the latest available. Firmware updates often include fixes for common problems, and 
simply updating the firmware can often resolve the problem. New firmware can be downloaded here:  
http://www.hp.com/go/designjet/downloads 

 

USB firmware update 

If it is not possible to perform a firmware update using the Embedded Web Server (for instance, if the 
printer has a System Error and the Embedded Web Server is inaccessible), it is still possible to do it 
using a USB flash drive. 

 

1. Turn off the printer. 
 

2. Ensure that your USB flash drive contains a valid FMW firmware file and no other files. 
 

3. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB host port on the Formatter. 
 

4. Turn on the printer and follow the instructions on the front panel. 
 

Forced firmware update 

When the printer is started for the first time, it may automatically request a firmware update in order to 
fix some known issues. You can respond in one of the following ways. 

● Use the USB flash drive provided in the box with the printer. 

When a firmware update is requested, you should find a USB flash drive in the box, containing the 
new FMW firmware file. Follow the instructions in the flier accompanying the USB flash drive. 

 
 

NOTE:   The USB flash drive is provided only to update the printer's firmware. No other uses of 
the USB flash drive are supported. 

NOTE:   If the USB flash drive is not in the printer box, or fails to work properly, then download the 
firmwareinstead.   

 

● Download the FWM firmware file from the HP Web site. 

Store the file in a standard USB flash drive with no other files. Connect the flash drive to the 
formatter's USB host port to perform the firmware update, following the instructions on the front 
panel. 

● Skip the firmware update. 

If you cannot find the USB flash drive and you have no Internet connection, you can skip the forced 
firmware update temporarily by pressing the OK key on the front panel three times, and the printer 
will continue with the intiialization sequence. Make sure that the frimware update is performed later. 
The printer will request the firmware update every time that it starts, until the update is performed. 
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Print-quality troubleshooting 
Whenever a print-quality problem appears, it is advisable to print the Diagnostic Print to help diagnose 
the problem. The Diagnostic Print will help you differentiate between possible printhead errors and other 
problems such as incorrect front-panel selection, driver or RIP configuration or mechanical problems. 
For more information on solving print-quality problems, see Printqualityonpage142. 

 

Troubleshooting system error codes 
Systemerrorcodesonpage40 contains a list of system error codes and their respective descriptions 
and recommended corrective actions. Try only one recommended action at a time and check whether 
the error code has disappeared. 

 

If you have an error code which is not documented in this Service Manual or you have an error which 
you cannot resolve, then report the error to the HP Response Center or the nearest HP Support Office. 
When reporting the error, have the following information ready: 

 

● Model and serial number of the printer. 
 

● Which firmware revision the printer is using(see Note below). Check firmware in Utilities / Statistics/ 
Code rev. 

 

● The complete error number. 
 

 

NOTE:   When reporting the system error code, make sure that you supply the full error code and 
thefirmwareversion.Withoutthisinformation,HPsupportpersonnelcannothelpyou.   

 

● The service configuration print. 

● The current configuration sheet. 

● Which software application the customer is using (name, version, etc.). 

 

Performing a service test on a failed assembly 
If possible, always perform a Service Test on the component/assembly that you are about to replace, 
just to make sure that is the component/assembly that has failed. 

 
 

NOTE: If the test on that component/assembly passes, you should NOT replace it. 
 

 

For information on the Service Tests and how to use them see Servicetestsandutilities  
onpage82. 

 

Performing the necessary service calibrations 
Is the printer calibrated correctly after replacing a component? For information on the Service 
Calibrations and how to use them, see Servicecalibrationsonpage120. 

 
 

NOTE: Remember that certain calibrations are required even if an assembly has been disassembled 
onlytogainaccesstoanotherassemblyorcomponent.   

 

The printer does not power on 
To resolve printer power-up problems, do the following: 

 
1. Check that the power cord is connected correctly to the printer and to the power socket. 

 
2. Check that the power switch at the rear of the printer is in the on position. 
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3. Check that the front-panel cable is correctly connected to the Electronics Module. Also make sure 
that the front-panel cable is not damaged. 

 

4. Check to see if any of the LEDs on the power switch are on. If any of the LEDs are on, then see  
HowtoreadthepowerswitchLEDsonpage11 for more information. 

 

The printer continuously rejects printheads 
To resolve printhead rejection problems, do the following: 

 
1. Clean the flex contacts on the Printhead and in the Carriage Assembly using the Carriage 

Interconnect Wiper (see CarriageInterconnectWiperonpage81) and try again. 
 

2. If all the Printheads are rejected (for each Printhead, the status message on the Front Panel does 
not show 'OK') then perform the Carriage Assembly Test  CarriageAssemblytest 
onpage88.. 

 

A new maintenance cartridge is incorrectly detected as 
‘used’ 

This can occur if the printer has detected the previous Maintenance Cartridge was nearly full, and when 
a new Maintenance Cartridge is installed the front panel displays an error that the cartridge is ‘used’. 
To resolve the problem, manually reset the counter of the Maintenance Cartridge  ResetLife  
Countersonpage105. 

 

Cover sensors are not working 
To resolve cover sensor problems, do the following: 

 
1. Check whether the sensor cable is damaged or not connected correctly. 

 
2. Replace the faulty sensor. 

 

The Line Sensor has problems detecting paper 
To resolve Line Sensor paper detection problems, do the following: 

 
1. Check the type of paper that is being used: the Line sensor may have problems detecting 

transparent paper or some types of Non-HP paper. Try loading white HP paper into the printer and 
check whether the Line Sensor detects it. 

 

2. Excessive ink deposits on the Platen surface can fool the sensor by reflecting the light. Clean the 
Print Platen. 

 

3. Clean the Encoder Strip  See CleantheEncoderStriponpage414. 
 

4. The Line Sensor is not calibrated correctly. Perform the Line Sensor Calibration  See  
Line Sensorcalibrationonpage127. 

5. The Line Sensor is damaged or faulty. Replace the Line Sensor  See LineSensorAssembly  
onpage347. 

 

Troubleshooting paper jams and printhead crashes 
 

 

NOTE:   If you were using HP Coated Paper when the problem occurred, see also Printheadcrashes/  
smearsonhigh-densityprintsusingcoatedpaperonpage7.   
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Paper jams and printhead crashes are grouped together because in many cases a paper jam causes 
the paper to lift up into the Carriage path and cause a printhead crash, which means that many paper 
jams are reported as printhead crashes. 

 
 

Question Answer 
 

 

Did the paper jam occur when loading paper? If paper jams have occurred previously, some pieces of paper 
may still be stuck in the paper path. Clear the paper path. 

 
NOTE:   Customers often store used rolls without protecting 
them from office environmental conditions; when exposed to 
high humidity, the paper edges tend to curl. This curling can 
cause paper jams when paper is loaded by feeding paper in 
without lifting the Media Lever. In these conditions, to avoid 
paper jams, the recommendation is to load paper by lifting the 
Media Lever and aligning the paper manually, following the 
instructions on the front panel. 

 
 

Is the customer using non-HP paper? The use of non-HP paper caneasily be the causeof paper jams 
and printhead crashes—especially printhead crashes, 
because HP paper is specially formulated to avoidcockle, one 
of the primary causes of head crashes. If the paper is not HP- 
approved, advise the customer to use HP paper and check to 
see if the problem is now solved. 

 
 

 
 

 

TIP: When clearing a paper jam, sometimes paper is stuck in the paper path. To clear this, you must 
lift the Media Lever and insert thicker paper into the paper path to push out the paper that is still stuck 
there.   

 

Troubleshooting paper, scan axis and Rewinder Motor 
shutdown 

If a shutdown occurs, you will get the message “Switch Power Off” followed by one of these messages: 
 

● Check Maintenance Cartridge Path 

● Check Paper Path 

● Check Printhead Path 
 

 

NOTE: A shutdown in each path will require different steps to resolve the problem as explained below. 
Ineachcase,makesurethatyoupowerofftheprinterbeforetryingtoresolvetheproblem.   

 

Also check that the Rewinder Motor moves easily (without friction) with the printer turned off. 
 

Maintenance cartridge path 

Open the right door of the printer and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the 
Service Station. Manually move the Service Station, checking for smooth and free movement. 

 

Paper path 

To resolve paper path problems, do the following: 
 

1. Open the Window and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the Drive Roller. 
Make sure that the mylar is not damaged. If there is a wrinkled mass of paper inside the paper 
path, lift the Pinch wheels (using the Paper Load Handles) and clear the obstruction. 

 

2. If this shutdown happens at the end of a Roll of Paper, it could be because the paper is stuck firmly 
to the Roll. Lift the Pinch wheels (using the Paper Load Handles) and pull the paper clear. 
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3. Replace the spindle if broken.  

4. Perform the Paper Drive Test to obtain further information on the problem  
onpage85. 

PaperDrivetest 

 

Printhead path 

When a shutdown occurs in the Printhead path, you will get the message “Switch Power Off / Check 
Printhead Path (*). The (*) will be a number, which wil give an indication on where the failure occurred. 

 

PWM shutdown 

To resolve a PWM shutdown, do the following: 
 

1. Clean Slider Rods and Apply Oil along the complete axis of the Slider Rods. After applying the Oil, 
perform the Scan-Axis Test  See ScanAxistestonpage84 and check that the values are 
within the given limits. 

 
2. Clean the Encoder Strip  See CleantheEncoderStriponpage414. 

 
3. Perform the Scan-Axis Test to obtain further information on the problem  ScanAxistest  

onpage84. 
 

Velocity shutdown 

To resolve a velocity shutdown, do the following: 
 

1. Open the Window and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the Carriage 
Assembly. Try and move the Carriage Assembly manually, checking for smooth and free 
movement. 

 

2. Check that the Encoder Strip is clean. If necessary, clean Encoder Strip using a damp cloth. 
 

Energy shutdown 

To resolve an energy shutdown, do the following: 
 

1. Clean Slider Rods and Apply Oil along the complete axis of the Slide Rods. After applying the Oil, 
perform the Scan-Axis Test  See ScanAxistestonpage84 and check that the values are 
within the given limits. 

 
2. Clean the Encoder Strip  See CleantheEncoderStriponpage414. 

 
3. Perform the Scan-Axis Test to obtain further information on the problem  ScanAxistest  

onpage84. 

 

Vacuum suction much lower at high altitudes 
At altitudes above 3,000 meters, the vacuum force holding down the paper will be lower, therefore the 
paper will not be held in place properly causing: 

● Ink Smearing on the Paper. 

● Printhead crashes against the Paper. 

● Roll Paper loading problems (low probability). 
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Banding at variable extreme environmental conditions 
 

 

NOTE: This problem is only applicable if the OMAS is disabled. 
 

 

Since the Accuracy Calibration has been done at normal environmental conditions, printing in extreme 
environmental conditions will cause banding because the advance of the Drive Roller does not 
correspond to the same conditions that the calibration was done in. To solve the problem, try the 
following: 

Perform the Accuracy Calibration in the new environmental conditions (see Using your printer). 
 

Printhead crashes/smears on high-density prints using 
coated paper 

High-density prints can cause cockle mainly on HP Coated Paper. This causes two main problems: 
 

1. Cockling in the borders - Because the printer places too much ink on the Coated Paper, the borders 
of the print become raised, causing the Printhead to crash against the paper. To solve the problem, 
add a 15 mm white margin to the edges of the images. 

2. Cockling within the print - If the printer places too much ink within the print, the paper starts to ripple, 
causing the Printhead to smear against the paper. To solve the problem, try the following: 

● Check in the Front Panel if Ink Limiting is ON or OFF. If Ink Limiting is OFF, turn it ON. 
 

● Avoid using HP Coated Paper for high-density prints. As a substitute, use HP Heavyweight 
Coated Paper. 

 

Banding due to ink cartridge replacement while printing 
Someone has removed an Ink Cartridge while the printer was printing, which has caused the printer to 
stop. If the user does not replace the Ink Cartridge immediately, when the printer starts to print again, 
a band will appear in the position where the printing restarted. This is because the wet ink interacts with 
the dried ink on the paper causing the band to appear. To solve the problem, try the following: 

 
● Do not remove an Ink Cartridge while the printer is printing. Only replace/remove Ink Cartridges 

between prints. 
 

● If the Ink Cartridge was replaced due to the “Empty” status on the Front Panel, then advise the 
customer to replace the Ink Cartridge when the “Very Low” status is showing on the Front Panel. 

● Reprint the file (without removing the Ink Cartridge). 

 

34- inch Rice Paper not supported 
The roll width is 34 inches (non-standard), and the pinch wheels can't control the edge of the paper, 
causing ink smears and printhead crashes. 

 

Worm marks on HP Coated Paper with light area fills 
Light bands (S-shaped) in the direction of the media axis when light area fills are printed, causing an 
unacceptable print-quality defect. 

 
● Print the Service Configuration Print and check whether the ambient humidity is very low (below 

30%). Increasing humidity may help to reduce the severity of the problem. 
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NOTE:   The paper is causing the problem and not the printer. Do not attempt to replace printer parts 
tosolvethisproblem.   

 

Solving paper-handling problems 
The front panel keeps indicating that paper Is misaligned or incorrectly positioned. 

 

● The roll may be loaded the wrong way. The paper should load over the roll toward you. 

● Check that the paper is correctly loaded onto the spindle. 
 

● The paper may be loaded at an angle. The right-hand edge must be aligned with the blue line on 
the Print Platen. 

 
 

NOTE:   Ensure that the paper is wrapped tightly on the roll. This is a very important step to 
remember because if this is not done, the paper may be loaded at an angle, causing the paper to 
berejected.   

 

● The Line Sensor may be malfunctioning. See TheLineSensorhasproblemsdetectingpaper  
onpage4. 

 

Difficult to load paper: “Too much skew” 
If you encounter a high failure rate when loading paper and the Front Panel reports “Too Much Skew” 
it is likely that: 

 
● The encoder strip must be cleaned (this can be carried out by the customer using the User 

Maintenance Kit). 
 

● The Line Sensor must be cleaned. 

● The Blue Line calibration must be performed. See Platenbluelinecalibrationonpage136. 

 

Troubleshooting a failure with the Take-Up Reel (TUR) 
Use this section to troubleshoot failures with the Take-Up Reel. 

 

Take-Up Reel LED status information 
 

LED status Issue Print job 
interrupted 

Possible cause Print job interrupted? 

Blinking quickly Take-Up Reel not 
winding 

Yes Sensor beam blocked for 
more than 3 seconds 

Ensure the Take-Up Reel 
sensors are not blocked by a 
strip of paper, the collection bin 
or other objects. 

 
Also ensure the Take-Up Reel 
power switch is in the On 
position. 

Blinking slowly Take-Up Reel not 
winding 

No The sensor cables are loose 
or unplugged 

Ensure the sensor cables are 
correctly connected. 

Solid red Take-Up Reel not 
winding 

No There is too much resistance 
on the Take-Up Reel motor 

ENSURE THAT THE TUR 
Spindle Lever is CLOSED! 
Ensure the paper is not winding 
too tightly. A loop-shaping core 
should be inserted and hanging 
down. 
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Solid green Take-Up Reel not 
winding 

No The Take-Up Reel power 
switch is in the Off position 

Ensure the Take-Up Reel 
power switch is in the On 
position. 

Solid green Take-Up Reel 
winding in the 
wrong direction, 
and not stopping 
the job. 

No The Take-Up Reel wind 
direction switch is in the 
wrong winding position. After 
3 seconds, the printer will 
recognize the problem and 
interrupt the print job. In this 
case, see the first error listed 
in this table. 

Flip the Take-Up Reel wind- 
direction switch to the correct 
position. 

 
 

 

NOTE: If the LED is flashing but there is no message on the front panel, restart the printer. 
 

 

 

How to read the power switch LEDs 
In certain circumstances, the LEDs located on top of the power switch (located at the rear of the printer) 
indicate the status of power supply to the printer. 

 

 
1. When only the Amber LED is On: 

 
● The printer has been switched Off from the Front Panel (after having pressed the On/Off 

button). 
 

● The Power Supply Unit only delivers a 5 V “Standby”; power that is needed to restart the 
printer after the Front Panel On/Off button is pressed (the Formatter will start the printer). 

 
2. When the Blue LED is On: Deliver standard “ATX” power for the Electronics Module PCAs (+12V, 

+5V, -5V, -12V, etc...). All the functions of the Electronics Module are fully operational (EWS, etc...). 
 

3. When the Green LED is On: Deliver “analog” 24V and 36V to enable printing. 
 

If you turn on the printer at the front panel, and the Blue LED does not come on, there is a problem. 
Turn off the printer using the switch at the rear, then turn it on again using the same switch. If the Blue 
LED still does not come on, replace the Power Supply Unit. 

If the Blue LED comes on this time, you will probably see an error reported on the front panel as the 
printer starts up. If no error is reported, but you continue to have problems when turning on the printer 
from the front panel, see HowtoreadtheFormatterLEDsonpage12. 
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How to read the Formatter LEDs 
The LEDs located on the Formatter can help to troubleshoot the printer. The LEDs can either be on or 
off; different combinations can indicate different problems. 

 

The following image shows the three Formatter LEDs, which are numbered from the top down: number 
I at the top, number II in the middle, number III at the bottom. 

 

 
Use the following table to interpret the LEDs and find the source of the problem. Remember that you 
should read these LEDs when you push the Power button. 

 

Some combinations may require you to replace two or more components. In this case, always replace 
one component at a time. Test theprinter to see if the problem has disappeared (check the LEDs again). 
If the same LED sequence continues, replace the next component indicated in the table. 

 

Powe 
r 
ambe 

Power 
blue 
LED 

Power 
green 
LED 

Formatter I 
LED 

Formatter 
II LED 

Formatter 
III LED 

Front 
panel 
status 

Problem and recommendations 

Off Off Off Off Off Off Off The printer is not receiving electrical 
power. 

 
1. Ensure that the printer is connected 

to the power outlet. 
 
2. Ensure that the outlet delivers the 

expected power. 
 
3. Replace the Power Supply Unit. 

On Off Off Off Off Off Off The Power key fails to turn on the printer.
 
1. Turn the printer off using the switch 

at the rear, and disconnect the 
power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer using 
the switch at the rear. 

 
2. If the problem persists, replace the 

Front Panel. 



 

 

Power 
amber 
LED 

Powe 
r blue 
LED 

Power 
green 
LED 

Formatter I 
LED 

Formatter 
II LED 

Formatter 
III LED 

Front 
panel 
status 

Problem and recommendations 

Off On Off Off Off Off Off There is a power failure inthe Formatter. 
 
1. Reseat the power connector in the 

Formatter, and remove the 
Formatter. 

 
2. Turn the printer on again. 

 
3. If the problem persists, replace the 

Power Supply Unit. 
 
4. If the problem persists, replace the 

Formatter. 
 
5. If the boot process starts, replace 

the Formatter. 

Off On Off On Off Off Off The Formatter BIOS is unable to start. 
 
If an external Memory Module is 
installed: 

 
1. Reseat the Memory Module. 

 
2. Remove the Memory Module and 

restart the printer. 
 
3. If the printer is able to start 

normally, replace the Memory 
Module. If not, replace the 
Formatter. 

 
If an external Memory Module is not 
installed, replace the Formatter. 

Off On Off Flashing Off Off Off The Formatter BIOS cannot detect the 
Hard Disk Drive. 

 
1. Reseat the Hard Disk Drive 

connectors. 
 
2. Replace the Hard Disk Drive. 

Off On Off On Flashing Off Off The operating system has experienced 
a fatal error. Replace the Hard Disk 
Drive. 

Off On Off On On Off Off There is a communication failure in the 
Formatter. 

 
1. Reseat the Formatter. 

 
2. Replace the Formatter. 

Off On Off On On Flashing Off There is an initialization failure in the 
Formatter. Replace the Formatter. 

Off On Off On On On Off There is an initialization failure in the 
Front Panel. 

 
1. Reseat the Front Panel cable. 

 
2. Replace the Front Panel. 
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If the front panel turns on and then stops 
If the power-up process stops while the front panel is displaying a number, respond as follows. 

 
1. If the printer's Power-Up process stops when the front panel is displaying the number 17, this 

indicates that there is a problem with the file system on the printer's Hard Disk Drive, so the printer 
is checking the whole file system and making any necessary corrections. This problem can arise 
when there has been a power cut while the printer was switched On, or if there is a physical problem 
with the Hard Disk Drive. 

 

Checking the whole file system normally takes about half an hour (but could take much longer). 
There is nothing that can be done to speed up the file checking process. If you turn Off the printer 
during the checking process, the file system check will restart whenever you turn it On again 

 

If you experience this problem repeatedly when there has been no power cut, then this could mean 
that the Hard Disk Drive is faulty. In this case, replace the Hard Disk Drive  See HardDiskDrive  
(HDD)onpage332. 

2. If the printer's start-up process stops when the front panel is displaying any other number 
between 1 and 30, then try the following: 

 
● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the 

power cord and turn on the printer. 
 

● If the printer continues to stop during the power-up process, replace the Hard Disk Drive  
See HardDiskDrive(HDD)onpage332. 

 

How to interpret the Service Information Pages 
The Service Information Pages contain the following information: 

 

● Current Configuration 

● Current Information 

● Usage Information 

● Event Logs 

● Calibration Status 

● Connectivity Configuration 

● All Pages 

It is possible to print the Service Information Pages either through the Front Panel or through the 
Embedded Web Server: 

● Front Panel: icon > Service information prints. 
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● Embedded Web Server: Support tab > Service support > Printer information. 
 

 
 

Even if the printer cannot print, the Information Pages are still accessible through the Embedded Web 
Server. 

 

Main characteristics 

● Only available in English (except the current information page). 
 

● From the Front Panel, you can choose to print ALL pages or just select the specific pages that are 
needed. If ALL pages are printed: 

 

◦ Nesting is turned ON automatically (and turned OFF once all the pages have been printed). 

◦ Nesting cannot be mixed with other jobs in the queue. 

● Each page can be printed from the Web browser when using the Embedded Web Server. 
 

● Each page can be sent by e-mail from the Web Browser when using the Embedded Web Server 
(File ˜ Send ˜ Page by E-mail). 

 

● You can see the same information through the Front Panel or the Embedded Web Server. 
 

Current configuration 

This page contains full details of the current configuration of the printer. 
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Current information 

This page contains the following information: 
 

● Current Printer Configuration 

● Paper Loaded Information 

● Current Printhead Kit Information 

● Current Ink Cartridge Information 

● Supported Ink Cartridges 
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The first two lines are available at the beginning of each Service Information Page and contains standard 
information (like Service ID, firmware version). 

 

Printer usage information 

This page contains the following information: 
 

● Printer Usage 

● Usage per Printhead Slot 

● Usage per Cartridge Slot 

● Media Usage per Paper Type 

● Component Usage 

● Spittoon Usage 

● Preventive Maintenance Usage 
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Media used sections 

● Total media used in the printer 

● Media used for each media type 
 

 

NOTE:   If the Hard Disk Drive is replaced, the media used for eachmedia type will be set to zero. 
 

 

 

Printhead section 

The Printheads section displays the Printhead usage per slot. 
 

● Total Insertions: This is linked with the crane of the Ink Supply Tubes. When the Ink Supply Tubes 
are replaced, the total insertions will be reset to zero. 

 
Cartridge section 

The Ink Cartridges section displays the ink usage per cartridge. 
 

Preventive maintenance section 

Once the value reaches 100%, the corresponding Preventive Maintenance Kit should be used. For 
further details, see Preventivemaintenanceonpage411. 

 
Component usage 

One cycle is counted when the Carriage makes one movement to the left of the printer and then returns 
to the right. 
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Spittoon section 

This section contains information on the different Spittoons located in the printer. 
 

Event logs 

This page contains the following information: 
 

● Last 20 System Error Codes (which prevented the printer from booting) 
 

● Last 20 System Warnings (which did not prevent the printer from booting, but which required the 
user to acknowledge the problem) 

 

● Printhead Error log 
 

 
 
System/Warning error 

● The Line and Internal Code do not provide much information, but are useful in the case of 
escalating a problem to the division (different internal error codes can point to the same error code 
(e.g. 01.10:10)). 

 

● Media Usage (in square meters) and Date (from the printer’s Internal Clock (RTC)) help you to 
understand if the printer has been used (media usage) and how much time has passed since the 
last error. 

 
Printhead error log 

● Printheads ago: History of the last three Printheads used (’0’ represents the current Printhead 
used). 

 

● Status:’0’ = Working,’1’ = No Printhead Detected,’2’ = Replace,’4’ = Reseat,’8’ = Remove. 

● % Ink Used: Percentage of the warranty life (1200 ml). 

● Error Code: Specific error code generated by the printer when the Printhead has been replaced. 

● Max Recovery: 

◦ 0: No manual Printhead recovery has been performed on the Printhead. 

◦ 1 or higher: At least one Printhead recovery has been performed. 
 

Calibration status 

This page contains the following information: 
 

● General Calibrations (performed by service engineers) 

● Media-specific Calibrations (performed by the customer) 

● Printer Status Codes 
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General calibrations 

● Printhead Alignment relates to the Printhead Alignment which changes to ‘pending’ when a 
Printhead is replaced and the Printhead Alignment has not been performed. 

 
 

NOTE:   When a component is replaced, the corresponding calibration is not automatically set to  
‘NOTDONE‘.Thisisbecausetheprinterdoesnotknowthatthereisanewpartinstalled.   

 

● Drop Detector relates to the Drop Detector or Service Station calibration. 

● Line Sensor relates to the Line Sensor Calibration. 
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Media-specific calibrations 

This section shows the following for each type of media: 
 

● Media Name 

● Color calibration and date 

● Paper Advance calibration and date 
 
Printer status codes 

This section shows status codes for the following: 
 

● Nozzle Health 

● Media Advance Calibration 

● Printhead Alignment 

● Closed Loop Color Calibration 

These codes may be useful to detect potential print-quality issues. Several suggested actions are linked 
with these codes, and are displayed in the Embedded Web Server and the front panel. 

 

Connectivity configuration 

This page contains full details of the current configuration of the printer. 
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When the main window is open and the printer is printing 
(safety compliance) 

We describe the details of the behavior of the printer when the window is opened while the carriage is 
moving. 

If the main window is opened while the printer is doing something, be it a swath of a print job or a system 
task, the printer will: 

 

1. Before the carriage stops, it will finish whatever it was doing when the window was opened. It will 
not finish an image it was printing, but it will finish the current swath, so as to avoid any impact on 
image quality. If it was performing a system task it will finish it before stopping. 

2. If the carriage finishes on the left side of the printer, the carriage will always slowly move to the 
right side of the printer. 

 

3. The printheads will be placed in their 'capping' positions. 
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Here are some different scenarios of what happens when the window is opened: 
 

● If the printer is printing an image when the window is opened: The carriage will not stop immediately, 
the printer will finish theswath and then stop. If the cover is then closed, the printer willstart to print 
from the position it was stopped. 

 

● If the printer is cutting the media: The carriage finishes the cutting procedure. 

● If the printer is checking the SKEW while loading the media: During the skew check, the printer 
does small movements of the carriage on the right side of the printer, and also moves the media 
when needed. This procedure checks that the edge of the media is moving laterally or not. If the 
window is opened while the printer is checking the media SKEW, the printer will complete the skew 
procedure (and it will continue well after the window has been opened). This is the only case when 
the printer will not stop the carriage at the end of a lateral movement (as a swath). 

 

The safety system in place is designed todetect an object in the path of the carriage as it moves across 
the printer, any object encountered will cause the system to shut down the driver motor in the carriage. 
This method of ensuring safety is considered sufficient by the regulatory agencies that inspect and 
assess the product prior to its placement in the market. The window and its switch are considered a 
‘supplementary’ safety feature, and as such the behavior of the switch has been adjusted as a trade off 
between the level of safety provided and the printer’s functionality. 

 

How to troubleshoot the 79:04 system error 
● Introduction 

● Possiblecauses 
 

● Troubleshootingbasedonsymptoms 
 

Introduction 

The System error 79:04 is a generic firmware error (equivalent to a blue screen in Windows). It’s the 
System Error that the printer will display when an unknown exception occurs that cannot be pointed to 
by any specific subsystem of the printer. 

 

Since this is a generic error, there can be multiple causes behind it. This document will cover the most 
probable causes behind a system error 79:04 and will recommend the most efficient troubleshooting 
steps to resolve customer issues. 

One important point to mention is that, although 79:04 system errors can be caused by a hardware 
malfunction, the vast majority of 79:04 system errors are pure software or firmware issues. In these 
cases the issue can only be solved by determining the root cause and implementing a solution. The 
solution can usually be applied by either correctly configuring a selection, updating the printer’s firmware/ 
software that is being used or by fixing an error in the code). 

 

Possible causes 

Since the 79:04 system error is a generic error, the number of possible causes behind it is large. The 
majority can be grouped, however, into the following groups: 
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Job related SE79:04 
 

A specific print job that is not correctly formatted for the printer or that is not correctly processed by it can trigger a 
79:04 system error. 

 
The incorrect format or processing can come from two sources: 

 
• Incorrect commands in the job itself. For example, a PS job with some commands that do not have the correct PS 
format. 

 
• Issues applying to the settings in the job 

 
 

Cause Solution 
 

 

79:04 caused by a print job always have the same symptoms: 
 

● 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These types of 79:04 system errors are normally caused by 
jobs that have been generated by 3rd party applications (RIPs, 
3rd party drivers, files exported by an application to PS, PDF, 
HP-GL/2, RTL, … or any other format supported by the printer). 
Jobs generated by HP drivers will not normally generate 79:04 
system errors, since the output that our drivers generate is very 
controlled and has been designed taking intoconsideration the 
characteristics of our printer’s language interpreters. 

 
There is an exception to this general rule: there are certain 
applications that can generate their own PS code (Adobe 
PhotoShop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Acrobat, Corel Draw, 
Freehand, QuarkXpress, …). When used with a PS driver, 
these applications generate the output PS themselves, instead 
of using the driver’s rendering capabilities. This is known as 
PostScript pass-through. So, when using an HP PostScript 
driver together with an application that has PS passthrough 
capabilities, the PS code that comes into the printer has not 
been rendered by the HP driver, and, should the source file 
contain any PS commands that are not correctly processed by 
the printer, a 79:04 system error could occur even though an 
HP driver is being used. 

When a job consistently generates a 79:04 system error, it is 
either because of a issue in the printer’s firmware or because 
of a defect in the job itself (when it has been generated by 3rd 
party SW). In order to identify the causeand find out a solution, 
these issues should always be immediately escalated to the 
GBU through the GCC. 

 
Also, there are a set of workarounds and short term solutions 
that can be tested in order to get the customer up and running 
in the shortest possible time: 

 
1. Send the job using a variety of different settings. Many 

times, the issue is caused by a combination of the job 
contents combined with some specific setting(s). 

 
2. If the customer is sending the file directly to the printer, 

try using the HP driver instead. 
 

3. If the issue is occurring when printing through the HP 
PostScript driver from an application with PS 
passthrough, try changing the options in the application 
so that it prints PS as raster (the option istypically located 
in the 'Advanced' options of the application’s printing 
dialog). 

 
 

1. The job is received by the printer and starts to 
process. 

 
2. In the middle of the processing, the printer stops 

and displays 79:04. 
 
3. The printer will display the 79:04 system error 

again immediately after restart. This is due to the 
fact that the printer will try to reprint the job, which 
is pending in the queue, after restart. 

 
4. After the second restart, the printer will start up 

normally 
 
5. If the same job is sent again, itwill always produce 

a 79:04 system error 
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Data related SE79:04 
 

HP Designjet printers have Hard Disks and non-volatile memories that contain data bases and files that can be modified 
with user data. Some examples include: 

 
• The printer’s queue 

 
• The hard drive partitions that contain user jobs 

 
• The data base that stores the printer settings 

 
• The data base that stores accounting information 

 
Some of this data is accessed by the printer at start up, and some others are accessed as needed. 

 
If any of this fields contains corrupt data or data with characters or values that cannot be correctly processed by the 
printer, a 79:04 system error may occur. 

 
 

Cause Solution 
 

 

There are two different types of symptoms for data related 
79:04 system errors: 

● 

Many times, data related 79:04 errors are resolved by means 
of hardware intervention. Since data is stored in physical 
components (RAM, EEROM and Hard Disk), replacing these 
components with new ones which are empty usually solves the 
problem. However, there are quicker and more effective 
solutions to these types of errors: 

 
1. Clear all information that hasbeen introduced by the user 

using the standard tools available in the printer: 
 

a. Delete all jobs from the queue (from the Front Panel 
or the EWS) 

 
b. Reset to factory defaults to clear the user’s 

configurations and calibrations 
 

c. Delete any non-standard paper preset in the printer 
(both the ones that have been created by the user 
and the ones that have been installed as OMES 
profiles through the EWS or the HP Utility) 

 
2. If step 1 did not resolve the issue, you can use Service 

Tools to clear additional information that could be causing 
the issue: 

 
a. Start the printer in Diagnostics Boot Mode 

 
b. Perform an EEROM reset 

 
3. If step 2 did not resolve the issue, it is possible to 

completely clear the information on the Hard Disk and the 
different EEROMs, leaving them in an equivalent state to 
a new part: 

 
a. Access the Service Utilities Menu 

 
b. In the Secure Disk Wipe menu, set the Sanitize level 

to “Unsecure mode” 
 

c. Execute the Disk Wipe. This takes 45-75 minutes 
and it will completely clear all partitions in the Hard 
Disk which contain user data, including the partition 
where the Operating System is installed. After the 
disk wipe has completed, abackup firmware version 
will automatically beinstalled from abackup partition 
to allow the unit to start up. This firmware version is 
very old. 

 
d. The firmware in the printer should be updated to the 

latest official version as soon as the printer has 
restarted. 

 
 

1. When the corrupt data is accessed during start up: 
 

a. The printer will display a 79:04 during the 
start up process 

 
b. Switching the printer off and on again will not 

solve the issue. The printer will continue 
displaying the 79:04 system error until the 
corrupt data has been cleared through a 
service procedure. 

 
2. When the corrupt data is accessed during normal 

printer operation: 
 

a. The printer will start up normally 
 

b. When the data is accessed (for example 
while printing, while navigating the queue or 
when changing some settings), the printer 
displays a 79:04 system error 

 
c. The printer can restart normally 

 
d. When the data is accessed again (typically,

under the same conditions as in step “b”), the 
79:04 system error is displayed again. 
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Data related SE79:04 
 

HP Designjet printers have Hard Disks and non-volatile memories that contain data basesand files that can be modified 
with user data. Some examples include: 

 
• The printer’s queue 

 
• The hard drive partitions that contain user jobs 

 
• The data base that stores the printer settings 

 
• The data base that stores accounting information 

 
Some of this data is accessed by the printer at start up, and some others are accessed as needed. 

 
If any of this fields contains corrupt data or data with characters or values that cannot be correctly processed by the 
printer, a 79:04 system error may occur. 

 
 

Cause Solution 
 

 

After step “c”, any 79:04 which is caused by corrupt data 
in the printer will be solved. 

 
NOTE:   It is possible that the corrupt data came to be in 
the printer as a consequence of some activity in the 
customer’s workflow. In this case, it is possible that the 
issue will happen again. In these cases, it is very 
important to understand the sequence of events in the 
customer’s workflow that led to the error occurring. Once 
the error can be traced in the customer’s workflow, 
escalate the issue to the GBU (through the GCC). This is 
done to implement any changes in the printer’s firmware 
that can prevent these issues occurring again. 
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Network related SE79:04 
 

Most HP Designjet printers have built-in networking capabilities. Network settings can be set manually, but in the 
majority of cases, they are obtained automatically from the printer. These settings include many different fields, such 
as IP address and subnet mask, available gateways, host and domain names, etc. 

 
In some cases, there can be issues in the firmware that can cause a certain value in one of these fields to beinterpreted 
incorrectly, and this can lead to a 79:04 system error. 

 
 

Cause Solution 
 

 

There is no single set of symptoms that can absolutely pinpoint 
a network related 79:04 system error. However, the following 
guidelines can be applied: 

 
● It can happen at start up or when accessing the Network 

Configuration section of the FP 
 

● In both cases, repeating the action with the LAN cable 
disconnected does not cause the 79:04 to occur 

In the majority of cases, these issues will be due to an issue in 
the printer’s firmware. As soon as the conditions where the 
issue happens can be understood, it should be escalated to 
the GBU through the GCC. 

 
At the same time, the following short term solutions and 
workarounds can help the customer to get up and running in 
the shortest possible time: 

 
1. Disconnect the network cable to be able to boothte printer 

and change network settings 
 

2. In the Network configuration menu in the Front Panel, 
disable any protocols that you are not using, including 
IPv6, SNMP and WebServices. 

 
3. If step “2” does not work, try setting a manual 

configuration of the device: 
 

a. Enter the correct subnet mask and an IP in the valid 
range 

 
b. In the GateWay field, set the same value as in the 

IP address field 
 

c. Do not set a host name or a domain name 
 

4. If step “3” does not work and the customer is using the 
network card which is part of the printer, try using an 
accessory Jetdirect card instead. 
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User Interaction related SE79:04 
 

In some cases the printer may not react as expected when a certain set of conditions coincide. In these cases, if the 
printer doesn’t know how to react, it may simple display a 79:04 system error and force a restart. Some examples (not 
real) that can help to illustrate this: 

 
• An error occurs when a job is cancelled when it is at the “Finishing print” state and when the queue is disabled 

 
• An error occurs if the Window is opened while the printer is checking the printheads 

 
These errors will most likely only happen in very specific corner cases that have not been identified during the 
development or the qualification of the printer, so normally, they do not severely impact the customer, as they do not 
affect their regular working flows. 

 
 

Cause Solution 
 

 

The symptoms here are as numerous as the number of 
possible interactions between the user and the printer. In any 
case, it’s possible to identify the steps that caused the error to 
occur and avoid them as the steps will always be the same with 
no variance. 

 
Important: An major element in determining the error is what 
the state the printer was in at the time the error was displayed. 
Actions the user has made when the printer is drying for 
example can produce an error, whereas the same action when 
the printer is doing something else (or is idle) maynot produce 
any errors. 

The recommended action plan in these cases is to identify the 
previous steps that caused the error and: 

 
1. Escalate the issue to the GBU through the GCC in order 

to have it corrected in the firmware. 
 

2. Recommend to the customer that they try to avoid the 
same steps to prevent the issue 

 
3. If the conditions that cause the error are in thecustomer’s 

regular workflow, try to identify a different way of 
achieving the same result out of the printer. 

 
 



 

Random SE79:04: Concurrence issues and memory leaks 
 

Some 79:04 errors can happen randomly when the printer is being heavily used. However, it’s impossible to find a 
single set of conditions that reproduce the problem. It just happens from time to time, without a defined pattern. 

 
These random 79:04 can have two different types of root causes: 

 
• Memory leaks: Before a program is executed, it allocates the memory it will need. After the execution is complete, 
the allocated memory is freed to be used by other programs. If the allocation or the release of the memory are not 
properly programmed, every time the program is executed some memory will be incorrectly labeled (either as used or 
as free). This is known as a memory leak. When a program with a memory leak is executed a lot, the memory becomes 
progressively full (since it is not properly freed). When the leak becomes too big, the printer is left ‘out of memory’ to 
execute new processes and a 79:04 is triggered. 

 
• Concurrence issues: There are certain resources that can be accessed by multiple programs or by multiple 
executions of the same program (what is known as multiple threads). Access to these resources must be correctly 
controlled to prevent unexpected behavior. Issues caused by an incorrect control of these resources are concurrence 
issues. 

 
In the following you have a simple example: let’s imagine that there is a counter that controls the communication 
between the Jetdirect card and the printer’s firmware. Whenever a new packet of information is sent by the Jetdirect 
card to the printer, the counter increases. When the printer receives the packet and processes it correctly, the counter 
decreases. Another process checks the counter from time to time to see its value and take conclusions from it. If the 
counter is near 0, it means that the printer is processing correctly, and if it grows too big, it may mean that there is a 
bottleneck somewhere and maybe the Jetdirect card throughput is decreased to control its speed to the printer. 
However, ifthe access to this counter is notproperly controlled, undesirable effects may happen: in a real environment, 
a Jetdirect card processes thousands of information packets per second, so this counter is updated frequently, both 
by the Jetdirect and the printer. If at a certain point the Jetdirect and the printer try to access the counter at the same 
time and the code is not prepare to handle this, it may happen that the Jetdirect cannot increase the counter because 
the printer is writing to it, and what’s worse, that it does not realize this fact. If this happens a few times each second, 
it may happen that the counter is decreasing faster than it’s increasing and that at a certain point it has a negative 
value. And then, what will the process that is checking this counter do? Most likely, the process will not be prepared 
to react to a negative value and will launch an exception that will trigger a 79:04 system error. 

 
 

Cause Solution 
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This type of 79:04 always occurs in heavy load conditions, so 
the symptoms will always be similar to this pattern: 

 
● A printer that is being heavily used (printing a project or 

in a reprographics environment) produces 79:04 errors 
randomly, forcing the user to restart. 

 
● After restarting, the printer can be used without any 

issues for an extended period of time, but if the workload 
is consistently high, a random error will occur again. 

 
● The error can neverbe associated with aspecific file. The 

file that was being printed when the error occurred the last 
time can be printed without issues after restart. And a file 
that has been printed without issues several times can 
trigger the error in the future. 

 
● This error is very dependant of the workflow thecustomer 

has. The most common user workflows have been 
extensively tested both by HP and by our beta sites, so it 
is highly unlikely to see random 79:04 issues in these 
cases. These random issues tend to occurin very specific 
corner cases, and cannot be reproduced unless the exact 
conditions of the workflow are replicated. They normally 
happen when sending files generated by external 
applications (RIPs, 3rd party drivers, etc.). 

Random 79:04 errors are, by far, the most complex ones to 
diagnose and tofix. The only solutions available in these cases 
are: 

 
1. Identify the root cause (either in the files or in the 

firmware) and fix it in the code, which requires the 
intervention of the GBU 

 
2. Test any options available to modify the customer’s 

workflow and see if any combination of them solves the 
issue 

 
In both cases, a profound understanding of the customer’s 
workflow is necessary. In particular, the information that is 
needed is: 

 
● Printer front panel settings 

 
● Application that is being used; RIP or driver that is being 

used 
 

● Application/RIP/Driver settings 
 

● Type of output files this application, RIP or driver is 
generating 

 
● Some sample files that are representative of what the 

customer is using 
 

● Operating System 
 

● Method of connection to the printer 
 

● A description of the normal flow when the issue occurs 
and the typical frequency of occurrence (i.e. once every 
hour when sending several files non-stop, each of them 
with multiple copies) 

 
With this information, the environment can be replicated in 
orderHtootwry atondtrfionudbwloerskahrooount dtsh.eTh7is9:is04alssoytshteeimnfoermrraotiron  29 
that will be needed at the GBU to investigate and fix the root 
cause of this issue once it is escalated. 
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Hardware related SE79:04 
 

Hardware is, by far, the least likely cause of a 79:04 system error. Replacing hardware components does not normally 
fix the issue and increases the total turn around time in finding a workable solution. 

 
In some cases, a failure in a component in the printer’s electronics may cause a 79:04 system error, since the printer’s 
electronics are involved in the execution of the firmware and the processing of jobs. It needs to be noted, however, 
that hardware failures in the electronics tend to produce specific system errors that point directly to the component 
that is failing. 

 
Some HW causes that could be behind a 79:04 error are: 

 
• Defective clusters in the Hard Disk drive. If these clusters are used to execute the firmware or to process a job, they 
may produce a 79:04. It needs to be noted however, that most 79:04 errors that are resolved by an HDD replacement 
are in fact, data related 79:04 that could have been solved more efficiently and quickly following the steps in Section 
3. 

 
• Defective memory segments. If the RAM memory has some defective segments, a 79:04 may occur when these 
segments are used. 

 
• Intermittent defects in the electronic components that are involved in the processing of a job: Carriage PCA, Trailing 
cable, Formatter and Print Mech. This is a highly unlikely cause, since defects in these components will produce 
subsystem specific errors. 

 
 

Cause Solution 
 

 

There’s no single set of symptoms behind hardware related 
79:04 system errors. The most usual ones, however are: 

 
● 79:04 during start up. Restarting the printer may or may 

not solve the problem 
 

● 79:04 while processing or printing a job. Restarting the 
printer and printing the same job doesnot alwaysproduce 
the error. 

In the following procedure perform each step as it appears in 
the list and only move on to the next step once you are sure 
the 79:04 error has not been cleared: 

 
1. Restart the printer in Diagnostics Boot mode andexecute 

the service tests to validate the functionality of all the 
electronics components 

 
◦ Execute the troubleshooting for “data related” 

system errors, refer to page 3, Data related SE79:04 
 

2. Replace the memory 
 

3. Replace the HDD 
 

4. Escalate the issue before replacing any additional parts. 
 

 

 
Troubleshooting based on symptoms 

This section will describe which troubleshooting steps to perform for a 79:04 system error based on the 
symptoms of the issue. Perform each step as it appears in the list and only move on to the next step 
once you are sure the 79:04 error has not been cleared. 
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Front panel displays 79:04 at start-up 

● Restart the printer twice. If the system error has been caused by a job in an incorrect format, 
restarting twice will clear the error (the first time after restart, the printer will attempt to print the job 
again, and this will cause the error to re-appear). If restarting the printer twice solves the issue, 
then it is an issue related to the job and you should refer to JobrelatedSE79:04onpage24. 

 

● Update the printer’s firmware. Even if the currently installed firmware version is the latest one, 
reinstall it. Sincethe printer cannot start normally, you will need to update the firmware while booting 
the printer in Diagnostics Boot Mode. For this, a special file and a special update process will be 
needed. 

 

● Disconnect the network cable and restart the printer. If this solves the problem, then it is a network 
related 79:04 and you should follow the guidelines for this type of 79:04, refer to Networkrelated  
SE79:04onpage27. 

 
1. Remove all cartridges, printheads and printhead cleaners (if available). Unload the media. Restart 

the printer. If the printer can start normally, insert the consumables one by one until you isolate the 
one that is causing the error. Do NOT insert any of the replaced consumables in another printer. 

2. Restart the printer in Diagnostics Boot Mode and perform the “Electronics test”. If an electronic 
component is identified as faulty, replace it. 

● Restart the printer in Diagnostics Boot Mode and Reset the EEROM. If the issue is solved by 
this, this is a data related 79:04 system error and you should follow the guidelines, refer to  
DatarelatedSE79:04onpage25. 

 
3. If the unit has been used for some time and suddenly has started to show this behavior, replace 

the Hard Disk Drive (it may be included with the Formatter in some models). 
 

4. If the issue is new and the issue happens since the first boot, do NOT replace the HDD. 
 

5. If none of the previous steps solved the issue, escalate the issue with the following information: 
 

● Unit information: S/N, P/N, accessories 
 

● Conditions where the problem occurs and conditions prior to the first occurrence of the 
problem 

 

● The results of the previous 8 steps 

● The System Error detailed information (this can be obtained by pressing CANCEL + Down) 

● The printer logs. 
 
Front panel displays 79:04 during printer operation – not while sending jobs 

1. Restart the printer. 
 

2. Update the printer’s firmware. Even if the currently installed firmware version is the latest one, 
reinstall it. 

 

3. Reset the printer to factory defaults. 
 

4. In order to narrow the scope of the issue, try the following: 
 

a. Disable the queue 
 

b. Disable any unused network protocols 
 

c. Disable SNMP and WebServices (if they are available in the printer) 
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d. Disable “Sleep mode” from the Service Utilities menu 
 

e. Delete any Paper Presets that you may have uploaded or created using the printer 
Spectrophotometer. 

 

5. Restart the printer in Diagnostics Boot Mode and perform the “Electronics test”. If an electronic 
component is identified as faulty, replace it. 

 

6. Restart the printer in Diagnostics Boot Mode and Reset the EEROM. If the issue is solved by this, 
this is a data related 79:04 system error and you should follow the guidelines for this type error, 
refer to DatarelatedSE79:04onpage25. 

7. Format the Hard Disk drive. To do so, you will need to start the printer normally, enter the Service 
Utilities menu and then the Secure Disk Erase option. Set the Erase method to “Fast Erase” and 
then perform the disk erase process.This will take 45-75 minutesand will erase all user information 
from the disk, resolving any issue caused by corrupt data. After the erase process, a firmware 
update will be required. If this solves the issue, this is a data related 79:04 system error and you 
should follow the guidelines for this type of 79:04, refer to DatarelatedSE79:04onpage25. 

 

8. Try to identify the combination of settings or actions that led to the system error and try to reach 
the same result with a different combination. Escalate the issue to fix the original problem. 

9. If none of the previous steps could solve the issue, escalate it with the following information: 
 

● Unit information: S/N, P/N, accessories 
 

● Conditions where the problem occurs and conditions prior to the first occurrence of the 
problem 

 

● The result of the previous 8 steps 
 

● The printer information pages (either printed and faxed or obtained through the Embedded 
Web Server) 

 

● The System Error detailed information (it can be obtained by pressing CANCEL + Down) 

● The printer logs. 
 

Front panel displays 79:04 while printing 

● A.Whileprintingasinglejob 
 

● B.Random79:04duringcontinuousprinting 
 

A. While printing a single job 

The error happens after a single job is sent. It’s easy to identify which job that has produced the error, 
since every time that this same job is sent, the error is replicated. 

 

1. Restart the printer twice (after the first restart, the printer will show the 79:04 system error again, 
since the printer will attempt to reprint the last job in the queue, which is the one that caused the 
issue) 

2. If you are using an HP driver, update the driver to the latest version 
 

3. Update the printer’s firmware. Even if the currently installed firmware version is the latest one, 
reinstall it. Send the job using different print settings. The following ones can be helpful: 

 

a. Try sending the job without selecting a paper preset in the driver 
 

b. Try changing the Image Quality settings 
 

c. If you are using the HP-GL/2 driver, try the option “Send job as bitmap” 
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d. If you are using the PS driver, try using the HP-GL/2 driver instead 
 

e. If you are using the PS driver from an Adobe application (or any other application that can 
handle PS), try changing the application’s print settings so that the PS is generated as Raster. 

 

4. Try the following Front Panel settings: 
 

a. Change the Print Language option in the Front Panel from “Automatic” (which is the default 
setting) to the language that is being printed (PS, HP-GL/2, …) 

 

b. Queue = OFF 
 

c. Start Printing = After processing 
 

d. For PS SKUs, try changing the encoding setting (“Automatic” by default) to Binary or ASCII 
 

5. If you are using a 3rd party application that does not print through the HP driver, try modifying the 
printing workflow by: 

 

a. Using an HP driver 
 

b. Changing the settings in the application’s printing dialog 
 

6. If you are using an accessory Jetdirect card, try using the internal network connector or USB (if 
available). 

7. Escalate the issue, providing the following information: 
 

● Unit information: S/N, P/N, accessories 
 

● Conditions where the problem occurs and conditions prior to the first occurrence of the 
problem. 

 

● The result of the previous 7 steps 
 

● The printer information pages (either printed and faxed or obtained through the Embedded 
Web Server) 

● The System Error detailed information (it can be obtained by pressing CANCEL + Down) 

● Information on the workflow: 

◦ Operating System 

◦ Application 

◦ Driver 

◦ Settings in the driver and the application 

◦ Settings in the printer 

◦ Connection method and settings: 
 

 

● The printer logs. 
 
B. Random 79:04 during continuous printing 

The error does not happen with a single job. It happens randomly during continuous printing, normally 
while the printer is managing a heavy load (printing a project or in a reprographics environment). 

● The original file along with the information on how to reproduce the issue 
 
● A print to file that can reproduce the issue 
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This type of error is caused either by memory leaks or by concurrence issues in the printer’s firmware. 
They normally happen in unusual environments where these memory leaks or concurrence issues that 
have not been detected during qualification have occurred. These issues cause the printer to crash at 
a completely random moment during printing, and are not associated to a specific job. 

 

Because of this, troubleshooting these issues is normally quite complex. 
 

1. Restart the printer twice (after the first restart, the printer will show the 79:04 system error again, 
since the printer will attempt to reprint the last job in the queue. If the issue continues occurring 
randomly, continue troubleshooting 

2. If you are using an HP driver, update the driver to the latest version 
 

3. Update the printer’s firmware. Even if the currently installed firmware version is the latest one, 
reinstall it. 

 

4. Try the following changes in the workflow: 
 

a. Change the Print Language option in the Front Panel from “Automatic” (which is the default 
setting) to the language that is being printed (PS, HP-GL/2, …) 

 

b. Queue = OFF 
 

c. Start Printing = After processing 
 

d. For PS SKUs, try changing the encoding setting (“Automatic” by default) to Binary or ASCII 
 

e. If you are using the HP-GL/2 driver, try sending the job as a bitmap 
 

5. If you are using a 3rd party application that does not print through the HP driver, try modifying the 
printing workflow by: 

 

a. Using an HP driver 
 

b. Changing the settings in the application’s printing dialog 
 

6. Escalate the issue with the following information: 
 

● Unit information: S/N, P/N, accessories 
 

● The printer information pages (either printed and faxed or obtained through the Embedded 
Web Server) 

 

● The System Error detailed information (it can be obtained by pressing CANCEL + Down) 

● Information on the workflow: 

◦ Operating System 

◦ Application 

◦ Driver 

◦ Settings in the driver and the application 
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◦ Settings in the printer 

◦ Connection method and settings 

● Exact information on how to replicate the environment that reproduces the issue, 
including some example files that can be sent to the printer to replicate a heavy load 
environment. These files will need to be: 

 
◦ Original application files, if the issue happens printing from an application through 

our driver 
 

◦ Print to files if the issue happens when printing from a third-party application. 
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2 System error codes 
 
 
 
 

● Whattodoifthefrontpanelisblank 

● Systemerrorcodes 

● Explanationofsystemerrorcodesandwarnings 
 

● Continuableandnon-continuableerrorcodes 
 

What to do if the front panel is blank 
No system error message can be displayed when the front panel is blank. In these cases the front panel 
has not necessarily failed—any other electronic component can be the root cause. The Power Switch 
and Formatter LEDs can help you to troubleshoot a problem in this situation; see Howtoreadthepower  
switchLEDsonpage11 and HowtoreadtheFormatterLEDsonpage12. 

 

System error codes 
System error codes are hexadecimal numbers generally caused by internal system errors. The following 
pages contain a list of systemerror codes and their respective descriptions and recommended corrective 
actions. Try one recommended action at a time and check whether the error code has disappeared. 

 

If you have an error code which is not documented in this Service Manual or you have an error which 
you cannot resolve, then report the error to the HP Response Center or the nearest HP Support Office. 
When reporting the error, have the following information ready: 

 

● Model and Serial Number of the printer. 
 

● Which firmware revision the printer is using (See Note below). Check firmware in Setup Menu / 
Information Menu / Show Printer Information. 

 

● The complete error number (See Note below). 

● The complete error number (See Note below). 

● The Service Configuration Print. 

● The Current configuration sheet. 

● Which software application the customer is using (name, version, etc). 
 

 

NOTE:   When reporting the System Error Code, make sure that you supply the full Internal Error Code 
and the firmware version. Without this information, HP Support Personnel cannot help you. To view the 
Internal Error Code, hold the DOWN key and press the CANCEL key at the same when the System 
ErrorCodeisdisplayedontheFrontPanel.   
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Explanation of system error codes and warnings 
System Error Codes explain which component/system is failing and what action should be taken to 
resolve the problem. 

System Error Codes are displayed directly on the front panel (but can also be seen on the Information 
Page) and have been defined in the format XX.YZ. or XX.n:YZ.m. 

● XX: Service Part (2 digits). 

● n: Service Part Index (if more than one used in the product) - Optional. 

◦ e.g. Identify the Ink Supply (color and number). 

● Y: Who should perform the action (1 digit) - (User or Service Engineer). 

● Z: Action to perform (1 digit). 

● m: additional actions/information to consider (1 digit) - Optional. 

◦ e.g. Non-authorized ink was detected, PM was triggered or Printhead in/out of Warranty. 

The following table explains the XX part of the System Error Code or Warning: 
 

Code Component/System 

01.0 Main PCA 

01.1 Printmech PCA 

01.2 ISS Top PCA 

01.3 ISS Bottom PCA 

02.1 Carriage PCA 

03 Power Supply Unit 

05 Formatter 

05.1 Formatter Fan 

06 Hard Disk Drive 

08 Front Panel 

11 Trailing Cable 

17 Other cables 

21 Service Station 

23 Pressure System (APS) 

24 Ink Supply Tubes 

26.n Ink Cartridge (color n) 
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Code Component/System 

27.n, 28.n Printhead (color n) 

29 Maintenance Cartridge 

32 Take-up Reel 

36 Duplexer 

41 Media-Axis Motor 

42 Scan-Axis Motor 

43 Vacuum Fan 

44 Aerosol Fan 

45 Rewinder 

46 Primer 

50 OMAS 

51 Window Position Sensor 

51.1 Maintenance Cartridge Door Sensor 

52 Drop Detector 

53 Media Sensor 

54 Media Lever Sensor 

55 Line Sensor 

56 Paper Encoder Sensor 

58 Embedded PhotoSpectrometer (ESP) 

59 Incompatible parts 

60 Initialization 

61 Language Interpreting 

61.1 PS Fonts Missing 

64 Input/Output through USB Port 

71 Memory Management 

74 Firmware Update 

75 Ink consumption 

76 Disk Full 

77 Embedded Web Server 

78 Media Settings 

79 Assertion (Uncontrollable Firmware Error) 

81 Paper Advance 

85 Media-Axis Encoder Reading 

86 Carriage Movement 

87 Scan-axis encoder reading 

94 Color Calibration 
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The following table explains the YZ part of the System Error Code or Warning: 
 

 

Code Recovery action Response 
 

 

1 Replace 
 

 

2 Reseat/Reconnect/Clean/Adjust (manually) 
 

 

3 Calibrate/Adjust (using Automatic Process) 
 

 

4 Power OFF and Restart the printer 
 

 

5 Update System Firmware 
 

6 Upgrade Driver or Computer Software 
 

7 Add Accessory 
 

8 Escalate 
 

9 Send Plot Again 
 

10 Wrong Part Installed 
 

11 Replace 

 
Possible for customer to perform action 

 
 

12 Reseat/Reconnect/Clean/Adjust (manually) 
 

 

13 Calibrate/Adjust (using Automatic Process) 
 

 

14 Power OFF 
 

 

15 Update System Firmware 
 

16 Upgrade Driver or Computer Software 
 

17 Add Accessory 
 

18 Escalate 
 

19 Send Plot Again 
 

20 Wrong Part Installed 

 
HP qualified personnel assistance required 

 
 

 

Continuable and non-continuable error codes 
Some of the Error Codes are continuable, which means you can press OK on the front-panel and 
continue working with the printer. Non-Continuable Error Codes do not allow you to continue working 
with the printer, in thiscase power the printer OFF and ON again and see if the System Error disappears. 
If the Error Code reappears, then the printer requires an on-site visit in order to resolve the problem. 

 
 

NOTE: If the solution calls for a replacement part, replace one component at a time and check if the 
error has been cleared before replacing another component. Using this procedure you will be able to 
determineexactlywhichcomponenthasfailed.   

 

SE 01.0:10 

Cause: Main PCA hardware failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Replace the Main PCA MainPCAonpage326. 
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SE 01.1:10 

Cause: PrintMech PCA hardware failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Replace the PrintMech PCA  PrintMechPCAonpage341. 
 

SE 01.2:10 

Cause: ISS Top PCA communication failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Replace the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable. 
 

 

NOTE:   If the Ink Supply Tubes are to be replaced, the Ink Cartridges need to be checked 
beforehand to see if they are capable of purging the new tubes. If they are not, new Ink Cartridges 
must also be sent with the parts to be replaced. To check the Ink Cartridges, go to  Checkink  
suppliesonpage91.   

 

SE 01.3:10 

Cause: ISS Bottom PCA communication failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Replace the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable. 
 

 

NOTE:   If the Ink Supply Tubes are to be replaced, the Ink Cartridges need to be checked 
beforehand to see if they are capable of purging the new tubes. If they are not, new Ink Cartridges 
must also be sent with the parts to be replaced. To check the Ink Cartridges, go to  Checkink  
suppliesonpage91.   

 

SE 02.1:10 

Cause: Carriage PCA communication failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Check that the Trailing Cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the Trailing Cable is correctly connected to the Carriage PCA, Interconnect PCA and 
Main PCA. 

 

● Replace the Carriage PCA  CarriagePCAonpage287. 
 

SE 03:10 

Cause: Power distribution failure 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● If the Power Supply Unit's blue LED is on, replace the PrintMech PCA. If not, replace the Power 

Supply Unit. 
 

SE 05:10 

Cause: Formatter communication failure with ISS 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Check that the Formatter to PrintMech PCA cable is correctly connected.  

● If the printer is Rev A and the system error persists, replace the Formatter  
onpage329. 

Formatter 

● If the printer is Rev B and the system error persists, replace the Formatter Formatter 
onpage329and Hard Disk HardDiskDrive(HDD)onpage332 

 

SE 05.1:10 

Cause: Formatter CPU fan stopped or burnt 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● If the printer is Rev A and the system error persists, replace the Formatter Formatter 
 
 

● 

onpage329. 
 

If the printer is Rev B and the system error persists, replace the Formatter 

 
 

Formatter 

onpage329and Hard Disk  HardDiskDrive(HDD)onpage332. 
 
SE 06:03 

Cause: Main NVM communication failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● If the printer is Rev A and the system error persists, replace the Formatter Formatter 
 
 

● 

onpage329. 
 

If the printer is Rev B and the system error persists, replace the Formatter 

 
 

Formatter 

onpage329and Hard Disk  HardDiskDrive(HDD)onpage332. 
 
SE 06:10 

Cause: Main NVM communication failure 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● If the printer is Rev A and the system error persists, replace the Formatter Formatter 
 
 

● 

onpage329. 
 

If the printer is Rev B and the system error persists, replace the Formatter 

 
 

Formatter 

onpage329and Hard Disk  HardDiskDrive(HDD)onpage332. 
 

SE 08:11 

Cause: Front Panel communication failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● See    Whattodoifthefrontpanelisblankonpage40. 
 

SE 11:10 

Cause: Trailing Cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Trailing Cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the Trailing Cable is correctly connected to the Carriage PCA, Interconnect PCA and 
Main PCA. 

 

● Replace the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable. 
 

 

NOTE:   If the Ink Supply Tubes are to be replaced, the Ink Cartridges need to be checked 
beforehand to see if they are capable of purging the new tubes. If they are not, new Ink Cartridges 
must also be sent with the parts to be replaced. To check the Ink Cartridges, go to  Checkink  
suppliesonpage91.   

 

SE 17.0:11 

Cause: PrintMech to Interconnect Power cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to Interconnect Power cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to Interconnect Power cable is correctly connected to the PrintMech PCA 
and the Interconnect PCA. 

 
● Replace the PrintMech to Interconnect Power cable (which is included in the Electronics Module 

Cable Kit). 
 

SE 17.1:11 

Cause: PrintMech to Interconnect Data 1 cable does not seem to be connected 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to Interconnect Data 1 cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to Interconnect Data 1 cable is correctly connected to the PrintMech PCA 
and the Interconnect PCA. 

 
● Replace the PrintMech to Interconnect Data 1 cable (which is included in the Electronics Module 

Cable Kit). 
 

SE 17.2:11 

Cause: PrintMech to Interconnect Data 2 cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to Interconnect Data 2 cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to Interconnect Data 2 cable is correctly connected to the PrintMech PCA 
and the Interconnect PCA. 

 
● Replace the PrintMech to Interconnect Data 2 cable (which is included in the Electronics Module 

Cable Kit). 
 

SE 17.3:11 

Cause: Main PCA to PrintMech Black 1 cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Main PCA to PrintMech Black 1 cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the Main PCA to PrintMech Black 1 cable is correctly connected to the Main PCA and 
the PrintMech PCA. 

 
● Replace the Main PCA to PrintMech Black 1 cable (which is included in the Electronics Module 

Cable Kit). 
 

SE 17.4:11 

Cause: Main PCA to PrintMech Blue 2 cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Main PCA to PrintMech Blue 2 cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the Main PCA to PrintMech Blue 2 cable is correctly connected to the Main PCA and 
the PrintMech PCA. 

 
● Replace the Main PCA to PrintMech Blue 2 cable (which is included in the Electronics Module 

Cable Kit). 
 

SE 21:03 

Cause: Service Station electrical current limit 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Make sure that the Service Station path is clear. Remove any visible obstacles (such as foam from 

the printer’s packaging, screws and plastic parts) restricting the movement of the Service Station. 
 

● If the System Error continues, replace the Service Station  ServiceStationonpage243. 
 

SE 21:13 

Cause: Service Station jam 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Make sure that the Service Station path is clear. Remove any visible obstacles (such as foam from 

the printer’s packaging, screws and plastic parts) restricting the movement of the Service Station. 
 

● If the System Error continues, replace the Service Station  ServiceStationonpage243. 
 

SE 23:10 

Cause: Air Pressurization System failure; unable to pressurize or depressurize tubes 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Check that the APS cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the PrintMech PCA. 

● Check that the air tubes are properly connected and are not kinked or pinched. 

● Replace the APS Assembly  APSAssemblyonpage274. 
 

SE 24:03 

Cause: Ink Supply Tubes purge failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Ensure that the dummy printheads are correctly installed and purge the Ink Supply Tubes again. 

● If the problem persists, replace the Setup Printhead Kit. 
 

SE 24:10 

Cause: A broken bag has been detected in one of the Ink Cartridges 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Press Down + Cancel to see which cartridges have a broken bag. Remove the affected cartridges, 
shake each one three times within 2 seconds through a distance of about 40 cm, and check whether 
the cartridge air tower is contaminated with ink. If at least one cartridge is contaminated, replace 
the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable  InkSupplyTubesandTrailingCableonpage256. 

 
 

NOTE:   If the Ink Supply Tubes are to be replaced, the Ink Cartridges need to be checked 
beforehand to see if they are capable of purging the new tubes. If they are not, new Ink Cartridges 
must also be sent with the parts to be replaced. To check the Ink Cartridges, see Checkink  
suppliesonpage91.   

 

● If no cartridge seems contaminated, follow the broken bag recovery procedure for more information 
 Recoverbrokenbagonpage92. 

 
SE 24:11 

Cause: PrintMech to ISS Top cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to ISS Top cable cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the PrintMech to ISS Top cable is correctly connected to the PrintMech PCA and ISS 
Top PCA. 

 

● Replace the PrintMech to ISS Top cable (which is included in the Electronics Module Cable Kit). 
 

SE Code: 25.1:10 – Malfunction or sensor failure 
 

Problem description: 
 

A PIP glitch or a presence error has been detected. Automatic diagnostic should discard if it's a 
recoverable failure or not. 

 
Corrective action: 

Service engineer: 

▲ Replace the PIP. 
 

SE Code: 25.2:10 – Malfunction or sensor failure 

Problem description: 
 

A PIP glitch or a presence error has been detected. Automatic diagnostic should discard if it's a 
recoverable failure or not. 

 
Corrective action: 

Service engineer: 

Replace the PIP. 
 

SE Code: 25.3:10 – Malfunction or sensor failure 

Problem description: 
 

A PIP glitch or a presence error has been detected. Automatic diagnostic should discard if it's a 
recoverable failure or not. 

 
Corrective action: 
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Service engineer: 
 

▲ Replace the PIP. 
 

SE Code: 25.4:10 – Malfunction or sensor failure 

Problem description: 
 

A PIP glitch or a presence error has been detected. Automatic diagnostic should discard if it's a 
recoverable failure or not. 

 
Corrective action: 

Service engineer: 

▲ Replace the PIP. 
 
 

SE 26.0:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 0 floater 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Magenta Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Magenta Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Magenta Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is correctly 
connected to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Magenta Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCables  
onpage265. 

 

SE 26.1:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 1 floater 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Light Magenta Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Light Magenta Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Light Magenta Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is correctly 
connected to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Light Magenta Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCables  
onpage265. 

 

SE 26.2:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 2 floater 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Photo Black Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Photo Black Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Photo Black Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is correctly 
connected to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Photo Black Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCables  
onpage265. 

 

SE 26.3:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 3 floater 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Matte Black Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Matte Black Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Matte Black Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is correctly 
connected to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Matte Black Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCables  
onpage265. 

 

SE 26.4:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 4 floater 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Yellow Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Yellow Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Yellow Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is correctly 
connected to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Yellow Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCables  
onpage265. 

 

SE 26.5:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 5 floater 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Light Cyan Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Light Cyan Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Light Cyan Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is correctly 
connected to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Light Cyan Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCables  
onpage265. 

 

SE 26.6:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 6 floater 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Light Gray Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Light Gray Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Light Gray Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is correctly 
connected to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Light Gray Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCables  
onpage265. 

 

SE 26.7:01 

Cause: Bad contact detected in ISS slot 7 floater 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Remove the Red Ink Cartridge and reinstall it into the printer. 

● Replace the Red Ink Cartridge. 
 

● Check that the ISS to Cartridge cable (Red Ink Cartridge) is not damaged and is co rrr    ectly connected 
to the Ink Supply Tubes PCA. 

 

● Replace the ISS to Cartridge cable (Red Ink Cartridge)  ISStoCartridgeCablesonpage265. 
 

SE 27.1:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Magenta/Yellow Printhead in slot 1 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 27.2:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Magenta/Yellow Printhead in slot 2 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 27.3:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Light Cyan/Light Magenta Printhead slot 3 
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Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 27.4:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Light Cyan/Light Magenta Printhead in slot 
4 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 27.5:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Photo Black/Light Gray Printhead in slot 5 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 27.6:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Photo Black/Light Gray Printhead in slot 6 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 27.7:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Matte Black/Red Printhead in slot 7 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 27.8:01 

Cause: Calibration failed to due to poor performance of the Matte Black/Red Printhead in slot 8 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, clean all 
printheads and check their status. 

 

SE 28.1:01 

Cause: Magenta/Yellow Printhead in slot 1 is deteriorating 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.2:01 

Cause: Magenta/Yellow Printhead in slot 2 is deteriorating 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.3:01 

Cause: Light Cyan/Light Magenta Printhead in slot 3 is deteriorating 
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Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.4:01 

Cause: Light Cyan/Light Magenta Printhead in slot 4 is deteriorating 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.5:01 

Cause: Photo Black/Light Gray Printhead in slot 5 is deteriorating 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.6:01 

Cause: Photo Black/Light Gray Printhead in slot 6 is deteriorating 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.7:01 

Cause: Matte Black/Red Printhead in slot 7 is deteriorating 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.8:01 

Cause: Matte Black/Red Printhead in slot 8 is deteriorating 
 

Solution: This may impact your print quality. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, replace that 
printhead with a new one. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.1:02 

Cause: Magenta/Yellow Printhead in slot 1 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
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SE 28.2:02 

Cause: Magenta/Yellow Printhead in slot 2 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.3:02 

Cause: Light Cyan/Light Magenta Printhead in slot 3 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.4:02 

Cause: Light Cyan/Light Magenta Printhead in slot 4 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.5:02 

Cause: Photo Black/Light Gray Printhead in slot 5 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.6:02 

Cause: Photo Black/Light Gray Printhead in slot 6 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 28.7:02 

Cause: Matte Black/Red Printhead in slot 7 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE:   This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
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SE 28.8:02 

Cause: Matte Black/Red Printhead in slot 8 nearing the end of its useful life 
 

Solution: This printhead may have reached a degradation level that prevents the printer from producing 
acceptable prints consistently. If it becomes unacceptable in the future, run the Clean (Recover) 
Printhead procedure. 

 
 

NOTE: This system error appears only after the printhead is out of warranty. 
 

 

 

SE 29:00 

Cause: Maintenance Cartridge almost full 
 

Solution: Replace the Maintenance Cartridge. 
 

SE 29:01 

Cause: Maintenance Cartridge not inserted correctly 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Open the Maintenance Cartridge door on the right-hand side of the printer, make sure that the 
maintenance cartridge is correctly seated, then close the door. 

 

● If the problem persists, replace the Maintenance Cartridge. 
 

SE 29:02 

Cause: Ink Absorber almost full 
 

Solution: Replace the Ink Absorber. 
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SE 36.0:01 

Cause: Duplexer communication error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Reseat the cables between the Duplexer and the printer. 

● Uninstall and reinstall the Duplexer. 

● If the problem persists, contact the manufacturer of the Duplexer. 
 

SE 36.01:01 

Cause: Duplexer paper skew error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Unload the paper and try again. 
 

● If the problem persists, uninstall and reinstall the Duplexer. Make sure that the printer and the 
Duplexer paper path are well aligned and that there are no obstacles in between. 

 

SE 36.02:01 

Cause: Duplexer paper incorrect lateral edge position 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Unload the paper and try again. 
 

● If the problem persists, uninstall and reinstall the Duplexer. Make sure that the printer and the 
Duplexer paper path are well aligned and that there are no obstacles in between. 
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SE 36.03:01 

Cause: Duplexer unable to detect paper 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Unload the paper and try again. 
 

● If the problem persists, uninstall and reinstall the Duplexer. Make sure that the printer and the 
Duplexer paper path are well aligned and that there are no obstacles in between. 

 

SE 36.1:01 

Cause: Duplexer not ready for printing 
 

Solution: The Duplexer was in the down position when the job was submitted. It must be in the up 
position before printing starts. 

 

SE 36.2:01 

Cause: Duplexer internal error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Reseat the cables between the Duplexer and the printer. 

● Uninstall and reinstall the Duplexer. 

● If the problem persists, contact the manufacturer of the Duplexer. 
 

SE 41:03 

Cause: Paper motor electrical current limit 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Open the Window and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the Drive Roller. 
If there is a wrinkled mass of paper inside the paper path, lift the Pinchwheels (using the Media 
Lever) and clear the obstruction. 

 

● Replace the Media-Axis Motor  Media-AxisMotoronpage304. 
 

SE 42:03 

Cause: Scan-Axis motor electrical current limit 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Open the Window and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the Carriage 
Assembly. If there is a wrinkled mass of paper blocking the Carriage Assembly, then clear the 
obstruction. 

 

● Clean the Encoder Strip  CleantheEncoderStriponpage414. 

● Replace the Scan-Axis Motor Scan-AxisMotoronpage299. 
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SE 43:01 

Cause: Vacuum Fan spinning at wrong speed 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● If the system error persists, replace the Vacuum Fan  VacuumFanonpage248. 
 
SE 43:10 

Cause: Vacuum Fan failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the Vacuum Fan cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the Vacuum Driver 

PCA and to both Vacuum Motors. 
 

● Check that the Interconnect to Vacuum Driver cable is not damaged and correctly connected to 
Vacuum Driver PCA and to the Interconnect PCA. 

 

● Replace the Vacuum Fan  VacuumFanonpage248. 
 
SE 43.1:10 

Cause: Vacuum Driver PCA communication or hardware failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● If the system error persists, replace the Vacuum Fan  VacuumFanonpage248. 
 
SE 43:11 

Cause: Vacuum Fan PCA cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Interconnect PCA to Vacuum Driver cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the Interconnect PCA to Vacuum Driver cable is correctly connected to the Interconnect 
PCA and the Vacuum Fan PCA. 

 

● If the problem persists, replace the Interconnect PCA to Vacuum Driver cable. 
 

SE 44.1:10 

Cause: Left Aerosol Fan stopped 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the Left Aerosol Fan cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the PrintMech 

PCA. 
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● Check that there is no obstacle blocking the fan. 

● Replace the Left Aerosol Fan. 
 

SE 44.2:10 

Cause: Right Aerosol Fan stopped or spinning at lower speed 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the Right Aerosol Fan cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the PrintMech 

PCA. 
 

● Check that there is no obstacle blocking the fan. 

● Replace the Right Aerosol Fan. 
 

SE 44.4:10 

Cause: Right Aerosol Fan Filter blocked 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the Right Aerosol Fan cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the PrintMech 

PCA. 
 

● If the system error persists, replace the Aerosol Filter. 
 

SE 45:03 

Cause: Rewinder servo shutdown 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Open the Window and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the Drive Roller. 
If there is a wrinkled mass of paper inside the paper path, lift the Pinch Wheels (using the Media 
Lever) and clear the obstruction. 

 

● Replace the Rewinder Motor. 
 

SE 46:03 

Cause: Primer servo shutdown 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Primer Arm is not damaged and there are no obstacles in its way. 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Replace the Primer Assembly PrimerAssemblyonpage238. 
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SE 46:13 

Cause: Primer test distance failed 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Primer Arm is not damaged and there are no obstacles in its way. 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Replace the Primer Assembly  PrimerAssemblyonpage238. 
 
SE 50:03 

Cause: OMAS fatal error or disconnected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the Power Supply to OMAS Controller cable is not damaged and is correctly connected 

to the PSU and the OMAS Controller Card. 
 

● Replace the OMAS Controller Card  OMASControllerCardonpage317 
 

SE 50.1:10 

Cause: OMAS Module communication failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the printer has the latest firmware version. If not, update the firmware to the latest 

version. 
 

● Check that the OMAS Controller to OMAS Sensor cable is not damaged and is correctly connected 
to the OMAS Controller Card and the OMAS Module. 

 

● Replace the OMAS Module  OpticalMediaAdvanceSensor(OMAS)onpage307. 
 
SE 50:14 

Cause: Firmware version mismatch between the OMAS Controller Card and Hard Disk Drive 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the printer has the latest firmware version. If not, update the firmware to the latest 

version. 
 

● Replace the OMAS Controller Card  OMASControllerCardonpage317. 
 
SE 50.2:10 

Cause: OMAS Controller Card communication failure 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the printer has the latest firmware version. If not, update the firmware to the latest 

version. 
 

● Replace the OMAS Controller Card  OMASControllerCardonpage317. 
 

SE 50.3:11 

Cause: Main PCA to OMAS Controller cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Main PCA to OMAS Controller cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the Main PCA to OMAS Controller cable is correctly connected to the Main PCA and 
the OMAS Controller Card. 

 

SE 51:10 

Cause: Error detected in the Window Position Sensor 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Window Position Sensor cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the 
Interconnect PCA. 

 

● Replace the Window Position Sensor  WindowPositionSensoronpage233. 
 

SE 51.1:10 

Cause: Error detected in the Maintenance Cartridge Door Sensor (Service Station Door Sensor) 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the sensor cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the Interconnect PCA. 

● Replace the Maintenance Cartridge Door Sensor  MaintenanceCartridgeDoorSensor  
onpage370. 

 

SE 52:10 

Cause: Drop Detector switch On/Off failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the Drop Detector cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the Service 

Station cable. 
 

● Check that the Service Station cable is not damaged and is correctly connected to the Interconnect 
PCA. 

 

● Replace the Drop Detector DropDetectoronpage253. 
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SE 53:10 

Cause: Media Sensor error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Media Sensor cable is not damaged and is connected correctly to the Interconnect 
PCA. 

 

● Replace the Media Sensor  MediaSensoronpage371. 
 
SE 53.1:11 

Cause: Media Sensor cable does not seem to be connected 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Media Sensor cable is not damaged. 

● Check that the Media Sensor cable is correctly connected to the Interconnect PCA. 
 

SE 54:10 

Cause: Media Lever Sensor error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Media Lever Sensor cable is not damaged and is connected correctly to the 
Interconnect PCA. 

 

● Replace the Media Lever Sensor  MediaLeverSensoronpage379. 
 
SE 55:10 

Cause: Line Sensor communication failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Replace the Line Sensor  LineSensorAssemblyonpage347. 
 
SE 56:01 

Cause: Incorrect readings from paper encoder 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Perform Paper Drive diagnostics. 

● Replace the Encoder Disc and Sensor  EncoderDiscandSensoronpage373. 
 
SE 56:10 

Cause: Paper Encoder calibration failed 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Perform Paper Drive diagnostics. 

● Replace the Encoder Disc and Sensor  EncoderDiscandSensoronpage373. 
 

SE 58:01 

Cause: Embedded PhotoSpectrometer (ESP) shutter error 
 

Solution: Execute the ESP Shutter Diagnostic Test. 
 

SE 58:10 

Cause: Embedded PhotoSpectrometer (ESP) failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

● Check that the ESP is installed in the Carriage. 

● Check that the ESP is correctly installed and screwed into place. 

● Check that the ESP cable is not damaged. 

● Check that the ESP cable is correctly connected to the Carriage PCA. 

● If the system error persists, replace the ESP  EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer(ESP)  
onpage349. 

● Perform an ESP basic test (CLC), to ensure that the replaced part is working correctly. 
 

SE 58.1:10 

Cause: Embedded PhotoSpectrometer (ESP) Shutter Actuator failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Replace the ESP Shutter Actuator Assembly. 
 

● Perform the ESP Shutter Diagnostic Test to ensurethat there is no otherproblem preventing shutter 
operation. 

 

● Perform am ESP basic test (CLC) to ensure that the replaced part is working correctly. 
 

SE 58.2:10 

Cause: Embedded PhotoSpectrometer (ESP) Shutter Deactivator failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Shutter Deactivator is correctly screwed into place. 

● Replace the Left Spittoon Assembly (which contains the Shutter Deactivator). 
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● Perform the ESP Shutter Diagnostic Test to ensure that there is no other problempreventing shutter 
operation. 

 

● Perform a ESP basic test (CLC) to ensure that the replaced part is working correctly. 
 

SE 59.1:09 

Cause: Two electrical parts have been replaced at the same time 
 

Solution: Replace one part at a time, and restart the printer before replacing another. 
 
SE 59.2:00 

Cause: An unsupported or reused part has been installed 
 

Solution: Install only new parts recommended by HP for this printer. 
 
SE 60.1:11 

Cause: Initialization error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. 

● Check that the printer is properly connected in all other respects. In particular, check that the tag 
cable is well connected to the ISS Top PCA, and the ISS Top PCA is well connected to the 
PrintMech PCA. 

 

● Reconnect the power cord and turn on the printer. 

● If the error persists, contact HP. 
 

SE 60.2:17 

Cause: Initialization error 
 

Solution: Contact HP. 
 

SE 61:01 

Cause: The file format is incorrect and the printer cannot process the job 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn off the printer using the switch at the rear, and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the 
power cord and turn on the printer. 

● Check the graphic language setting of the printer (see the User’s Guide). 
 

SE 61:04.1 

Cause: The PostScript fonts are missing 
 

Solution: Perform a full firmware update. 
 

SE 61:04.2 

Cause: PostScript unknown Paper ID 
 

Solution: Perform a full firmware update. 
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SE 61:08 

Cause: The paper type specified in the file is incorrect and the printer cannot process the job 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn off the printer using the switch at the rear, and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the 
power cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Change the paper type and resend the file to the printer. 
 

SE 61:08.1 

Cause: The file cannot be printed because it is password-protected 
 

Solution: Resend the file without password protection. 
 

SE 61:08.2 

Cause: The file contains format errors or incorrect settings and the printer cannot process the job 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Ensure that the file format sent is supported by the printer. 
 

● Turn off the printer using the switch at the rear, and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the 
power cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Resend the file to the printer using the Embedded Web Server. 
 

SE 61:09 

Cause: The file cannot be printed because data transfer finished unexpectedly. 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Reprint job to make sure that no unexpected event interrupted the data processing. 
 

● Increase the I/O timeout using the printer's front panel (see 'Configure network settings' in Using 
your printer). 

● Send the job from a faster computer. 

● Send the job from the Embedded Web Server 
 

SE 61:10 

Cause: A slow computer processing complex files can pause for longer than the default printer timeout, 
which can be interpreted by the printer as an End Of Job, in which case some elements of the job may 
be lost 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Increase the I/O timeout using the printer's front panel (see 'Configure network settings' in Using 
your printer). 

 

● Send the job from a faster computer. 

● Send the job from the Embedded Web Server. 
 

SE 64.1:01 

Cause: The printer does not recognize the USB Hard Disk Drive accessory 
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Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn off the printer using the switch at the rear. 

● Connect the Hard Disk Drive accessory, check that the USB cable is properly connected and turn 
the printer on. If the Hard Disk Drive accessory is not available (has been lost or broken), proceed 
to the next step. 

 

● If the problem persists, turn off the printer using the switch at the rear. Turn the printer on again 
while pressing Menu, OK and Cancel simultaneously until the front panel asks Printer configured 
to use External Hard Disk. Do you want to revert the printer to Internal Hard Disk?. Confirm 
by pressing OK (twice). Remove the Hard Disk Drive accessory (if connected). The printer restarts. 

 

● After the printer reaches the Ready state, try connecting any other USB device (known to work 
properly) to the printer port where the Hard Disk Drive accessory should beconnected. If a message 
appears on the front panel reacting to the USB device just connected (such as Please remove 
USB device or Press OK to...), press Cancel and remove the USB Device. This means the Hard 
Disk Drive accessory is faulty and should be replaced. See Formatter. 

 
● If nothing appears on the front panel reacting to the USB device just connected, the Formatter is 

faulty and should be replaced. See Formatter. 
 

SE 71:03 

Cause: Out of memory failure 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn off the printer using the switch at the rear, and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the 
power cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● If the problem persists, resend the job with one or more of the following options: 

◦ Decrease resolution to 300 dpi. 

◦ Select Economode print mode. 
 

◦ Select Send Job As Bitmap, to have the main processing of the print job done by the 
computer rather than the printer. 

 

SE 71:08 

Cause: Insufficient display list 
 

Solution: Resend the job with one or more of the following options: decrease resolution to 300 dpi, 
select Economode print mode, select Send Job As Bitmap to have the main processing of the print 
job done by the computer rather than the printer. 

 

SE 74:01 

Cause: Error uploading firmware update file 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Resend the firmware update file to the printer. 
 

SE 75.21:10 

Cause: Total printer ink consumption reached upper limit 
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Solution: This is a continuable system error. The customer may continue to print normally but may 
encounter print-quality issues or ink buildups in the Service Station. To avoid these problems, it’s best 
to apply Preventive Maintenance Kit #2. 

 

SE 76:03 

Cause: Hard Disk Drive out of space 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 

● Resend the file to the printer. 

● Remove any unnecessary files from the Hard Disk Drive using the Web Server. 

● If the problem persists, perform Hard Disk Recovery (see HardDiskrecoveryonpage118). 
 

SE 77:04 

Cause: Embedded Web Server internal software error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the printer has the latest firmware version. If not, update the firmware to the latest 

version. 
 

SE 78.1:04 

Cause: Media Settings area missing in media settings file 
 

Solution: Resend the file. 
 

SE 79:03 

Cause: Generic firmware error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the printer has the latest firmware version. If not, update the firmware to the latest 

version. 
 

● If the problem persists, perform Hard Disk Recovery (see HardDiskrecoveryonpage118). 
 

SE 79:04 

Cause: Generic firmware error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the printer has the latest firmware version. If not, update the firmware to the latest 

version. 
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● Try to reprint the image using different selections in the driver. 

● Disable nesting and the queue. 

● If the problem persists, perform Hard Disk Recovery (see HardDiskrecoveryonpage118). 

● For more detailed information, see Howtotroubleshootthe79:04systemerroronpage23. 
 

SE 79.2:04 

Cause: Operating-system signal error 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Turn the power off at the rear of the printer and disconnect the power cord. Reconnect the power 
cord and turn on the printer. 

 
● Check that the printer has the latest firmware version. If not, update the firmware to the latest 

version. 
 

● Try to reprint the image using different selections in the driver. 

● Disable nesting and the queue. 

● If the problem persists, perform Hard Disk Recovery (see HardDiskrecoveryonpage118). 
 

SE 81:01 

Cause: Paper servo shutdown; possible paper jam 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Open the Window and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the Drive Roller. 
If there is a wrinkled mass of paper inside the paper path, lift the Pinchwheels (using the Media 
Lever) and clear the obstruction. 

 

● Check that the OMAS Controller Card to PrintMech PCA cable is not damaged. 
 

● Check that the OMAS Controller Card to PrintMech PCA cable is correctly connected to the OMAS 
Controller Card and the PrintMech PCA. 

 

● Perform the Media Drive Diagnostic (  PaperDrivetestonpage85) to further troubleshoot the 
error code. 

 

SE 85:03 

Cause: Problem finding the Drive Roller zero 
 

Solution: Perform the Media Drive Diagnostic (  PaperDrivetestonpage85) to further troubleshoot 
the error code. 

 

SE 86:01 

Cause: Carriage servo shutdown; possible paper jam 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Open the Window and check for any visible obstacles restricting the movement of the Carriage 
Assembly. If there is a wrinkled mass of paper inside the paper path, lift the Pinchwheels (using 
the Media Lever) and clear the obstruction. 

 

● Perform the Scan-Axis Diagnostic (  ScanAxistestonpage84) to obtain further information 
on the problem. 
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SE 86:11 

Cause: Scan-Axis length requires too much force or energy 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that cutter disengages correctly. 

● Lubricate Scan Axis. 

● Apply Preventive Maintenance Kit 1. 
 

SE 87:01 

Cause: Problem with the Scan Axis encoder sensor readings 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check whether the Encoder Strip is dirty. If necessary, clean it. Pay special attention to the area 
near the Service Station. Follow the instructions on the front panel after selecting the Ink menu and 
then Clean Encoder Strip. 

 

● Check whether the Encoder Strip is broken or damaged. If necessary, replace it. 

● If the system error persists, clean the Encoder Sensor. 

● If the system error persists, replace the Encoder Sensor. 

● Perform the Scan Axis diagnostic test to troubleshoot the problem further. 
 

SE 87:10 

Cause: Problem with the Carriage Encoder Sensor readings 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Check that the Encoder Sensor is correctly connected to the Carriage PCA. 

● Check whether the Encoder Strip is broken or damaged. If necessary, replace it. 

● Check whether the Encoder Strip is dirty. If necessary, clean it. Pay special attention to the area 
near the Service Station. Follow the instructions on the front panel after selecting the Ink menu and 
then Clean Encoder Strip. 

 

● If the system error persists, clean the Encoder Sensor. 

● If the system error persists, replace the Encoder Sensor. 
 

SE 94:01 

Cause: The paper is not suitable for color calibration, being too dark (low L), or too coloured (a or b 
above thresholds), or transparent 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● If accurate color is important, change to a different paper type (preferably an HP paper type) that 
satisfies the conditions for color calibration. 

 

● If accurate color is not important, print without color calibration. 
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SE 94:02 

Cause: Color calibration error: some of the consistency checks on the Embedded SpectroPhotometer 
(ESP) measurements failed, which could have several causes 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Ensure that the paper type selected corresponded to the paper actually loaded. 
 

● Inspect the CLC printed target to detect any printing defect: banding, missing colors, etc. If an issue 
is detected, run the Printing IQ Full Calibration procedure to fix any printing problems. 

 
● Check that color calibration is supported for this paper type: translucent, plain and heavily colored 

papers cannot be color-calibrated. 
 

● If the problem persists, try calibrating an HP coated paper (if available). If this calibration fails, 
replace the ESP. 

 

SE 94:10 

Cause: Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) contaminated by aerosol 
 

Solution: Try the following: 
 

● Replace the ESP  EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer(ESP)onpage349. 

● Perform the ESP basic test (CLC) to ensure that the replaced part is working correctly. 
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3 Ink supplies 
 
 
 
 

● Whatareinksupplies? 

● Generalinformationabouttheinksupplies 

● Generalprecautionswhenhandlinginksupplies 
 

● Primingtheinksystem 

● Whenshouldyoureplacetheinksupplies? 

● ObtainingInkCartridgeinformation 
 

● ObtainingPrintheadinformation 

● Summaryofsolvinginksuppliesproblems 
 

● TroubleshootingPrintheaderrorcodes 

● CarriageInterconnectWiper 
 

● Warrantyinformationforinksupplies 
 

What are ink supplies? 
Three different components are classed as ink supplies: the Ink Cartridges, the Printheads and the 
Maintenance Cartridge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ink Cartridges 

The printer's four Ink Cartridges provide photo black, magenta, yellow and cyan ink to the Printheads.  
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The Ink Cartridges for the HP Designjet D5800 Photo printer series require no maintenance or cleaning. 
As long aseach Ink Cartridge is inserted correctly into its slot, the ink will flow to the Printheads. Because 
the Printheads control the amount of ink transferred to the page, you will continue to see high-quality 
printing results even when the ink levels are getting low. 

 

The front panel displays the status of the Ink Cartridge. Using the front panel, detailed information can 
be checked on the Ink Cartridges. 

 

The following table lists the Ink Cartridges for the HP Designjet D5800 Photo printer series. 
 

 

Description Part number 
 

 

HP 81, Black, 680 ml  Designjet Ink Cartridge   C4930A  Asia, Pacific, Japan 
 

 

HP 81, Cyan, 680 ml Designjet Ink C4931A 
  Cartridge   

 

   HP 81, Magenta, 680 ml Designjet Ink Cartridge C4932A    

   HP 81, Yellow, 680 ml Designjet Ink Cartridge    C4933A    
 

 
Printheads 

The printheads are connected to the ink cartridges. They use jet action to put ink on the paper. Each 
printhead has two ink cartridge connection points and two jet nozzles, which means that each printhead 
accommodates two ink cartridges. For example, the following printhead image indicates a printhead that 
draws and jets ink from the magenta and yellow cartridges. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Printheads are extremely durable and do not need to be replaced every time an Ink cartridge is 
replaced. They are independent of the Ink Cartridge and will continue giving excellent image quality 
results even if the Ink Cartridges are low on ink. 
 
If you notice a decline in print quality such as line or dots missing from text/graphics go to Initial print 
quality troubleshooting actions on page 142. 
 
The following table lists the Printheads for the HP DesignJet D5800 Photo printer series. 

 

Description    Part number 

 

HP 706 Printhead   F9J49-30001 

 
 

 

 

Maintenance Cartridge  
 

Use the Maintenance Cartridge to clean and maintain the Printheads, ensure the best possible print  
Quality, and seal the Printheads when they are not in use to prevent them from drying out. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The Maintenance Cartridge for the HP Designjet D5800 Photo printer series is the HP 771 Maintenance 
Cartridge, part number CH644A   
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General information about the ink supplies 
For optimum results from the printer and modular ink delivery system always follow these guidelines 
when handling the ink supplies: 

● Allow the printer and the Maintenance Cartridge to automatically clean the Printheads. 

● Follow the instructions on the front panel of the printer during installation. 

● Avoid unnecessary removal of the Ink Cartridges and Printheads. 
 

● When turning off the printer always use the power Off button on the front panel. The Printheads 
are then stored correctly which prevents them from drying out. 

 
● The Ink Cartridges should never be removed while the printer is printing. They should only be 

removed when the printer is ready for you to replace them. The front panel will guide you through 
the removal and installation procedure. 

 
 

NOTE:   The expiration date for the Ink Cartridges, Printheads and Maintenance Cartridge is printed 
on the packaging. 

NOTE:   When reporting a system error code, make sure that you supply the full error code and the 
firmwareversion.Withoutthisinformation,HPsupportpersonnelcannothelpyou.   

 

General precautions when handling ink supplies 
 

 

CAUTION:   Do not touch, wipe or attempt to clean the printhead nozzles. This can damage the 
printhead.   

 

● Handle the ink supplies with care. In particular the Printhead, which is a high precision device and 
must be handled carefully. 

 
● Do not touch the Printhead nozzles. 

● Do not put the Printhead down on the nozzles. 

● Do not be rough when handling the Printheads. Always set them down gently. 

● Do not drop the Printheads. 

● Proper handling will assure optimum performance throughout the Printhead life. 
 

● The Maintenance Cartridge should always be handled and stored upright to avoid a potential 
spillage of ink. 

 
● Do not touch the end of the Ink Cartridge which is inserted into the printer as there may be a small 

amount of ink on the connection. 
 

● Avoid storing partially used Ink Cartridges on their ends. 
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Priming the ink system 
When the customer first receives the printer, it is supplied with a set of four Setup Printheads pre- 
installed in the Carriage Assembly. These Setup Printheads are used for the priming of the tubes in the 
modular ink delivery system. The customer must not remove the Setup Printheads from the Carriage 
without following the procedures in the Assembly Instructions. 

 
When the printer is powered on for the first time, the printer will automatically perform the priming 
process. Without the priming process, the customer will not be able to use the printer. 

 

Why does the printer require priming: 
 

● The Tubes System is empty when the customer receives the printer. 

● The Tubes System has to be pressurized and filled with ink, ejecting any air bubbles. 
 

 

CAUTION: If the Printing Printheads are installed in the carriage during the priming process, they 
willberejectedandthefrontpanelwillshowawarningmessage.   

 

When should you replace the ink supplies? 
When to change the ink supplies is mostly determined by you with guidance from the front panel. In 
conjunction with the messages displayed in the front panel and the message explanations in this 
chapter, you will be able to choose for yourself when is the right time to change the ink supplies. 

 

The printer will also display the ink level and will tell you when the ink supply is low on ink. This means 
you have constantly updated information about the ink supplies. 

Printhead life is anticipated to be 1200 ml or twelve months in the printer, whichever occurs first, provided 
that the printhead is used under normal operating conditions (using HP Ink Cartridges only) and its 
“install before date” has not lapsed. However results vary depending on the print-quality setting being 
used. 

 

Obtaining Ink Cartridge information 
Use the following procedure to obtain Ink Cartridge information: 

 

1. At the front panel, select the  icon, then Ink cartridge information. 

2. In the Ink Cartridge Information submenu, scroll to the Ink Cartridge on which you want information 
and press OK. 

3. The front panel displays information on the selected Ink Cartridge. You can use the Up and 
Down keys to scroll through the information. 

The information supplied is: 
 

● The color of the Ink Cartridge 

● The product name 

● The product number of the Ink Cartridge 

● The serial number of the Ink Cartridge 

● The current status of the Ink Cartridge 

● The current ink level of the ink cartridge in milliliters 

● Original capacity of the ink cartridge in milliliters 
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● The warranty status of the Ink Cartridge 

● The manufacturer of the Ink Cartridge (HP is recommended) 

● The expiration date of the Ink Cartridge 

 

Obtaining Printhead information 

1. At the front panel, select the  icon, then Printhead information. 

2. In the Printhead Information submenu, scroll to the Printhead on which you want information and 
press OK. 

3. The front panel displays information on the selected Printhead. 

The information supplied is: 

● The make of the Printhead 

● The product number of the Printhead 

● The serial number of the Printhead 

● The current status of the printhead 

● How much ink has been fired (consumed) by the Printhead 
 

 

NOTE:   It is possible for a Printhead to consume more than one Ink Cartridge. 
 

 

● The current warranty status of the Printhead 

● The current status of the Maintenance Cartridge 
 

Ink Cartridge status messages 

Status Bars 
 

The front panel displays four horizontal bars. These bars represent how much ink is remaining in the 
Ink Cartridges: as ink is used up the bars get shorter in length. To see how much ink is remaining, go 
to the Ink Cartridge Information submenu. See ObtainingInkCartridgeinformationonpage75. 

 

Ink Cartridge status while printing 

OK 
 

The Ink Cartridge is operating correctly and no action is required. 
 

Low 
 

The Low message is an early warning sign and it is advisable that new supplies should be obtained of 
that particular color. The amount of ink remaining in the Ink Cartridge depends on its capacity, but there 
is approximately 14% of ink available for the user. 

Very Low 
 

When the Very Low message is displayed, overnight printing should not be attempted. Changing the 
Ink Cartridge is strongly recommended to prevent the printer from stopping halfway through a print. 
There is approximately 8% of ink available for the user. 

Empty 
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The printer will stop and will not be able to continue printing until a new Ink Cartridge has been installed. 
If this occurs halfway through printing an image, you should check the quality of this image, as stopping 
mid-plot can affect the print. It is recommended to reprint the image once a new Ink Cartridge has been 
installed. 

Faulty 
 

The Ink Cartridge is unable to operate correctly. The printer will stop and will not be able to continue 
printing until a new Ink Cartridge has been installed. If this occurs halfway through printing an image, 
you should check the quality of this image, as stopping mid-plot can affect the print. It is recommended 
to reprint the image once a new Ink Cartridge has been installed. 

 

Ink Cartridge status while replacing 

The printer can report the following status messages while the Ink Cartridge is being replaced: 
 

Missing 
 

The Ink Cartridge has not been installed or is installed incorrectly. The printer will not print until all Ink 
Cartridges have been installed correctly. 

Reseat 
 

The Ink Cartridge is having continuity problems. Try removing the Ink Cartridge from the printer and 
inserting it in again. 

 

Replace 
 

The Ink Cartridge is faulty and needs to be replaced before the printer can continue printing. 
 

Incorrect 
 

The cartridge region does not match the printer region. Cartridge region can be found on the supply 
label or via the Embedded Web Server in the printer information or in the ink supply information menu. 

The printer region can be found in the information menu from the front panel or in the printer information 
report in the Embedded web server. 

● If the cartridge region does not match the customer's location, the cartridge should be replaced. 
 

● If the printer region does not match the customer's location, change the printer's region, see How  
tochangetheprinterregiononpage37. 

 

Unknown 
 

The Ink Cartridge installed is not approved but the user has confirmed that he is using refilled or non- 
HP Ink Cartridges. Refer to the User’s Guide for further information regarding using refilled or non-HP 
approved Ink Cartridges. 

The main actions for all four status messages is as follows: 
 

1. Reseat the Ink Cartridge. 
 

2. If reseating does not resolve the status message, replace the Ink Cartridge. 
 

3. If the Status messages continue to appear, even after replacing the Ink Cartridge, replace the Ink 
Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable  PaperDrivetestonpage85    InkSupplyTubesandTrailing  
Cableonpage256. 

 

Printhead status messages while printing 

Detailed below are the printhead status messages that may be displayed while printing. 
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OK 
 

The printhead is operating correctly and will provide an acceptable level of print quality. To find more 
information on the printheads, refer to ObtainingPrintheadinformationonpage76. 

 

Replace 
 

The Printhead is faulty and needs to be replaced before the printer can continue printing. 
 

If this message continues to appear (for example after installing new Printheads), try the following: 
 

1. Reseat the Printheads and check if the message disappears. 
 

2. Remove the Drop Detector and make sure that there are no obstacles inside which are blocking 
the sensor. 

 

3. Print the Diagnostic Print  PaperDrivetestonpage85    PrintingtheImageQualityService    
Printonpage148 to check that the Printhead nozzles are firing correctly. 

 

4. Perform the Service Station test PaperDrivetestonpage85   ServiceStationtest 
 
 
5. 

onpage94. 
 

Replace all the Printheads. 

Printhead status messages while replacing 

The following are the Printhead status messages that may be displayed while replacing the Printheads. 
 

Reseat 
 

In this situation, select the Printhead replacement option through the Front Panel but do not remove the 
Printheads. If this status message continues to appear then remove the Printheads and install them 
again. 

Remove 
 

The Printhead is not a suitable type for use in printing (for example, a Setup Printhead). 
 

Missing 
 

No Printhead has been detected in that Carriage stall. If a Printhead is installed in the Carriage stall 
when this status message is shown: 

 

1. Reseat the Printhead, making sure it is installed correctly. 
 

2. Clean the Carriage and Printhead flex circuits using the Carriage Interconnect Wiper  Paper  
Drivetestonpage85    CarriageInterconnectWiperonpage81. 

3. Replace the Printhead. 
 

4. Perform the Electronic Systems Test  PaperDrivetestonpage85    ElectronicsModuletest  
onpage87. 

 
 

NOTE:   If all the Printheads are installed but have the Status message “Missing”, it is possible 
thattheCarriageAssemblyisfaulty.   

 

Maintenance Cartridge status messages while printing 

Detailed below are the Maintenance Cartridge status messages that may be displayed while printing. 
 

OK 
 

The Maintenance Cartridge is operating correctly and no action is required. 
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End of Life 
 

The Maintenance Cartridge has reached the end of it’s life and should be replaced. 
 

Maintenance Cartridge status messages while replacing 

The following are the Maintenance Cartridge status messages that may be displayed while replacing 
the Printheads. 

Reseat Cleaner 
 

In this situation, remove the Maintenance Cartridge and install it again. 
 

Missing 
 

The Maintenance Cartridge has not been installed or is installed incorrectly. The printer will not print 
until the Maintenance Cartridge has been installed correctly. 

Not replaced with Printhead 
 

A new Printhead has been installed without installing a new Maintenance Cartridge that came with it. 
Make sure a new Maintenance Cartridge is installed every time you replace a Printhead. 

 

If a Maintenance Cartridge needs to be removed or reseated, you must first start the Printhead 
Replacement process. Open the window when prompted to do so by the front panel. If the front panel 
shows the Printheads with no Printhead blinking, you do not need to touch the Printheads. Just close 
the window again, and the printer will proceed to Maintenance Cartridge replacement. 

 

Summary of solving ink supplies problems 
Most of the problems that you could encounter when working with the ink supplies are solved with 
guidance from the front panel. A full list of front panel messages are supplied in the User’s Guide. 

 

Problems reseating the printhead 

If you have inserted the printhead into the printhead carriage assembly and the printer does not “BEEP” 
try the following steps. 

 
 

CAUTION:   Check that during the priming process, the Setup Printheads are installed in the Carriage.  
If the printing Printheads are installed in the carriage during the priming process, they will be rejected 
andthefrontpanelwillshowawarningmessage.   

 

● Check that the protective tape has been removed from the printhead. 
 

● Insert the Printhead into the Carriage Assembly but this time correctly close the cover using the 
latch. 

 
● Clean the electrical contacts on both the printheads and the printhead Carriage Assembly using 

the carriage interconnect wiper ˜  CarriageInterconnectWiperonpage81. 

● Replace the Printhead with a new one. 
 

You cannot insert the Ink Cartridge into the printer 

1. Ensure that you have the correct HP no. 81 Ink Cartridge. 
 

2. Ensure that the Ink Cartridge is the correct color for that slot. 
 

3. Ensure that the Ink Cartridge is the correct orientation, with the color coded label at the top. 
 

 

CAUTION: Never clean inside the Ink Cartridge slots as this can cause damage to the printer. 
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You cannot insert the Printhead into the printer 

1. Ensure that you have the correct HP no. 81 Printhead. 
 

2. Ensure that the printhead is the correct color for that slot. 
 

3. Ensure that the printhead is in the correct orientation. 
 

4. Ensure that the protective cap is removed from the Printhead. 
 

You cannot insert the Maintenance Cartridge into the printer 

1. Ensure that you have the correct HP no. 771 Maintenance Cartridge. 
 

2. Ensure that the Maintenance Cartridge is in the correct orientation. 

 

Troubleshooting Printhead error codes 
The Printhead Error Codes can be found on the Service Information Print (Setup Menu/Information 
Menu/ Internal Prints/Print Service Information/Current Information). The actual error code is a decimal 
number and it has to be converted to a binary number before it can be used. 

 

 
In order to convert the decimal error code to a binary error code, you can use a calculator. For example, 
if you had the error code 4099, you would enter 4099 as a decimal number and then select the binary 
option which would give you a binary number of 1000000000011. 

 

The following table explains the meaning of the different bits (0 or 1). When the value of the error code 
is reported as 0, it means that the Printhead is working correctly: 

 

Bit Meaning Bit Meaning 

1st FAILS_LOGICAL_V 11th BAD_ACUMEN_ACCESS 

2nd FAILS_CONTINUITY 12th WRONG_MODEL 

3rd SHUTDOWN 13th MISMATCH 

4th FAILS_VPP 14th CSDATA_NOT_RESPONDING 

5th TEMP_EXTREMELY_HIGH 15th CSDATA_TRANSMIT_ERROR 

6th TEMP_EXTREMELY_LOW 16th FAILS_ENERGY_CALIBRATION 

7th TEMP_TOO_HIGH 17th EMPTY_DUMMY 

8th TEMP_TOO_LOW 18th FULL_DUMMY 

9th BAD_ACUMEN_INFO 19th END_OF_LIFE 

10th NO_PEN 20th OUT_OF_WARRANTY 

 
The binary number needs to be read from right to left so that the 1st bit corresponds to the right one of 
the binary number. For example, the error code 4099 is converted to binary number 10000000000011. 
So using the table above, the error code means “FAILS_LOGICAL_V”, “FAILS_CONTINUITY” and 
“MISMATCH”. 
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Carriage Interconnect Wiper 
Whenever you replace the Printhead, check the empty slots to see if they need cleaning. In extreme 
circumstances, when a Printhead is inserted, it is possible that the printer will not recognize it due to the 
build-up of ink on the electrical connection between the Printhead and the Carriage Assembly. 

 

The Carriage Interconnect Wiper is available as an accessory in a separate package. The package also 
contains replacement sponges and an instruction sheet. This tool should be used for cleaning the 
electrical interconnects of both the Carriage Assembly and the Printhead. 

 

 
If the front panel displays the message Reseat or Replace next to the offending printhead, try cleaning 
the flex circuits of the Carriage and the Printheads. 

 
 

CAUTION:   Do not touch, wipe or attempt to clean the printhead nozzles. This can damage the 
printheadandreduceprintquality.   

 

Warranty information for ink supplies 
● InkCartridge 

 

● Printheads 
 

Ink Cartridge 

The warranty for an Ink Cartridge ends when one of the following occurs: 
 

● 30 months have passed since the date of manufacture. 

or 

● The Ink Cartridge has supplied all the ink that it is advertised as containing. 

or 

● The customer confirms that non-HP ink has been used in empty override mode. 

The actual end of warranty date is printed on the supply label. 

Printheads 

The warranty for the Printheads will end when one of the following occurs: 
 

● 24 months have passed since the date of manufacture that is printed on the Printhead. 

or 

● 1200 ml (42 oz) of HP original ink has been consumed by the Printhead. 

or 

● The customer confirms that non-HP ink has been used in empty override mode. 
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4 Service tests and utilities 
 
 
 
 

● Introduction 

● Diagnostics—selftest 

● Phonesupport 
 

● Servicetests(diagnostics) 

● EnteringtheServiceTestsmenu 

● Serviceutilities 
 

Introduction 
This chapter explains how to use the built-in Service Tests and Service Utilities and what to do if any of 
the Service Tests fail. 

 
 

NOTE:   If possible, always perform a Service Test on the component that you are about to replace, 
just to make sure that it is the component that has failed. If the test on that component passes, there is 
noneedtoreplaceit.   

 

Diagnostics—self test 
Whenever the printer is switched ON, it automatically performs a series of internal self tests and 
mechanical initialization sequences. If any of the parts fail, a system error will appear and you should 
consult “System Error Codes” on page 43. 

 

Phone support 
In certain circumstances, a Call Agent can try and troubleshoot the printer by requesting the Customer 
to perform a Service Test via the phone. Using this process, it can be determined whether the printer 
requires any on-site maintenance. 

 

Remember that the key combination for the customer to enter the Service Tests and Utilities is different 
from the one that the engineer will use. 
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Service tests (diagnostics) 
The following is a list of all internal Service Tests available in the printer. See page 94 for instructions 
on how to enter the Service Tests menu. 

 

1. Scan Axis Test  ScanAxistestonpage84. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of components related to the Scan Axis. 
 

2. Paper Drive Test  PaperDrivetestonpage85. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of components related to the Media Axis. 
 

3. Electronics Module Test  ElectronicsModuletestonpage87. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Formatter. 
 

4. Carriage Assembly Test  CarriageAssemblytestonpage88. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Carriage Assembly. 
 

5. Ink Delivery System Test  InkDeliverySystemtestonpage90. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Ink Supply Tubes. 
 

6. Service Station Test  ServiceStationtestonpage94. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Service Station. 
 

7. Primer Test  PrimerMotortestonpage96. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Primer. 
 

8. Aerosol Test  AerosolFantestonpage97. 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Aerosol Fans. 
 

9. I/O Information Test  I/OInformationtestonpage97. 

The purpose of this test is to display network information about the printer. 
 

10. Enable I/O Interfaces Test  EnableI/OInterfacestestonpage98. 

The purpose of this test is to enable the printer's I/O connections (USB, Ethernet, Jetdirect) after 
they have been disabled from the Embedded Web Server. 

11. Unit Information  Unitinformationonpage98. 

The purpose of this test is to view the firmware version, part number, serial number and PostScript 
configuration. 

12. EEROM Reset  EEROMResetonpage99. 

The purpose of this test is to reset the EEROM. 

13. Hard Disk Recovery  HardDiskrecoveryonpage100. 

The purpose of this service utility is to clean user data onthe Hard Disk, to try to recover the printer 
from an unstable state. 

 

14. File System Check  Filesystemcheckonpage100. 

The purpose of this service utility is to check the consistency of the file system on the Hard Disk. 
If the utility detects a problem, it will try to fix it automatically. 
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15. Front Panel Lock Reset  FrontPanelLockResettestonpage100. 

The purpose of this test is to unlock the Front Panel. 

16. Remove all non factory papers Removeallnonfactorypapersonpage100. 

The purpose is to clean the printer from all the paper presets that might have been created by the 
customer or by a 3rd party. 

 

Entering the Service Tests menu 
 

 

NOTE:   To enter the Service Utilities Menu, see EnteringtheServiceUtilitiesmenuonpage102. 
 

 

1. Make sure the printer is switched off with the Power key on the front of the printer and not with the 
power switch on the back of the printer. 

2. For Call Agents who will request the user to perform certain troubleshooting actions, hold the 
Down and OK keys down and turn the printer on using the Power key. Wait about 5 seconds and 
release the Power key. Keep the other keys pressed. 

 

3. Hold the Down and OK keys during power-up process until front panel reach 20 %, then release 
both keys. 

 

4. For On-Site Engineers, hold the Up and OK keys down and turn the printer on using the Power 
key. Follow the same procedure described above. 

 

5. Once inside the Service Tests Menu, use the arrow keys to scroll through the Service Tests 
selections. Press the OK key to begin a specific test when the required Service Test is highlighted. 

 
 

NOTE: The Service Tests work in a special mode that does not require full initialization of the 
printer. Therefore it is important that, once you have finished with the Service Tests, you must 
power off the printer and power on again before trying to print. 

In some cases a quick press of a button may not be recognized by the printer. When pressing a 
button, be sure to press it deliberately and all the way to the bottom of its travel. 

Iftheprinterhangsupduringatest,switchtheprinteroffandrestartfromstep1.   
 

Scan Axis test 

The purpose of this test is to diagnose a failure in the operation of components related to the Scan Axis. 
 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, select Scan Axis and press OK. 
 

 
The diagnostic starts checking the Scan-Axis motor; the front panel announces the current activity. 

 
 

NOTE:   The Carriage may move repeatedly during the tests. 
 

 

2. Depending on the results of the tests, you may be asked to open the Window, close the Window, 
or move the Carriage manually. Follow the instructions on the front panel. 

 
 

CAUTION: The Carriage should move easily, without resistance. If you feel resistance, do not 
trytoforceit:youmaydamagesomething.   
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3. When the tests are successfully completed, the following message is displayed. 
 

 
 

4. Press OK to return to the menu. 
 

Paper Drive test 

The purpose of this test is to diagnose a failure in the operation of components related to the Media 
Axis. 

 

You must perform the Paper Drive Test after: 
 

● System Error Code 81:YX 

● System Error Code 41:YX 

● System Error Code 73:YX 
 

 

NOTE: If possible always perform this test before replacing any component of the Media Axis. 
 

 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Paper Drive and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The front panel asks you to unload the paper. If there is a roll loaded, unload it manually. Press 
OK when done. 

 

 
 

3. The printer performs some movement tests. The drive roller may move repeatedly during the tests. 
At the end the following message will be shown if the tests succeeded: 

 

 
 

4. Depending on the results of the tests, the front panel may display one of the following messages. 
 

● The printer was unable to make the test movements correctly. 
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● You are asked to load paper manually, and press OK. 
 

 
 

● The printer tries the movements again. 
 

 
 

5. The printer calibrates the analog encoder. 
 

 
 

6. The calibration results are displayed. 
 

 
Acceptable values are: 

 

● Gain: between 0 and 5 

● DGain: between 0 and 15 

● Offset: between -80 and 80 

If the results are acceptable, press OK. If the results are unacceptable, then press Cancel. 
 

7. The printer performs the encoder homing test. 
 

 
 

8. The front panel asks you to remove the paper. If you loaded a roll earlier, unload it manually. 
Press OK when done. 

 

9. Some further tests are performed, and the results displayed. 
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10. When the whole test has been completed successfully, the following message is displayed. 
Press OK to restart the printer. 

 

 
 
Electronics Module test 

The purpose of this test is to diagnose a failure in the operation of the Formatter. 
 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Electronics Module and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. A message appears on the Front Panel asking whether you would like to check the Formatter. 
Press OK to continue with the test, or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

3. The front panel displays the amount of memory installed. “Real memory size” is the real size 
detected, and “Total memory size” shows the rounded memory size. Press OK to continue. 

 

 
 

4. The front panel displays the name, type and size of all the partitions on the Hard Disk. Press OK 
to continue. 
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5. The front panel displays the name, size and percentage used of the data and boot partitions on 
the Hard Disk. Press OK to continue. 

 

 
 

6. When the test is complete, OK is displayed on the front panel. Press OK to restart the printer. 
 

Carriage Assembly test 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 

NOTE:   If possible, always perform this test beforereplacing the Carriage Assembly. If thistest passes, 
donotreplacetheCarriageAssembly.   

 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, select Carriage Assembly and press OK. 
 

 
While the diagnostic is testing the Carriage Assembly, it displays announcements of its current 
activity such as Initializing, Getting information and Checking voltages. 

 
2. When the tests are done, the values of some parameters (mostly voltages) are displayed, together 

with their allowed or valid range. Press OK after each one to continue. 
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3. When prompted by the front panel, open the Window, open the Carriage Cover and remove all 
printheads from the Carriage. Then close the Carriage Cover and the Window and press OK. 

 

 
If a printhead remains in the carriage after you press OK, you are reminded to remove it. 

 

 
If you are sure that all printheads were removed before this message appeared, press Cancel; the 
test ends and a system error message is displayed. 

 

4. When the printheads have been removed, some additional parameters are checked, and their 
values and/or ranges are displayed. 

 

 
 

5. The front panel prompts you to put a sheet of blank paper under the Carriage, which is already in 
the middle of the platen, to perform the LED and sensor checks. The paper should be large enough 
to cover the whole Carriage area. Press OK to continue. 

 

 
 

6. The diagnostic checks the Carriage LEDs and sensors, which can take a few minutes. When the 
checks are done, the front panel prompts you to remove the paper from under the Carriage. 
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7. When you see the message below, open the Window, open the Carriage Cover and re-insert all 
the printheads. Then close the Carriage Cover and the Window, and press OK. 

 

 
If a printhead has not been correctly inserted, the front panel reminds you to insert it. 

 

 
If you are sure that all printheads were correctly inserted before this message was displayed, 
press Cancel; the test ends and a system error message is displayed. 

 

8. When the printheads have been inserted, some further checks are made. When the tests are 
completed, the following message is displayed. 

 

 
 

9. Press OK to return to the menu. 
 

Ink Delivery System test 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Ink Delivery System. 
 

To start the Ink Delivery System test, scroll to IDS in the Diagnostics menu and press OK. 
 

 
The test consists of a series of subtests as described below. 

 
Air pressure system subtest 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Air Pressurization System (APS). You should 
perform this test before replacing the APS; if it passes the test, you do not need to replace it. 

 

1. Select Air pressure system from the Ink Delivery System Test menu. 
 

2. The front panel asks for confirmation. 
 

3. The front panel asks you to insert the Ink Cartridges. Press OK after inserting all of them. 
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4. The printer initializes various electrical subsystems, pressurizes the APS, holds the pressure for 
while, then depressurizes it. The current pressure is displayed on the front panel at each stage. 

 

5. If the test finishes successfully, the front panel displays OK. 
 
Check ink supplies 

The purpose of this test is to check which Ink Cartridges are valid for the purge process, and their current 
available ink levels. The status of some Ink Cartridges may not be accessible if they have previously 
suffered a failure (faulty, broken bag, etc.). 

1. Select Check ink supplies from the Ink Delivery System Test menu. 
 

2. After a brief delay, the front panel displays information on the status of the ink supplies, or an error 
message if any problem is found. 

3. If the test finishes successfully, the front panel displays OK. 
 
Clean air tubes 

The purpose of this procedure is to remove ink that may have got into the air tubes after a bag has 
broken in an Ink Cartridge. This is this first stage in recovering from a broken bag. It should be performed 
if there is any ink visible in the air tubes of the APS. 

 

1. Remove the Left Cover and check that the tubes from the APS to the ISS are clean. If the tubes 
are clean of ink this procedure does not need to be performed. However, if there are sections 
of tube that have ink in them, such as the examples indicated below with the red arrows, then 
you should proceed with the following steps. 

 

 
 

2. Remove all the Ink Cartridges and install the dummy Ink Cartridges from the Broken Bag Fixing 
Tools kit (part number CH955-67076). 

 

3. One of the dummy Ink Cartridges has two holes at the top. This dummy Ink Cartridge must be 
inserted into the slot with the Broken Bag error. 
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4. Select Clean air tubes from the Ink Delivery System Test menu. 
 

5. The front panel asks for confirmation. 
 

6. The front panel asks you to confirm that the dummy Ink Cartridges are installed. 
 

7. The printer pumps air through the air tubes, pushing any ink into the dummy Ink Cartridge with the 
two holes at the top. 

 

8. The front panel asks whether you want to repeat the process with a different cartridge. If you choose 
to do so, move the dummy Ink Cartridge with the two holes to a different slot. If not, the printer will 
shut down. 

 
Recover broken bag 

The purpose of this procedure is to return the printer to normal ready status after a broken bag has been 
detected in one of the Ink Cartridges. 

A badly broken bag will stop the printer from functioning and will need to be fixed and cleared of the 
error before the printer can continue printing normally. If ink leaks from the broken bag and leaves the 
confines of the ink cartridge, it could damage various parts of the printer. 

 

1. Clean any ink out of the air tubes: see Cleanairtubesonpage91. 
 

2. Replace the Ink Cartridge that has the broken bag with a new Ink Cartridge. 
 

3. Select Recover broken bag from the Ink Delivery System Test menu. 
 

4. The front panel asks you to confirm that the air tubes are clean (contain no ink). 
 

5. The front panel asks whether you want to remove the broken bag condition. 
 

6. If you confirm, the printer checks all the Ink Cartridges for a broken bag and displays a message 
if any are found. 

7. When the procedure is complete, the printer shuts down. 
 

8. Refill the ink tubes: see Refillinktubesonpage92. 
 

Refill ink tubes 

A broken bag in an Ink Cartridge is likely to cause air bubbles in the ink tubes. It is important to remove 
the air bubbles because they can damage the Printheads. 

The purpose of this procedure is to refill the ink tubes, removing any air bubbles, after an Ink Cartridge 
with a broken bag has been replaced. This is this third and final stage in recovering from a broken bag, 
and it should be performed only in that context. See Recoverbrokenbagonpage92. 

 

1. Remove all the dummy Ink Cartridges and replace them with normal Ink Cartridges. 
 

 

NOTE:   Be careful not to reinstall the Ink Cartridge with the broken bag; it should be replaced with 
anewInkCartridge.   

 

2. Select Refill ink tubes from the Ink Delivery System Test menu. 
 

3. The printer initializes various electrical subsystems. 
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4. When the front panel displays a screen similar to the following, use the Up and Down keys to select 
the ink color that had the broken bag, and press OK. 

 

 
 

5. The front panel asks whether there is air in the ink tubes. If not, the situation is correct and there 
is no need to continue. If there is air, press OK to continue the procedure. 

 

6. The front panel asks you to confirm that the new cartridges are installed. 
 

7. The front panel asks you to open the Window and the Carriage Cover. 
 

8. The front panel asks you to remove the two printheads of the color you already selected (which 
had the broken bag). Remove the printheads and press OK to continue. 

 

9. The front panel asks you to introduce the needle of the syringe into one of the FI towers of the 
selected color. Use the syringe from the Broken Bag Fixing Tools kit. Use the FI tower that is closer 
to the rear of the Carriage, as shown. Press OK to continue. 
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10. The front panel displays a status message. 
 

 
Ink is now pumping through the ink tube, pushing any air bubbles from the ink tube into the syringe. 
The amount of ink pumped through the ink tube into the syringe is 33 ml + air. 

 

 
 

11. After two minutes, the front panel asks you to confirm that there is now 35 ml of ink + air in the 
syringe. 

12. The front panel explains that the printer is accounting for the ink used. 
 

13. The front panel displays OK, then asks if you want to repeat the procedure. If you want to repeat 
(because there is still some air in the ink tube, or because more than one bag was broken), 
press OK. Otherwise press Cancel and continue with the remaining steps. 

 
 

NOTE:   If you cannot clear the bubbles from the ink tube, replace the complete SRK Tubes 
Assembly.   

 

14. The front panel asks you to remove the syringe from the FI tower. 
 

15. The front panel asks you to reinstall the printheads that you removed earlier. 
 

16. The front panel asks you to close the Carriage Cover and the Window. 
 

Service Station test 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Service Station. 
 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Service Station and press OK. 
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2. Within the Service Station submenu, select the Service Station test. 
 

 
 

3. The front panel then prompts you to check the status of the printer. 
 

 
 

4. Check that: 
 

● The window is closed. 

● The service station door is closed. 

● The media lever is lowered. 

● All printheads are inserted. 

● All cartridges are inserted. 

5. Press OK to continue. 
 

6. The printer performs a series of movements numbered from 1 to 10. It takes about 2 minutes to 
perform all the movements. 

 

 
 

7. The front panel asks if you want to cap the printheads. Press OK to cap the service station or 
Cancel to leave the printheads uncapped. 

 

 
 

8. The front panel announces the result of the test. Press OK to turn off the printer. 
 

 
 

 

TIP:   If a system error message appears during the above procedure, see Systemerrorcodes  
onpage40.   
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Primer Motor test 

The purpose of this test is to prime a specified printhead. 
 

 

NOTE:   If possible always perform this test before replacing the primer. If this test passes, do not 
replacetheprimer.   

 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Service Station and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Within the Service Station submenu, select the Primer Motor test. 
 

 
 

3. The printer will ask you to check that the printer covers, the doors and the pinch lever are closed, 
and the printheads and cartridges correctly inserted. After checking those things, press OK. 

 

 
 

4. The printer will initialize some subsystems and move the carriage out of the service station. After 
that it will ask you to select the printhead to prime. Use the Up/Down keys to change the printhead 
number, and press OK to select. 

 

 
While the printhead is being primed, a message saying Priming printhead will appear in the front 
panel, indicating the number of the selected printhead. If any error occurs, a system error will 
identify the part that has failed. 

5. Once the printhead has been primed correctly, the message below appears. Press OK to turn off 
the printer. 
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Aerosol Fan test 

The purpose of this test is to check the operation of the Aerosol Fan(s). 
 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Service Station and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Within the Service Station submenu, select the Aerosol Fan test. 
 

 
 

3. The test is automatic and needs no user intervention. After the test, the front panel shows that the 
diagnostic result is OK, and asks you to press OK to continue. If there is any failure, an error 
message will identify the part that failed. 

 

 
 
I/O Information test 

The purpose of this test is to display network information about the printer. 
 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to I/O Information and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The front panel displays the printer's IP address, default gateway and subnet mask. Press OK to 
return to the menu. 
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Enable I/O Interfaces test 

The purpose of this test is to enable the printer's I/O interfaces (USB, Ethernet, Jetdirect) after they have 
been disabled from the Embedded Web Server. 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Enable I/O interfaces and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Use the arrow keys if necessary to enable the I/O interfaces. 
 

 
 

3. The front panel confirms the result of the operation. Press OK to restart the printer. 
 

 
 

Unit information 

This option allows you to view the following printer information: 
 

● Firmware version 

● Serial number 

● Part number 

● PostScript language (if applicable) 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Unit Information and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The printer starts to initialize and the front panel displays the following messages: 
 

● Starting Nvm 

● Getting FW version 

● Getting Serial Number 
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● Getting Part Number 

If there is a failure at this point, the front panel displays System Error Code 79:03. For more 
information on troubleshooting this error code, see SE79:03onpage67. 

● Getting PS Language (if the PostScript accessory is installed) 

If there is a failure at this point, the front panel displays an error. 
 

3. Once the unit information is obtained, it is displayed on the front panel. Press OK to exit. 
 

 
 
EEROM Reset 

The purpose of this diagnostic is to reset the EEROM values. 
 

 

NOTE: Once the EEROM has been reset, the printer will act as if it is being started for the first time, 
exceptthattheInkSupplyTubeshavealreadybeenprimed.   

 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to EEROM Reset and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The front panel advises you that all user information/files will be removed. Press OK to reset the 
EEROM or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

3. While the EEROM is being reset, the front panel displays the following message. 
 

 
 

4. When the EEROM has been reset, the front panel displays the following message. Press OK to 
shut down the printer. 
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Hard Disk recovery 

This option is a utility that is also available from the Service Utilities menu. See HardDiskrecovery  
onpage118. 

 

File system check 

This option is a utility that is also available from the Service Utilities menu. See Filesystemcheck  
onpage118. 

 

Front Panel Lock Reset test 

The purpose of this test is to unlock the front panel after it has been locked from the Embedded Web 
Server. 

1. In the Diagnostics menu, scroll to Front Panel Lock Reset and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Press OK again to confirm. 
 

 
 

3. The front panel is unlocked, and displays the diagnostic result as OK. Press OK to continue. 
 

 
 

Remove all non factory papers 

The purpose of this test is to unlock the front panel after it has been locked from the Embedded Web 
Server. 

 

1. In the diagnostics menu, scroll to Remove all non-factory paper and press OK.. 
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2. Press OK again to confirm. 
 

 
 

3. The non-factory presets (created by customer or a 3rd party) are removed from the printer. The 
printer will show the confirmation for 2 seconds and return to diagnostics menu. 

 

 
 

Service utilities 
The following is a list of all internal Service Utilities available in the printers. Instructions for entering the 
Service Utilities menu are given on EnteringtheServiceUtilitiesmenuonpage102. 

 

1. Turn Drive Roller  TurnDriveRolleronpage103. 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to rotate the Drive Roller and the Overdrive in order to clean 
them. 

 

2. Prime Tubes  PrimeTubesonpage104. 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to Prime the Tubes when the Ink Tubes are NOT new and 
they need to be re-primed or automatic priming was not completed correctly. 

 

3. Reset Life Counters  ResetLifeCountersonpage105. 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to reset the internal life counters. There are two submenus 
that allow you to: 

 

● Reset ALL the counters related to a Preventive Maintenance Kit (PMK). 

● Reset only the counters related to a specific replaced part. 

4. Diagnostic Print  DiagnosticPrintonpage107. 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to print the Diagnostic Print in order to identify image quality 
problems. 

5. Replace Cutter  ReplaceCutteronpage108. 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to move the Carriage to a position where the Cutter can be 
replaced easily. 

 

6. Enable/Disable Firewall  Enable/DisableFirewallonpage109. 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to enable or disable the printer's firewall. 
 

7. Disk Wipe DoD 5330.22’M DiskWipeDoD5220.22’Monpage109. 
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The purpose of this Service Utility is to securely erase data on the Hard Disk. 
 

8. Show/Hide Front Panel Info  Show/HideFrontPanelinfoonpage111. 

The purpose of this service utility is to show or hide network information in the front panel. 
 

9. Test the ESP Shutter  ESPShutterdiagnosticonpage111. 

This test checks that the Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) shutter is working correctly. 
 

10. Test the ESP  ESPMeasurementtestonpage115. 

This test checks that the Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) is correctly calibrating the color for 
the printer. 

 

11. Soft Printhead Servicing  SoftPrintheadservicingonpage117. 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to enable or disable the soft printhead servicing mode, which 
may be enabled when spitting is visible on the print and the print quality is poor. 

 

12. I/O tests  I/Otestsonpage117. 

The purpose of this service utility is to test the printer's built-in network adaptor. 
 

13. Test Cutter  TestCutteronpage117. 

The purpose of this service utility is to check that the Cutter works properly. 
 

14. Hard Disk Recovery  HardDiskrecoveryonpage118. 

The purpose of this service utility isto clean user data on the Hard Disk, to try to recover the printer 
from an unstable state. 

 

15. File System Check  Filesystemcheckonpage118. 

The purpose of this service utility is to check the consistency of the file system on the Hard Disk. 
If the utility detects a problem, it will try to fix it automatically. 

 

Entering the Service Utilities menu 

1. Once the Ready message is displayed on the front panel, select the  icon. 

2. For Call Agents who will request the user to perform certain Service Utilities, once inside the Setup 
menu, press the Down arrow key and the Cancel key together. You are now in the Service Tools 
menu. 

3. For On-Site Engineers, once inside the Setup menu, press the Up arrow key and the Cancel key 
together. You are now in the Service Tools menu. 

4. Use the arrow keys to scroll to the Service Utilities menu and press the OK key. 
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5. Use the arrow keys to scroll through the Service Utilities selections and press the OK key to begin 
a specific operation when the required service utility is highlighted. 

 

 
NOTE:   If the printer is not used for 135 seconds, the printer exits from the Service Utilities menu 
and you must repeat the above steps to enter Service Utilities again. 

In some cases a quick press of a button may not be recognized by the printer. When pressing a 
button,besuretopressitdeliberatelyandallthewaytothebottomofitstravel.   

 

Turn Drive Roller 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to rotate the Drive Roller and the Overdrive in order to clean them. 
 

1. If paper is loaded in the printer, unload it. 
 

2. Open the Window and activate the Window Position Sensor, using a piece of paper. 
 

 
 

3. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Turn Drive Roller and press OK. 
 

 
 

4. The printer checks to see if paper is loaded. If paper is loaded, the front panel will display the 
following message. Unload the paper and start again from the beginning. 
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5. The Drive Roller begins to turn slowly and the following message is displayed on the front panel: 
 

 
 

6. Refer to the cleaning instructions  CleaningtheDriveRollerandOverdriveonpage412. 

7. Once you have finished cleaning the Drive Roller and the Overdrive, press the Cancel key to finish 
the utility. 

 

8. If the utility exits correctly, OK will be displayed on the front panel. 
 

 

NOTE:   Please remember to remove the piece of paper from the Window Position Sensor before 
closingtheWindow,asitcoulddamagetheWindowandtheSensor.   

 

Prime Tubes 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to prime the Tubes when the Ink Tubes are not new and they need 
to be re-primed or automatic priming was not completed correctly. 

 
 

NOTE:   Make sure that new Ink Cartridges are installed or that the ink volume remaining in the Ink 
Cartridgesisbelow88%beforestartingtoprimethetubes.Otherwise,youwillseeawarningmessage. 

 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Prime Tubes and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. If the Ink Cartridges are not suitable for priming, the following message will appear on the front 
panel. Replace the installed Ink Cartridges with Ink Cartridges that are new or contain less than 
88% of ink. Press any key to exit. 

 

 
 

3. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue or Cancel to exit. 
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4. The front panel displays the following message, then restarts the purge process. 
 

 
 

5. When the printer has restarted, the front panel asks you to open the Window and remove all the 
Printheads. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change picture 
 

6. When you have removed all the Printheads, the front panel asks you toinstall the Setup Printheads. 
 

7. When you have installed the Setup Printheads, the front panel displays the following message. 
 

 
 

8. When you have closed the Printhead Cover and the Windows, the printer begins to purge the tubes. 
 

9. When the tubes have been purged, the front panel asks you to open the Window. 
 

10. When prompted by the front panel, check that all the Setup Printheads have some ink. 
 

 
 

11. The front panel asks you to change the ink funnel and waste bottle, but you should ignore this 
request. Continue the purge procedure, pressing OK to advance through the procedure, but without 
changing any parts. 

12. At the end of the procedure, the printer aligns the Printheads. 
 

Reset Life Counters 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to reset the internal life counters. There are two submenus that 
allow you to: 

● Reset all the counters related to a Preventive Maintenance Kit (PMK). 

● Reset only the counters related to a specific replaced part. 
 

 

NOTE:   Reset the life counter of a part only after replacing that part. 
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1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Reset life counters and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. You will be given an option either to reset the life counter for all the parts related to a Preventive 
Maintenance Kit (PMK) or to reset the life counter for a particular part only. 

 

 
a. If you select to reset the life counter for all the parts related to a Preventive Maintenance Kit 

(PMK), you will be given an option to reset the life counter of: 

● Preventive Maintenance Kit 1 (PMK1) 

● Preventive Maintenance Kit 2 (PMK2) 

b. If you select to reset the life counter for a particular part, you will be given an option to reset 
the life counter of the: 

● Carriage ME 

● Tubes and Trailing Cable 

● Scan Motor 

● Left Spittoon 

● Drop Detector 

● Line Sensor 

● Maintenance Cartridge Spittoon 

● Paper Motor 

● OMAS Module 

● Primer Mech 

● SVS 

● Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) 

There are two ESP life counters: 

● Shutter cycles is the percentage of shutter open/close life cycles consumed so far. 

● Working time is the percentage of ESP expected life consumed so far. 
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3. Once you have selected a life counter to reset, a message similar to the following will be displayed 
on the front panel. Press OK to reset the selected life counter or press Cancel to exit without 
resetting the life counter. 

 

 
If the life counter information cannot be read, the front panel will display Unable to get usage 
counter. This could point to a possible firmware error. 

4. If the utility exits correctly, OK will be displayed on the front panel. 
 
Diagnostic Print 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to print the Diagnostic Print in order to identify image-quality 
problems. 

 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Diagnostic Print and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The front panel lists the available Diagnostic Prints. Use the arrow keys to make the selection and 
press the OK key to start printing the required Diagnostic Print. 

 

 
If you select Advanced Diagnostic Print, the front panel shows another list of prints. 

 

 
If the OMAS sensor is enabled, the front panel displays a message: Do you want to disable the 
OMAS sensor? Select Yes or No. 
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3. Make sure paper is loaded, the Media Lever is lowered and the Ink System is correctly installed. 
Press the OK key toprint the Diagnostic Print or press Cancel to exit without printing the Diagnostic 
Print. 

 

 
 

4. The selected Diagnostic Print is printed. For further information on how to troubleshoot print-quality 
problems, see HowtousetheImageQualityServiceDiagnosticPrintonpage147. 

 

Replace Cutter 

The purpose of this ServiceUtility is to move the Carriage to a position where the Cutter canbe replaced 
easily. 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Replace cutter and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue with the Cutter 
replacement, or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

3. The Carriage moves to the Cutter replacement position and the following message is displayed on 
the front panel. After a few seconds the printer will begin to shut down. 

 

 
 

4. Before replacing the Cutter, make sure that you turn the printer off at the rear switch. 
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Enable/Disable Firewall 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to enable or disable the printer's firewall. 
 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Enable/Disable Firewall and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The printer checks whether the firewall is currently enabled or disabled. 
 

3. When the following message appears on the front panel, you must select whether you would like 
to enable or disable the firewall. Use the Up and Down keys to make your selection and press 
the OK key. 

 

 
 

4. The system upgrades the internal memory to reflect the chosen selection. 
 

5. If the utility exits correctly, OK is displayed on the front panel. 
 
Disk Wipe DoD 5220.22’M 

The purpose of this Service Utility isto erase datafrom the HardDisk securely, according tothe directive 
DoD 5220.22-M. 

 

The printer's hard disk is used as a temporary storage area for printjobs. The Secure Disk Erase facility 
can completely erase your information from the hard disk to protect it from unauthorized access. 

Secure Disk Erase provides three different levels of security: 
 

● Insecure Mode: All pointers to the information are erased. The information itself remains on the 
hard disk until the disk space it occupies is needed for other purposes, and it is then overwritten. 
While it remains on the disk, it is difficult for most people to access, but may be accessed using 
software designed for the purpose. This is the normal method in which files are erased on most 
computer systems; it is the fastest method but the least secure. This is the default security level 
when using Secure Disk Erase. 

● 1-Pass Mode: All pointers to the information are erased, and the information itself is also 
overwritten with a fixed character pattern. This method is slower than Insecure Mode, but more 
secure. It may stillbe possible to access fragments of the erased information by using special tools 
to detect residual magnetic traces. 

● 5-Pass Mode: All pointers to the information are erased, and the information itself is repetitively 
overwritten using an algorithm designed to eliminate any residual traces. This is the slowest 
method, but the most secure. 5-Pass Mode meets the US Department of Defense 5220-22.m 
requirements for clearing and sanitization of disk media. 
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Use the Disk Wipe DoD 5220.22-M utility as follows: 
 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Disk Wipe DoD 5220.22-M and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. In the Disk Wipe DoD 5220.22-M submenu, scroll to Sanity Level and press OK. 
 

 
 

3. In the Sanity Level submenu, scroll to the required Sanity Level and press OK. 
 

 

NOTE:   Erasing the Hard Disk drive using anything but Insecure Mode is a very slow process: 6 
hoursforthe1-PassModeand40hoursforthe5-PassMode.   

 

 
 

4. Press Back to return to the Disk Wipe DoD 5220.22-M submenu. 
 

5. In the Disk Wipe DoD 5220.22-M submenu, scroll to Disk Wipe DoD 5220.22-M and press OK. 
 

6. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to perform a complete erase 
of the Hard Disk Drive using the previously selected erase mode, or press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

7. When the following message appears on the Front Panel, press OK to continue and completely 
erase the Hard Disk Drive, or press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

8. The erase process starts and the front panel shows the total time required to erase the Hard Disk 
Drive using the selected Sanity Level along with a progress bar. 
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1-Pass Mode 5-Pass Mode 
 
 

Show/Hide Front Panel info 

The purpose of this service utility is to show or hide network information in the front panel. 
 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Show/Hide Front Panel Info and press OK. 
 

2. Use the arrow keys if necessary to show or hide network information. Press OK to confirm your 
selection, or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 
ESP Shutter diagnostic 

This Service Utility checks that the Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) shutter is working correctly. 
 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, select ESP Shutter Diagnostic and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Press OK to proceed with the test. 
 

 
The Carriage moves to the Shutter Actuator in order to open the ESP shutter, then moves to the 
right-hand side of the scan axis and stops. 
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3. Open the window when prompted by the front panel. 
 

 
 

4. Look at the ESP Sensoras directed by the frontpanel, and pressOK if it is emitting light downwards 
onto the platen (as it should be); press Cancel if you see no light. 

 

 
 

5. Close the window when prompted by the front panel. 
 

 
The Carriage moves to the left bump of the printer in order to close the ESP shutter, then moves 
back to the same location to the right of the scan axis. 

 

6. Open the window again when prompted by the front panel, and check again for light from the ESP 
Sensor. 

 

 
This time, you should see no light, because the shutter should be closed. Any light indicates a 
problem with the shutter mechanism: either something is broken in the shutter itself, or the shutting 
mechanism does not work. 

 

7. If you saw the light the first time and not the second time, the shutter is working correctly, and the 
test ends. 
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Shutter not working correctly 

1. If you found a shutter problem, first locate the Shutter Actuator: 
 

 
 

2. When you can see the Shutter Actuator, press OK. The Shutter Actuator should move up for one 
second and then move back down. If nothing moves up and down, the actuator may be faulty. The 
following screen appears: 

 

 
If you press OK, the Shutter Actuator should move up and down again. You can repeat this 
operation as many times as you like, until you feel sure about the result. 

 
 

NOTE:   A delay of about 10 seconds is necessary between activations of the Shutter Actuator. 
This means that, if you press OK again within 10 seconds, the Shutter Actuator will not move 
immediately.Thisiscompletelynormalanddoesnotindicateanymalfunction.   

 

3. After you press Cancel to stop the shutter test, the front panel asks whether the Shutter Actuator 
moved correctly and looked undamaged. Press OK if all is well, or Cancel if you saw some problem. 

 

 
 

4. If you press Cancel, the appropriate system error message is shown: 
 

 
If the shutter actuator appears undamaged, the problem could be electrical. Check that the Shutter 
Actuator cables are properly connected. If not, connect them. 

If the connections are good, replace the Shutter Actuator, because the problem could be the motor. 

If the shutter actuator looks broken, replace it. 

In each of these cases, stop the test at this point and start it again from the beginning. 
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5. If you press OK (the Shutter Actuator is OK), the front panel asks you to locate the Shutter Lid and 
check it for damage. 

 

 
 

6. If you press Cancel (the Shutter Lid is broken), the appropriate system error message is shown: 
 

 
 

7. If you confirm that the Shutter Lid is not broken, the Carriage moves to the left to reach the Shutter 
Deactivator, a metal piece inside the printer used to close the shutter. Then the Carriage moves 
back to the right of the platen and the front panel asks you to check again for light. 

 

 
 

8. If you see light, then the shutter has not closed correctly and the test tries to determine whether 
the problem is in the shutter itself or in the metal piece that the carriage bumps in order to close 
the shutter. The Shutter Deactivator is located inside the printer and can be seen only with the help 
of a torch. With the window open, look inside the left of the printer with the torch. The Shutter 
Deactivator is at the bottom of the left side and protrudes over the platen as shown in the front 
panel. The dotted lines indicate that it is inside the printer. 
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9. Check that the Shutter Deactivator is present (it could be completely missing). Touch it with a finger 
to check that it is not loose. Check that it is vertical. Check that it is not broken. It is normal for the 
Shutter Deactivator to flex a little when pressed. If you find anything wrong with the Shutter 
Deactivator, press Cancel, and the appropriate system error message is shown: 

 

 
 

10. If you confirm that the Shutter Deactivator is OK, the following message indicates that the ESP 
should be replaced because the problem is in the Shutter Lid. 

 

 
 

The illustration below shows the location of the Shutter Deactivator and the Shutter Actuator motor in 
the Left Spittoon Assembly. 

 

 
 
ESP Measurement test 

This Service Utility checks that the Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) is functioning within predefined 
color specifications. The test involves measuring the lightness of the white of the paper. 

 
 

NOTE: To perform this test correctly the printer must have the latest firmware available. 
 

 

1. Make sure that the paper loaded is suitable for the test: there are certain paper types that cannot 
be used for this type of test. The best results can be acheived by using HP Universal Instant-dry 
Gloss Paper (part number Q1273-60232). There are some other paper types that can be used: 

● HP Bright White Paper 

● HP Premium Instant Dry Gloss Paper 

● HP Premium Instant Dry Photo Satin Paper 

● HP Universal Coated Paper 

● HP Universal Heavyweight Coated Paper 
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2. In the Service Utilities submenu, select ESP Measurement Test and press OK. 
 

 
 

3. The front panel displays information about the Spectrophotometer installed in the printer. 
 

 
NOTE:   The manufacturing date is shown in YYWW format, where YY is the year and WW is the 
weekofmanufacturing.   

 

4. The paper is advanced 4 inches to cover the platen, and then the Spectrophotometer is used to 
measure paper white at five different positions along the scan axis. The measured Lab values are 
averaged and displayed. 

 

 
 

5. Compare the values from the front panel with the expected results for the loaded paper type. 
 

If, for example, the value seen for L is 93 when HP Bright White Paper is loaded, this would indicate 
that the Spectrophotometer is functioning correctly. The nominal values are shown here for 
information only: 

 

Paper Min L* Max L* Nominal L* 

HP Bright White 90.12 95.70 91.91 

HP Premium Instant Dry Gloss 92.38 97.24 93.81 

HP Premium Instant Dry Photo 
Satin 

92.13 97.36 93.74 

HP Universal Coated 89.51 94.65 91.08 

HP Universal Heavyweight 
Coated 

88.38 96.55 91.46 

HP Universal Instant Dry Gloss 90.95 96.71 92.83 

6. After you press OK, the front panel displays the following message. The test itself does not detect 
whether the values are in or out of range. 
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Soft Printhead servicing 

The purpose of this Service Utility is to enable or disable the soft printhead servicing mode, which is 
disabled by default, but may be enabled when spitting is visible on the print and the print quality is poor. 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Soft printhead servicing and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Press OK to enable soft printhead servicing, or Cancel to disable it. 
 

 
 

3. The front panel confirms your selection. 

 

  
 
 

If you change your mind, you can just enable or disable it again. 
 

I/O tests 

The purpose of this service utility is to test the printer's built-in network adaptor. 
 

1. Ensure that the printer is connected to the network, otherwise the test will certainly fail. 
 

2. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to I/O Tests and press OK. 
 

3. The result of the test is displayed. If the test fails, replace the Formatter with a new one. 
 

Test Cutter 

The purpose of this service utility is to check that the Cutter works properly. 
 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Test Cutter and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Make sure that paper is loaded, then press OK to proceed with the test. 
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3. The printer advances the paper, prepares the Cutter, and tries to cut the paper. 
 

4. When it has finished cutting, the printer disengages the Cutter. 
 

5. The front panel asks you to confirm that the Cutter has cut the paper. 
 

 
 

Hard Disk recovery 

The purpose of this serviceutility is to clean user data onthe Hard Disk, to try to recover the printer from 
an unstable state. 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Hard Disk Recovery and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to perform a Hard Disk recovery, 
or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

3. When the following message appears on the front panel, again press OK to perform a Hard Disk 
recovery, or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

File system check 

The purpose of this service utility is to check the consistency of the file system on the Hard Disk. If the 
utility detects a problem, it will try to fix it automatically. 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to File System Check and press OK. 
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2. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to perform a file system check, 
or Cancel to exit. 
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5 Service calibrations 
 
 
 
 

● Servicecalibrations 

● EnteringtheServiceCalibrationsmenu 
 

Service calibrations 
The printer has several calibration procedures that must be performed under certain conditions. 

 
The following is a list of all internal service calibrations available in the printer. See EnteringtheService  
Calibrationsmenuonpage121. 

 
 

NOTE:   Remember that certain calibrations are required even if an assembly has been disassembled 
togainaccesstoanotherassemblyorcomponent.   

 

1. ESP Shutter Calibration  See ESPShuttercalibrationonpage121 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to fine-tune where the Carriage stops so that the Shutter 
Actuator can successfully open the shutter. 

 

2. ESP Sensor Calibration  See ESPSensorcalibrationonpage122 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to perform the internal calibration of the Embedded 
SpectroPhotometer (ESP). 

 

3. Paper Advance Calibration  See Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the nominal advance of the paper. This 
calibration is necessary to control the exact movement of the paper in order to avoid print-quality 
problems like banding. 

 

4. Drop Detector Calibration  See DropDetectorcalibrationonpage125 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the Drop Detector (located in the Service 
Station) in relation to the Carriage Assembly. 

 

5. Line Sensor Calibration  See LineSensorcalibrationonpage127 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the intensity of the Line Sensor. An incorrect 
calibration can result in edge-detection failures during paper loading and incorrect reading of prints 
that are used for alignment or calibration. 

 

6. Calibrate Rewinder  See CalibrateRewinderonpage130 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the Rewinder Motor. 
 

7. Primer Calibration  See Primercalibrationonpage131 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the Primer. 
 

8. Reset Vacuum Calibration See Resetvacuumcalibrationonpage135 
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The purpose of this Service Calibration is to reset the nominal values of the Vacuum Calibration. 
Should be used only if the vacuum fans are working, but the vacuum pressure is incorrect and 
there are carriage crashes. 

 

9. Platen Blue Line Calibration  See Platenbluelinecalibrationonpage136 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the blue line which is marked on the Print 
Platen. 

 

10. OMAS Calibration  See OMASCalibrationonpage137 
 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the Optical Media Advance Sensor. 
 

If all the calibrations need to be performed (for example, when both the HDD and the ISS PCA have 
been replaced), you should perform them in the following order: 

● Vacuum Calibration 

● Drop Detector/Service Station Calibration 

● Line Sensor Calibration 

● Paper Advance Calibration 

● Platen Blue Line Calibration 

● Calibrate Rewinder 

 

Entering the Service Calibrations menu 
1. Once the message Ready is displayed on the front panel, press the Menu key. 

 

2. Once inside the Printer menu, press the Down key first, and hold it down while pressing the Cancel 
key. You are now in the Service menu. 

3. Select Service calibrations and press the OK key. 
 

 
 

4. Scroll through the various service calibrations and press the OK key to begin the highlighted 
calibration. 

 
 

NOTE:   If the printer is not used for 135 seconds, the printer leaves the Service Calibrations menu 
andyoumustrepeattheabovestepstoreturntoit.   

 

ESP Shutter calibration 

This Service Calibration tries to open and close the Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) shutter, and 
checks optically, using the ESP light, that it opens and closes. If it cannot open the shutter with the 
default values, it tries to fine-tune the location where the carriage stops so that the Shutter Actuator can 
hook the shutter lid and open it successfully. It will try over a range of ±1 cm around the nominal position, 
moving by 1 mm after each attempt, starting at the rightmost position (nominal +1 cm), until theactuator 
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hooks the shutter. If, by nominal –1 cm, the shutter has not been successfully opened, the test fails. If 
a successful position is found, it is stored in the NVM as the new position to be used in future. 

 

1. In the Service Calibrations submenu, select ESP Shutter Calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. During calibration, the Carriage moves back and forth and the front panel displays a brief 
description of what is happening. When calibration is complete, the following message is displayed. 

 

 
 

3. Press OK to return to the menu. 
 

If the calibration fails,you can use the ESPShutter Diagnostic in the ServiceUtilities submenu to identify 
which failed part is preventing the shutter from working correctly. 

 

ESP Sensor calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to perform the internal calibration of the Embedded 
SpectroPhotometer (ESP). This requires the shutter lid to be closed. An open shutter lid will cause an 
error message. You can perform the ESP Shutter Test to check the shutter mechanism. 

 

1. In the Service Calibrations submenu, select ESP Sensor Calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. Press OK again to start the test. The front panel displays: 
 

 
and then: 

 

 
 

3. Press OK to return to the menu. 
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Paper-advance calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the nominal advance of the paper to compensate 
for any irregularities in the drive roller, which is not a perfect cylinder. Calibration is necessary to control 
the precise movement of the paper in order to avoid print-quality problems such as banding. 

1. In the Service Calibrations submenu, select Paper Advance Calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The Paper Advance Calibration submenu offers four options. 
 

● Check calibration status tests whether the current calibration values are valid. 

● Perform new calibration performs a calibration in order to obtain a new set of calibration 
values. The calibration values are automatically set to zero when a calibration process is 
launched. 

 

● Reset current calibration sets all the calibration values to zero. 

● Show current calibration values displays the current calibration values. 
 
Check calibration status 

This option tests whether the current calibration values are valid. The process is very similar to the 
calibration process. The printer makes a series of paper advances, and the OMAS sensor registers the 
distance covered in each advance. 

 
 

NOTE:   Before starting the process, make sure that HP Coated Paper is loaded and ready to print. 
 

 

At the end of the process, the printer checks whether the current calibration values are valid, using the 
data obtained during the paper advances. If the values are considered valid, then the following message 
will be shown. 

 

 
If they are not valid, the front panel displays the reason (for example, the AMP1 parameter value is 
greater than the maximum allowed). 

 

 
Press OK to return to the main screen. 

 
Perform new calibration 

This option performs a calibration in order to obtain a new set of calibration values. The printer makes 
a series of paper advances, and the OMAS sensor registers the distance covered in each advance. 
When all the paper advances have been performed, the calibration values are calculated based on the 
data obtained. 

 
 

NOTE:   Before starting the process, make sure that HP Coated Paper is loaded and ready to print. 
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1. The printer checks that there is paper ready to print. If there is no paper ready, the following 
message is displayed. After a few seconds, the front panel automatically returns to the Paper 
Advance Calibration submenu. 

 

 
 

2. If there is paper ready, the printer performs the zero search for the Paper Motor. During this phase, 
the following message is displayed. 

 

 
 

3. When the Paper Motor has been initialized, the printer starts to perform the series of paper 
advances. During this process, the front panel displays the current iteration number and the total 
number of iterations. 

 

 
You can cancel the calibration process at any time by pressing Cancel. In this case, the previous 
calibration values are restored and the cancelled process has no effect on the printer. 

 
4. If the calibration process finishes without errors, the new calibration values are checked. If the 

values are considered valid, they are displayed and saved for use in future. Press OK to return to 
the main screen. 

 

 
NOTE:   Both the Automatic and the Manual Paper Advance Calibration (which can be launched 
fromtheusermenu),iftheyexist,areautomaticallysettozeroforeachkindofpaper.   

 

5. If the calibration values are not valid, the front panel displays the reason (for example, the 
percentage of good navigations is less than 90%). In this case the calibration process has no effect 
on the printer. Press OK to return to the main screen. 
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Reset current calibration 

This option sets all the calibration values to zero. 
 

1. The front panel asks for confirmation before proceeding with the reset operation. Press Cancel to 
exit or OK to continue with the reset operation. 

 

 
 

2. If you press OK, the printer resets the calibration values, after which the following message is 
displayed. Press OK to return to the main screen. 

 

 
 
Show current calibration values 

This option displays the current calibration values. There are ten calibration parameters in total: SLOPE, 
AMP1, PH1, FREQ1, AMP2, PH2, FREQ2, AMP3, PH3, and FREQ3. Press OK to return to the main 
screen. 

 

 
 
Drop Detector calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the Drop Detector (located in the Service Station) 
in relation to the Carriage Assembly. Perform Drop Detector calibration whenever the Drop Detector is 
disassembled or replaced. 

 

There are two menu options to calibrate the Drop Detector: 
 

● Reset Calibration Flag 

● Calibrate Drop Detector 
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Reset Calibration Flag 

Always reset the calibration flag before replacing the Drop Detector, so that the printer will not try to 
perform drop detection until the new Drop Detector has been calibrated. 

1. In the Service Calibrations submenu, select Drop Detector calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. In the Drop Detector Calibration menu, select Reset Calibration Flag and press OK. 
 

 
 

3. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue with the calibration; 
press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

4. The printer resets the calibration flag. Press OK to return to the menu. 
 

 
 

5. Turn off the printer and replace the Drop Detector. 
 

6. Turn on the printer and calibrate the Drop Detector. 
 

Drop Detector calibration 

1. In the Service Calibrations submenu, select Drop Detector calibration and press OK. 
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2. In the Drop Detector Calibration submenu, select Calibrate Drop Detector and press OK. 
 

 
 

3. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue with the calibration, 
or press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

4. The printer will start to calibrate the Drop Detector, which takes about 1 minute. 
 

 
 

5. Once the Drop Detector has been calibrated, the results are displayed on the front panel. 
 

 
The offset is the displacement from the nominal Carriage position for drop detection. The window 
width refers to values captured by the drop detector sensor. The offset should be within the valid 
range, and the window width should be at least the minimum shown. If the values are correct, 
press OK to accept them. If not, the Drop Detector is not correctly installed, either because the 
Service Station has not been correctly installed in the Scan Axis or because the Drop Detector is 
not correctly installed or not working properly. Press Cancel to reject the values. 

 
 

CAUTION: Do not accept these values if they are not within the right range, as the printer will not 
workproperly.   

 

6. Press OK to end the calibration. 
 

 
 
Line Sensor calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the intensity of the Line Sensor in the Carriage 
PCA. An incorrect calibration can result in edge-detection failures during paper loading and incorrect 
reading of prints that are used for alignment or calibration. 
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Perform Line Sensor Calibration whenever: 
 

● The edge-detect procedure fails during paper loading. 

● The Carriage is disassembled or replaced. 

● The Line Sensor is disassembled or replaced. 

● Banding is detected in prints. 

● Misalignment between colors is detected. 

1. Load the printer with glossy paper at least 24 inches wide, if feasible. If you have difficulty in loading 
the paper (which can happen if the Line Sensor is miscalibrated), continue with no paper loaded. 

2. In the Service Calibrations submenu, select Line Sensor calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

3. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue the calibration, or 
press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

4. If no paper is loaded, the following message is displayed. 
 

 
If the wrong type of paper is loaded, the following message is displayed. 

 

 
If you choose to load the paper manually, follow the instructions on the front panel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5. The printer starts to calibrate the Line Sensor. When the Line Sensor has been calibrated, the 

results are displayed on the front panel. Press OK to continue or Cancel to exit. 
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If the values are not within the range specified, an error will appear on the front panel. In this case, 
try the following: 

 

● Repeat the calibration.  

● Replace the Line Sensor See LineSensorAssemblyonpage347. 
 

6. If you loaded the paper manually, you must now unload it and then reload it in the normal way, 
before the calibration can continue. In this case, the following message is displayed. 

 

 
When you have unloaded the paper, the front panel prompts you to load it in the normal way. 

 

 
Load the paper, then press OK. 

 
7. The printer starts to calibrate the Line Sensor position to the black printhead. It prints a line of black 

dots and then scans them: 
 

 
 

8. When the Line Sensor has been calibrated, the results are displayed on the front panel. Press 
OK to finish the calibration or Cancel to exit. 
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9. The printer now aligns the printheads. When the following message appears, press OK to continue 
or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

10. When the printhead alignment is completed, the following message is be displayed. Press OK to 
continue. 

 

 
If the printhead alignment fails for any reason, a warning message will appear on the front panel. 
In this case, try the following: 

● Enter the front panel menu and retry the printhead alignment. 

● If the printhead alignment fails again, check the alignment pattern to see whether any of the 
printheads are printing incorrectly. If necessary, perform a printhead recovery through the 
front panel and retry the printhead alignment. 

 
11. When the whole Line Sensor calibration is completed successfully, the following message is 

displayed. 
 

 
 

Calibrate Rewinder 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the printer's Rewinder Motor parameters. 
 

1. Load an empty spindle into the printer. 
 

2. Select Calibrate Rewinder from the Calibrations menu. 
 

 
 

3. Press OK to continue, then there is a short delay while the calibration is performed. 
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4. If the calibration completes successfully, the front panel shows the result and prompts you to 
press OK to save values; or Cancel if you prefer not to save values. 

 

 
 

5. If the calibration fails, the front panel displays the reason. 
 

Primer calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to compute the optimum position of the Primer Assembly with 
respect to the Carriage. 

The calibration is a visual procedure, so you will have to remove the Right Cover before starting. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Block the Maintenance Cartridge door switch in the closed position. 
 

3. In the Service Calibrations submenu, scroll to Primer Calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

4. When the following message appears on the front panel, you must press OK to continue, or 
Cancel to exit the calibration. 

 

 
 

5. The calibration process starts, and the front panel shows the following message: 
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6. When the printer is ready, the front panel prompts you to use the Up/Down keys to move the 
carriage until the right-hand edge of the left alignment mark on the Carriage Cover is correctly 
aligned with the Primer Positioning Indicator. When the carriage is correctly aligned, press OK. 

 

 
 

 
TIP:   To see the exact position while aligning the Carriage to the Primer, it is a good idea to press 
downlightlyonthePrimerwhileyouaremovingtheCarriage.   

 

While the Carriage is moving, the front panel shows the actual position and the direction of 
movement and prompts you to press OK when done. 
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7. The front panel shows the actual left offset value and then the left alignment position. 
 

 
8. When the printer is ready, the front panel prompts you to use the Up/Down keys to move the 

carriage until the right-hand edge of the left alignment mark on the Carriage Cover is correctly 
aligned with the Primer Positioning Indicator. When the carriage is correctly aligned, press OK. 
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TIP:   To see the exact position while aligning the Carriage to the Primer, it is a good idea to press 
downlightlyonthePrimerwhileyouaremovingtheCarriage.   

 

While the Carriage is moving, the front panel shows the actual position and the direction of 
movement and prompts you to press OK when done. 
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9. The front panel shows the actual right offset value and then the right alignment position. 
 

 
 

 
 

10. The calibration process continues, and the front panel shows the new nominal offset value. 
Press OK to continue. 

 

 
 

11. When the calibration is complete, the result is displayed on the front panel. Press OK to leave the 
calibration process. 

 

 
 

12. Replace the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 
 
Reset vacuum calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to reset the nominal values of the Vacuum Calibration. 
 

 

NOTE: Reset the vacuum calibration only if the vacuum fans are working (the printer can turn them 
on without system errors), but the vacuum pressure is incorrect and there are carriage crashes. The 
existingcalibrationwillbelost.   

 

1. In the Service Calibrations submenu, select Vacuum Calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue, or press Cancel to 
exit. 
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3. The front panel asks for confirmation. If you are sure that you want to reset the calibration, 
press OK to continue, or press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

4. The printer resets the nominal values of the Vacuum Calibration. If all goes well, an 
acknowledgement is displayed. 

 

 
 

5. Press OK to return to the menu. 
 

Platen blue line calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the blue line that is marked on the Print Platen. 

You should calibrate the blue line whenever the Print Platen is disassembled or replaced. 

1. If paper is loaded in the printer, unload it. 
 

2. In the Service Calibrations submenu, scroll to “Platen blue line calib.” and press OK. 
 

 
 

3. When the following message appears on the front panel, you can press OK to continue with the 
calibration, or Cancel to exit. 
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4. Follow the instructions on the front panel, using a sheet of white paper. Then press OK to continue 
with the calibration, or Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

5. The printer starts to calibrate the blue line. 
 

 
 

6. The results of the calibration are displayed on the front panel. Press OK to continue. 
 

 
 

7. Follow the instructions on the front panel. Then press OK to continue. 
 

 
 

8. The front panel announces the success of the calibration. Press OK to return to the menu. 
 

 
 
OMAS Calibration 

The purpose of this Service Calibration is to calibrate the OMAS Module. The calibration process 
consists of printing a special calibration plot and then scanning it with the printer. The resulting scanned 
values are compared with the actual printed values to obtain a PASS/FAIL result. 
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NOTE: In order to perform this calibration, you should order the Paper Advance Calibration Kit (part 
number CQ109-67042), which contains a 150-ft roll of HP Coated Paper, 36 inches wide (part number 
C6020B).   

 

Print OMAS Calibration Pattern 
 

1. Load the roll of HP Coated Paper from the Paper Advance Calibration Kit into the printer. 
 

2. In the Service Calibrations menu, scroll to OMAS Calibration and press OK. 
 

 
 

3. In the OMAS Calibration submenu, scroll to Print Calibration Pattern and press OK. 
 

 
 

4. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue with the calibration, 
or press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

5. The front panel prompts you to unroll 1 meter of paper to avoid back tension. Unroll 1 meter of 
paper and press OK. 

 

 
 

6. The printer starts to print the OMAS Calibration Pattern. This could take several minutes, during 
which the following message is displayed on the front panel. 

 

 
 

7. Once the OMAS Calibration Pattern has been printed successfully, the following message is 
displayed on the front panel. Press the OK key to continue. 
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If the OMAS Calibration fails for any reason, a warning message appears on the front panel. In this 
case, try the following: 

 

● Retry the Paper Advance Calibration. 
 

 

NOTE:   Remove the pattern from the printer andleave it to dry for a few minutes before continuing 
with the calibration. 

NOTE:   Make sure no paper is loaded in the printer before starting to scan the OMAS calibration 
pattern.   

 

Scan OMAS Calibration Pattern 
 

1. Re-enter the OMAS Calibration submenu, scroll to Scan Calibration Pattern and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue with the calibration, 
or press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

3. A message will appear advising you to load the OMAS Calibration Pattern into the printer. Make 
sure that you rotate the printed pattern 90° clockwise and reload it with the printed side down. Press 
the OK key to continue. 
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4. Load the OMAS Calibration Pattern, following the instructions on the front panel. 
 

 
 

5. Once the OMAS Calibration Pattern is loaded correctly, the following message is displayed on the 
front panel. Press the OK key to continue. 

 

 
 

6. The printer scans the OMAS Calibration Pattern, which could take several minutes. When the 
calibration has finished, the front panel confirms success. Press the OK key to continue. 

 

If the calibration fails for any reason, a warning message appears on the front panel. In this case, 
try the following: 

 

● Check that the OMAS Calibration Pattern was not incorrectly cut (trimming the actual pattern) 
during the paper load process. If this is the case, perform the OMAS Calibration again from 
step 1. 

 

● Replace the OMAS Sensor  See    OpticalMediaAdvanceSensor(OMAS)onpage307. 
 

● Replace the OMAS Controller Card  See OMASControllerCardonpage317. 
 

● If the problem continues, replace the Media-Axis Motor  See Media-AxisMotor  
onpage304. 

SCAPA Calibration 
 

The purpose of this calibration is to calibrate the Scan Axis Pen Alignment (SCAPA) compensation/ 
adjustment factor. 
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NOTE: For this calibration process you need to have paper loaded in the printer. 
 

 

1. Re-enter the OMAS Calibration submenu, scroll to Scan Calibration Pattern and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. When the following message appears on the front panel, press OK to continue with the 
calibration, or press Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

3. The calibration process executes, and the front panel will display the result in mDeg. 
 

 
 

4. Press OK to accept the result. 
 

Ink-level sensors menu 

The purpose of the tests included in this menu is to check the status of the ink-level sensors and 
calibrate a newly installed sensor. The ink-level sensors are used by the printer for measuring the 
remaining ink level in each ink cartridge, and there is one ink-level sensor for each supply. The 
available tests are as follows. 

 
3.4.1 Ink-level sensors check 

This test checks the presence and integrity of the ink-level sensors present in the printer. It mainly 
performs four operations: 
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● Check for the presence of the ink-level sensors. 
 

● Check for cumulative measurement errors in the sensors that could indicate malfunction. 

● Check for broken bags. 

● Display the calibration values of the sensors installed. 
 

3.4.2 Ink-level sensors calibration 

This test sets the calibration values for a recently replaced ink-level sensor. The test first runs the ink- 
level sensors check (3.4.1) internally, and then asks which ink-level sensor(s) should be calibrated. 

 
1. Select the color that corresponds to the PIP module replaced. 

 

 
 

 
 

2. Enter the value written on the label of the new PIP (10 digits). 
 

 
 

3. Press OK if another PIP module needs to be calibrated. 
 

 

IMPORTANT: Make sure that you select the correct color. 
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6 Print quality 
 
 
 
 

● Initialprint-qualitytroubleshootingactions 

● Troubleshootingtools 

● HowtousetheImageQualityServiceDiagnosticPrint 
 

● Print-qualityissuesbysymptom 

● Workingwithothercommerciallyavailablepapers 
 

Initial print-quality troubleshooting actions 
For the majority of print-quality problems, a Call Agent can try to troubleshoot the printer by requesting 
that the customer performs the following troubleshooting actions. Using this process, most problems 
can resolved without the need of an on-site visit. 

Perform the following actions in the order described: 
 

1. Printer Configuration: 
 

● Make sure that the paper type selected in the Front Panel is the same as the paper type 
loaded into the printer. To check this, use the View paper information key on the front panel. 
At the same time, check that the paper type has been calibrated. Also make sure that the 
paper type selected in your software is the same as the paper type loaded into the printer. 

 

● Check that the customer is printing on the correct side of the paper. 

● Check that the customer is using the most appropriate print-quality settings. If Fast or 
Normal has been selected, the customer may not achieve the most accurate colors. Set the 
print-quality setting to Best. See also “Select print quality” in Using your printer. 

 
 

NOTE: If the customer has set the print quality with the printer driver or with the Embedded 
Web Server, this will override a print-quality setting from the front panel. 

NOTE: You cannot change the print quality of pages that the printer is already receiving or 
has already received (even if they have not started to print yet).   

 

● Dry time should be set to “Optimal”. 

2. Check if the latest version of the firmware is installed. If not, install the latest firmware revision. 
 

3. Check that your ink cartridges and printheads have not passed their expiration dates. 
 

4. Perform Printhead recovery:  icon, then Clean printheads. 

5. Perform Printhead alignment: icon, then Align printheads. 
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6. If a new paper type has been created from the Color Center, check that the correct parent paper 
type has been used. This is because there are some ‘high ink’ and ‘low ink’ paper types for some 
categories of paper used, such as the photo category. 

 

7. Perform color calibration:  icon, then Calibrate color. 

8. Perform paper advance calibration:  icon, then Calibrate paper advance. 

9. If you are using Application Color Management check the following: 
 

● Ensure the within the color tab of the driver, Application manage colors has been selected. 
 

● That the color profile you are using in the application corresponds to the paper type and 
printquality settings. 

 

● In addition for PostScript printers check the following: 
 

◦ If you have doubts about the installed ‘output’ ICC profiles on the computer, perform the 
following from the Color Center: Manage papers > Update profiles. 

 
◦ If you need to create a color profile, go through the Color Center: Create and Install ICC 

profile. 
 

◦ If you have any doubt about the created ICC profile, recreate it, or re-install the default 
one (from the Color Center: Create and Install ICC profile or Manage paper > Restore 
factory ICC profile). 

 
10. If the issue is the color difference between the printer and the monitor, ensure that the monitor has 

been calibrated, 
 

11. Check that your environmental conditions (temperature, humidity) are in the recommended range. 
Avoid touching the paper while printing is in progress. 

12. If PANTONE colors are inaccurate, refer to the Color Management chapter within Using your 
printer. The section is called ‘HP Professonal PANTONE Emulation’. 

 

13. Color accuracy using EPS or PDF images in page layout applications such as Adobe InDesignand 
QuarkXPress do not support color managment of EPS, PDF or Grayscale files. 

If these types of files have to be used, try to ensure that the EPS, PDF or grayscale images are 
already in the same color space that is to be used later on in Adobe InDesign or QuarkXPress. For 
example, if the final objective is to print the job in a press that follows the SWOP standard, at the 
time of creating the EPS, PDF or grayscale the image should be converted into SWOP. 

 

14. Check the procedures described in Colorsareinaccurateonpage170. 

Troubleshooting tools 
To access the troubleshooting tools in the Embedded Web Server, select the Support tab. The first two 
tools can also be accessed from the front panel's Image quality maintenance menu. 
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Optimize print quality 

This option ensures that printer and supplies are adjusted to deliver optimum print quality. Click Next 
to execute all calibration and recovery procedures automatically. The following procedures are included: 

 

● Printhead cleaning 

● Media advance calibration 

● Printhead alignment 

● Color calibration 

The whole process consumes 80 cm (31.5 in) of paper and may take up to 20 minutes. 
 

 
 

thenOptimize print quality.   
 

Optimization suggested actions 

This option suggests a series of recommended actions to improve print quality, based on the results of 
internal checks. These actions may include reseating a printhead, changing paper to run a specific 
calibration, cleaning some printer component, etc. Execute them in the proposed order. 

 
 

TIP:   Use this option if you want to save time by acting directly on the causes of your problem, or if 
your problem persists after the automatic Optimize print quality process. 

 

NOTE:   This option can also be selected from the front panel. From the main menu, select , 
thenOptimization suggested actions.   

 

Most-common issues resolution 

This option is designed to help you resolve some of the most common print-quality issues that users 
encounter in large-format printing: 

● Dark or light horizontal lines across the image (banding) 

● Graininess 

● Poor line quality 

● Inaccurate colors 

In the first window, select the print-quality issue that you are experiencing and click Next. 
 

A list of suggestions for corrective action appears along with help to guide you through each action. 

NOTE:   This option can also be selected from the front panel. From the main menu, select ,
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Status codes 

After running any of the print-quality troubleshooting tools, the Embedded Web Server updates and 
displays status codes that may be helpful if any further troubleshooting is required. To see the status 
codes, select the Support tab, then Service Support > Printer Information > Calibration Status. 
Look for the Printer Status Codes section at the end of the page. 

 
 

NOTE: If no problem has been reported, the status codes are irrelevant and should be ignored. 
 

TIP:   When troubleshooting a print-quality problem, you are recommended to execute Optimize print 
quality    toensurethatthestatuscodesareuptodate.   

 

Nozzle health 

The status code consists of 16 digits, one for each group of nozzles, in the following order: magenta 1, 
yellow 1, magenta 2, yellow 2, light magenta 1, light cyan 1, light magenta 2, light cyan 2, photo black 
1, light gray 1, photo black 2, light gray 2, matte black 1, red 1, matte black 2, red 2. 

Each digit can take one of the following values: 

● 0 : no data, or error 

● 1 : nozzle health OK, printhead in warranty 

● 2 : nozzle health at risk (level 1), printhead in warranty 

● 3 : nozzle health at risk (level 2), printhead in warranty 

● 4 : nozzle health OK, printhead out of warranty 

● 5 : nozzle health at risk (level 1), printhead out of warranty 

● 6 : nozzle health at risk (level 2), printhead out of warranty 

If nozzle health is at risk, you are recommended to check the maintenance cartridge, and replace the 
printhead if necessary. 

If all digits are 0 or more than 50% of printheads are at risk,check the Drop Detector (cleaning it to make 
sure there are no fibers blocking it), perform a Drop Detector calibration, and replace it if the problem 
persists. 

 
Media advance calibration 

The status code consists of 8 digits, each of which can take one of the following values: 
 

● 0 : no data, or error 

● 1 : parameter OK 

● 2 : parameter at risk (level 1) 

● 3 : parameter at risk (level 2) 

● 8 : non-navigable paper type 

● 9 : OMAS disconnected 

If all digits are 0, media advance calibration has not been performed on that paper type. In this case, 
perform media advance calibration. 

 

If the 4th or 7th digits are not 1, there is some mismatch between OMAS and the printer calibration. 
Clean the Media Advance Sensor, and replace it if the problem does not disappear. 
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If you see a 9 anywhere, the OMAS sensor has been disconnected. Clean the Media Advance Sensor, 
and replace it if the problem does not disappear. 

 

If you see a 2 or 3 anywhere, the calibration has not worked well. Check that the paper is correctly 
loaded and that the calibration is correctly printed (otherwise clean the printheads), and trythe calibration 
again. 

 
Printhead alignment 

The status code consists of 16 digits, one for each group of nozzles, in the following order: magenta 1, 
yellow 1, magenta 2, yellow 2, light magenta 1, light cyan 1, light magenta 2, light cyan 2, photo black 
1, light gray 1, photo black 2, light gray 2, matte black 1, red 1, matte black 2, red 2. 

Each digit can take one of the following values: 

● 0 : no data, or error 

● 1 : scans and corrections OK 

● 2 : corrections at risk (level 1) 

● 3 : scans at risk (level 1) 

● 4 : scans and corrections at risk (level 2) 

● 5 : corrections at risk (level 2) 

● 6 : scans at risk (level 2) 

● 7 : scans and corrections at risk (level 2) 

If all digits are 0, printhead alignment is pending. In this case, perform printhead alignment. 
 

If you see 3, 4, 6 or 7 anywhere, the results of the pattern scan are worse than expected. Try loading 
photo paper to ensure that the problem is not the paper. If the problem persists, calibrate the Line Sensor, 
and replace it if necessary. 

 

If you see 2 or 5 anywhere, the pattern scan is OK, but the corrections are out of the expected range. 
Try reseating the affected printhead(s) and then perform the alignment again. If the problem persists, 
replace the affected printhead(s). 

 
Closed-loop color calibration 

The status code consists of 16 digits, one for each group of nozzles, in the following order: magenta 1, 
yellow 1, magenta 2, yellow 2, light magenta 1, light cyan 1, light magenta 2, light cyan 2, photo black 
1, light gray 1, photo black 2, light gray 2, matte black 1, red 1, matte black 2, red 2. 

Each digit can take one of the following values: 

● 0 : no data, or error 

● 1 : corrections OK 

● 2 : corrections at risk (level 1) 

● 3 : corrections at risk (level 2) 

If all digits are 0, color calibration is pending for this paper type. In this case, perform color calibration. 
 

If you see 3 anywhere, the corrections are out of the expected range. Try repeating the color calibration. 
If the problem persists, replace the affected printhead(s). 
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How to use the Image Quality Service Diagnostic Print 
● WhatistheImageQualityServiceDiagnosticPrint? 

● ConsiderationsforprintingtheDiagnosticPrint 
 

● PrintingtheImageQualityServicePrint 

● DiagnosticPart1:PrintheadProblems 
 

● DiagnosticPart2:Alignmenttest 

● DiagnosticPart3:Printheadsandpaperadvancetest 
 

● Noprintingdefectsfoundinthediagnosticprint 

● Forcedropdetection 

● Fixpaperadvanceissues 
 

● Cleanthepaperadvancesensorwindow 

● Theuseradvancecalibration 
 

● Visualpaperadvanceplot 

● Interpretingplotresults 
 

What is the Image Quality Service Diagnostic Print? 

The printer contains a series of internal image-quality tests that help you to diagnose image-quality 
defects. These tests are available from the Service Utility menu and are come in several categories: 

● Printhead reliability tests: To identify which Printhead is faulty. 
 

● Printhead alignment tests: To check any color-to-color and bi-directional misalignment the printer 
may have. 

 
● Printheads and paper advance tests: To check whether the Printheads and the paper advance 

mechanism are working correctly. 
 

The following diagnostic prints are available: 
 

1. Image Quality Service Best: This print helps you to diagnose in more detail the possible source 
of any image-quality defects. 

2. Image Quality Service Normal: This print is the same as the Image Quality Service Best print but 
uses the Normal print mode and does not contain the Printhead Alignment test. This print can be 
used to find banding that would be hidden if the Best print were used. 

3. Image Quality Service Fast: This print is the same as the Image Quality Service Best print but 
uses the Fast print mode and does not contain the Printhead Alignment test. This print can be used 
to find banding that would be hidden if the Best print were used. 

4. Advanced diagnostic prints. These tests provide more information than the Image Quality prints: 
 

● Paper Advance: To check visually whether the paper advance calibration is correct or not. 

● Printhead Alignment: To check visually whether the printheads are correctly aligned. 

● Nozzle Health: To identify which nozzles are blocked. 
 

● Force Drop Detection: To reset the nozzle-health historic data base and force a new drop 
detection. 
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Considerations for printing the Diagnostic Print 

1. You must have paper loaded. 
 

2. Use the same type of paper on which the image-quality problem occurred. 
 

3. If the customer is using non-HP paper and after the Image Quality Test you still have the same 
image-quality problem, change to genuine HP paper and repeat the Image Quality Test. 

 
4. If you do not see any problems with the Image Quality Test, then the problem may not be with the 

printer itself. The problem may be with the RIP or the driver, for example. 
 

However, if you do see problems with the Image Quality Test, then continue with the Advanced 
Diagnostic procedures, which will help you to diagnose the problem. 

 

Printing the Image Quality Service Print 

1. In the Service Utilities submenu, scroll to Diagnostic Print and press OK. 
 

 
 

2. The front panel lists the available Diagnostic Prints. Use the arrow keys to make the selection and 
press the OK key to start printing the required Diagnostic Print. 

 

 
If you select Advanced Diagnostic Print, the front panel shows another list of prints. 

 

 
If the OMAS sensor is enabled, the front panel displays a message: Do you want to disable the 
OMAS sensor? Select Yes or No. 

3. Make sure paper is loaded, the Media Lever is lowered and the Ink System is correctly installed. 
Press the OK key toprint the Diagnostic Print or press Cancel to exit without printing the Diagnostic 
Print. 

 

 
 

4. The selected Diagnostic Print is printed. 
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Diagnostic Part 1: Printhead Problems 

The Nozzle print test is designed to check if the Printhead nozzles print correctly. The Image Quality 
Service Best should always be used to print this plot. 

The nozzles check (bottom of the plot) is printed in a one-pass full swath mode. The diagnostics test 
prints out every single nozzle of each Printhead without applying an error hiding or alignment algorithm. 

 

For each Printhead, you can see both the adjacent and the consecutive nozzles. For every Printhead 
there is a different horizontal band that can be identified with the help of the template marked with the 
colors of the Printhead used at the right of every band. 

 

 
There are a series of numbered stepped diagonal lines. If one or more of the nozzles are malfunctioning 
or mis-positioned, you will see that the stepped lines are broken or misdirected in one or more places. 

 
This is an example of nozzles outs. You can see the broken or the skewed line, in this case marked in 
yellow to help you to understand the issue. In the service plot there are no yellow marks. 

 

 
This is an example of nozzles mis-positioned or malfunctioning. You can see the broken or the skewed 
line, in this case marked in yellow to help you to understand the issue. In the service plot there are no 
yellow marks. 

 

 
Corrective Action 

 
If the printerhas nozzle defects, it doesnot mean that you willnot get perfect print quality results because 
the printer can automatically compensate for this so there is no need to replace the Printhead. 

 

The method of improving Nozzle Defects is to: 
 

1. To clean the printheads, go to the printer's front panel and select the ink, then Image quality 
maintenance > Clean printheads. Then select which printheads you would like cleaned. You can 
clean all of the printheads or only some of them. Your choices are: 

● Clean all 

● Clean M 
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● Clean Y 

● Clean K 

● Clean C 

Cleaning all of the printheads takes about five minutes. Cleaning any two printheads takes about 
three minutes. Purging the ink takes about six minutes. 

 

2. Reprint the Printhead Nozzles Test Plot to check that the defective nozzles have been corrected. 
 

3. If the problem continuous, replace the defective Printhead. 
 

Diagnostic Part 2: Alignment test 

This test is designed to check any color-to-color and bi-directional misalignment the printer may have. 
The Image Quality Service Best should always be used to print this plot. 

 

 
 

1. If the printer is experiencing horizontal misalignment problems, the Alignment Test will show 
something like this: 

 

 
 

2. If the printer is experiencing vertical misalignment problems, the Alignment Test will show 
something like this: 
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3. If the printer is experiencing bi-directional misalignment problems, the Alignment Test will show 
something like this: 

 

 
 

Corrective Action 

▲ Perform a Printhead Alignment, using the same paper type with which you were experiencing 

unacceptable image quality, if feasible (some paper types are not suitable for Printhead Alignment). 
 

Diagnostic Part 3: Printheads and paper advance test 

This test is designed to check whether the Printheads and the Paper Advance Mechanism are working 
correctly. This part of the Image Quality Test should not be used to check for color consistency or 
accuracy. 

Banding 
 

If the printer is experiencing a banding problem, you will see repetitive horizontal bands within the printed 
image. 

● Dark line banding repeated along the band (from top to bottom at the same distance). 

● White line banding repeated along the band (from top to bottom at the same distance). 

The plot is printed in Best or Normal mode (according to the menu option selected) with Error Hiding 
ON. The first top band has 100% ink density patches while the bottom band has 50% ink density. 

 

 
 

Troubleshooting Banding Problems 
 

If banding does not occur in ALL the colors, then it is more than likely a Printhead problem. In this case, 
try the following: 

1. Check that the appropriate print quality settings are being used. 
 

2. Recover the printheads using the option through the Front Panel (Image quality maintenance 
> Clean printheads). Reprint the Diagnostic Print or the print file and if the problem persists, 
replace the faulty Printhead. 
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If banding does occur in ALL the colors, then it is more than likely a Paper Advance problem: 
 

● If the bands are light, it means that the paper has advanced too much. 

● If the bands are dark, it means that the paper hasn’t advanced enough. 
 

● In high quality modes, graininess in ALL colors can indicate problems either with alignment or Paper 
Advance. 

 
In order to solve any of these problems, try the following: 

 
1. Check that the appropriate print quality settings are being used. 

 
2. Check that the loaded paper is the same type as selected in the printer. Check this through the 

front panel (at the front panel, select the  icon, then View loaded paper > View paper 
details). 

3. If the customer is using low-quality paper, try recommending better quality paper (preferably HP 
paper). Printer performance can only be guaranteed by using recommended papers. 

 

4. Check the advance with the help of the Visual Paper Advanced Diagnostic. 
 

 

NOTE:   If there is white point banding in only one color band and the problem cannot be fixed 
using the Printhead recoveries, in some cases using the force a drop detection option can fix this 
issue(seeOthersDiagnostics:ForceDropDetection).   

 

No printing defects found in the diagnostic print 

If all the test patterns from the Diagnostic Print are correct and you still experience Image Quality 
problems, you can use the following procedures to resolve the problem. 

● Visual Alignment Diagnostics 

● Visual Paper Advanced Diagnostic 

● Plot for escalation only 

● Force Drop Detection 

Visual Alignment Diagnostic Print 
 

This print helps you to check any alignment problems of the printer. 
 

You can use it to measure the alignment error with an accuracy of one dot row. 
 

The print is split into three areas. The first two are the same print, printed at different speeds: 40 and 
60 ips to check most of the printhead alignment. The print modes associated with these speeds are 
shown in the following table: 

 

PM by Paper Category (Nuria to Review)  
ips 

Paper Type Category Quality Setting 

 
 

 
Plain 

Econofast 60 

Fast  

 
40 Normal 

Best 
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Coated 

Econofast  

 
60 Fast 

Normal 

Best 40 

 
 

 
Heavyweight and Super Heavyweight Coated 

Econofast  
60 

Fast 

Normal  
40 

Best 

 
 

 
Adhesive Polypropylene 

Econofast  
 

60 Fast 

Normal 

Best 40 

 
 
 

 
Glossy 

Econofast  
 

 
60 

Fast 

Normal 

Best 

High Quality 40 

 
 

The third part is to check the same color staggered printhead overlap. 
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What to see in the Auto Printhead Alignment Diagnostics: 
 

1. At the left we have four checks for the printhead to printhead alignment in scan axis direction 
(Pen2Pen-Fwd or Pen2Pen-Rev). It is forward and reverse. 

 
● The top pattern is related to the front printhead (nearest to the user when doing the printhead 

replacement). 
 

● The bottom pattern is related to the rear printhead (more far to the user when doing the 
printhead replacement) 

 
The area to check is the junction (marked with a “-”) of the black with the rest of colors. 

 
2. The bidirectional check is at the top, marked as number 2 (Bidir) 

 
● The top pattern is related to the front printhead (nearest to the user when doing the printhead 

replacement). 
 

● The bottom pattern is related to the rear printhead (more far to the user when doing the 
printhead replacement) 

 
Check that the lines are continuous without a gap. The junction is marked with a “-” 

 
3. The printhead to printhead alignment in paper advance direction (PAD) is marked as number 3. 

 
● The top pattern is related to the front printhead (nearest to the user when doing the printhead 

replacement). 
 

● The bottom pattern is related to the rear printhead (more far to the user when doing the 
printhead replacement) 

 
The area to check is the junction (marked with a “-”) of the black with the rest of colors. 

 
4. The alignment in scan axis direction between both printhead of the same color is marked as 4a (in 

forward direction die2dieSAD-Fwd) and 4b (in reverser direction die2dieSAD-Rev). 

The area to check is the junction (marked with a “-”). The lines have to be continuous. 
 

5. The ThetaZ of the printhead are checked in the area marked as 5. It checks in forward (Tz-Fwd) 
and reverse directions (Tz-Rev). 

 

The area to check is the junction (marked with a “-”). The lines have to be continuous. 
 

6. The area marked as number 6 is a reference legend that shows junction misalignments of 2, 4 and 
6 dots. The junction to check has to bebelow 4 in al cases. If the error is above 4 dots, then realign 
the printheads. 

 

In the next example, the Bidir is above this 4 dots and the unit should be realigned. The rest of the 
pattern shows a right alignment. 
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What to see in the Dye Overlap Alignment. 
 

The area to check is only the bottom junction pattern for all the colors. The clearest band has to be 
around the 0 (±3 dots). Every band is equal to 1 dot error. 

 

 
In order to solve any problem in the alignment, try the following: 

 

● Repeat the printhead alignment. You are recommended to use glossy paper, which gives the most 
accurate printhead alignment. There are some paper types that are not suitable for Printhead 
Alignment (transparent, translucent, …) 

 

● If the alignment process shows the message Printhead alignment may use up to 3m of paper 
in the front panel, it is because the OMAS is not working. This is normal for a few paper types that 
cannot be controlled by OMAS. To check whether your paper is OMAS or non-OMAS, go to the 
Service Menu, then select Diagnostic print > Others > Visual Media Diagnostic. 

 

● If the issue cannot be fixed after repeating the printhead alignment, then try to clean the printheads. 

To clean the printheads, go to the front panel and select the  icon, then Clean printheads. 

● If the issue cannot be fixed, then replace the printhead color that is failing in the align check pattern. 

● If there is an issue in the ThetaZ and it cannot be fixed, check whether the paper works withOMAS. 
If so, the issue could be that the OMAS subsystem is malfunctioning. Go to the advance 
troubleshooting and apply the OMAS process. 

1 2 4a 6

5

4b

3
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Force drop detection 

If the Nozzle Print Test plot has persistent white-point banding in only one color that cannot be fixed 
with a printhead recovery, you can use this option to resolve the problem by resetting the nozzle health 
database so that all nozzles are assumed to be correct. Once the nozzle health database has been 
reset, drop detection is forced. 

 

The normal cause of this white-point banding in a single color is the incorrect detection of failed nozzles 
by the drop detector. 

 

Perform the test as follows. 
 

1. Go to the Service utilities menu and select Diagnostic Print. 
 

 
 

2. Select Advanced Diagnostic Print. 
 

 
 

3. Select Force Drop Detection. 
 

 
 

4. Make sure that the Media Lever is lowered and the ink system is ready, then press OK. 
 

 
 

5. The printer performs drop detection. 
 

 
 

6. When the process has ended, press OK to return to the menu. 
 

Fix paper advance issues 

HP Designjet D5800 Production printers have a Paper Advance Sensor system that corrects the 
advance error automatically. This system avoids the use of the traditional advance calibration system. 
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However, there are some types of paper where this system cannot operate correctly because the type 
of material used for the paper. To work with these types of paper the traditional advance system based 
on an Analog Encoder Sensor is provided in the printer. This analog encoder calibration requires the 
Advance Calibration (carried out at the factory or in service through the service menu) to work properly. 

 

Some of the papers type that will not work with the new Paper Advance Sensor are: Clear Film, Backlit, 
Some types of Matte film, Some types of Polypropylene. 

To check if your paper can use the Paper Advance Sensor go to the Service Menu> Diagnostic print> 
Others > Visual Paper Advance Diagnostic. The test will allow you to check if advance control is used. 
The reference paper to use for the Paper Advance Calibration is HP Universal Photo Gloss. If the 
customer does not have this media, order support part: Q1272-60296 (Inst. dry photo glossy Calibration 
Sheets). The flow to fix and advance issues is as follows: 
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0 List of types of media which are NOT 
used (non navigable) by the OMAS media 
sensor: 

HP or HP Approved Clear Film 

HP or HP Approved Backlit 

HP or HP Approved types of Mafff film 

HP or HP Approved types of 
Polypropylene 

A non HP or HP Approved Media 
 
 

b In order to perform this Colibrotion, you 
should order the Paper Advance 
Calibration Kit (Port Number Q 1273∙ 
60296) which contains two cut sheets of 
HP Universal Instant-dry Gloss Photo 
media (36-inches wide by 42-inches long). 

 

c 'OMAS Blinking' means that the red LED 
in the OMAS lens blinks ON/OFF during 
paper advance when OMAS is operating. 

 

Launch the Visual Paper 
Advance Diagnostic using 
HP Glossy_ pope,b provided 
for the calibration. Refer to 1--+C 
page 195 for the details of 
thecalibration . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Launch the 
Visual Paper 
Advance 
Diagnostic using 
the Customer's 
paper 

 

 
NO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If could be a 
>----tlimitation  of   the 

customer's 
paper 

 
 

paper 

Launch the user
advance 
calibration 
adjustment 
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Clean the paper advance sensor window 

The paper advance sensor is the very small rectangular window (less than 1 square centimeter in size 
and shown in the graphic below) found near the sixth platen roller from the right. 

Very gently wipe off any dust and loosened ink deposits from the sensor window, using a clean, 
absorbent, lint-free cloth, slightly dampened with isopropyl alcohol. 

 

 
 
The user advance calibration 

If the paper does not advanced the correct distance between passes of the printheads in the Carriage 
Assembly, light and dark bands appear in the print job and the image may look grainy. 

 

The printer is calibrated to advance correctly with all the papers in the front panel. When you select the 
type of loaded paper, the printer adjusts the rate at which to advance the paper while printing. However, 
if you are using custom paper or are not satisfied with the default calibration of your paper, you may 
need to calibrate the rate at which the paper advances. 

 

You can check the paper advance calibration status of the currently loaded paper at any time. Select 

the  icon > View loaded paper > View paper details. There are three types of status: 

● DEFAULT: This status is displayed when loading an HP paper. HP papers in the front panel have 
been optimized by default and unless you experience image quality problems in your printed image 
such as banding or graininess it is not recommended to calibrate the paper advance. 

 

● RECOMMENDED: This status appears when a new paper is created. The paper advance values 
for this paper are inherited from the family type. In cases such as these it is recommended that you 
perform a paper advance calibration to optimize the values. 

 

● OK: This status indicates that the loaded paper has been calibrated before. However you may 
need to repeat the calibration if you experience image quality problems such as banding or 
graininess in your printed image. 

 
 

NOTE: Whenever you update the printer's firmware, the paperadvance calibration values willbe reset 
to factory default. 

NOTE: Colored papers and transparent materials such as translucent bond, clear film, matte film, 
tracing paper, and vellum are not suitable for paper advance calibration. 

NOTE: User advance calibration works in both advance control systems: paper advance sensor and 
analogencodersystem.   

 

The Paper Advance Calibration procedure 
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If your paper is not suitable for paper advance calibration, override steps 1 and 2 (Calibrate Paper 
Advance) and go directly to step 3 (Adjust Paper Advance). 

 

1. At the front panel, select the  icon, then Paper advance calibration > Calibrate paper 
advance. The printer automatically calibrates the paper advance and prints a paper advance 
calibration image. 

2. Wait until the front panel displays the status screen and re-print your print. 
 

 

NOTE:   The calibration procedure takes approximately three minutes. Do not worry about the 
paperadvancecalibrationimage.Thefront-paneldisplayshowsanyerrorsintheprocess.   

 

● If you are satisfied with the image quality of the print afer performing the calibration you can 
stop here. 

 
● If you can detect an improvment in the image quality of the print but want to fine tune the 

settings further, continue to step 3. 
 

● If you are dissatisfied with the calibration, you can return to the default calibration, refer to the 
next procedure ‘Return to default calibration’ seen below. 

 

3. If you would like to fine-tune the calibration, select the  icon, then Paper advance 
calibration > Adjust paper advance. 

4. Select the percentage of change from -100% to 100%. To correct light banding, decrease the 
percentage. To correct dark banding, increase the percentage. 

5. Press the OK key on the front panel, to save the value. 

6. Wait until the front panel displays the status screen and re-print your print. 

Return to default calibration 
 

Returning to the default calibration sets all the corrections made by the paper advance calibration to 
zero. To return to the default paper advance calibration value, you must reset the calibration. 

 

1. At the front panel, select the  icon, then Paper advance calibration > Reset paper 
advance. 

2. Wait until the front panel displays the operation has completed successfully before pressing the 
Back key to return to the main menu. 

 
Visual paper advance plot 

The Visual Paper Advance Diagnostic prints a test plot to check that the paper advance is operating 
correctly. The plot is accessiblefrom Service Utilities submenu> Diagnostic Print> Others> Visual Paper 
Advance Diagnostic menu option. It consists of three plots printed at the left, center, and right of the 
paper. These three plots are the same and contain seven numbered columns. The following illustrations 
shows an example of the Visual Paper Advance Diagnostic plot. 
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Interpreting plot results 

The three plots are all printed using Photo Black ink in 6-pass print mode (even on Gloss paper) and 
should should each be similar. The white/lightest band of must be within the center ±1 area for a PASS 
result. This should be true for all three plots or the printer will have differential banding (a difference of 
advance between the left and right). There is a 3-inch white band before the plots to ensure there is no 
platen noise causing advance errors while the media is covering the platen. 

Example acceptable plot 
 

The following illustration shows an example of a PASS plot. 
 

 
Example defective advance plot 
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This defect has the follow possible causes: 
 

● OMAS is not clean or is defective so youshould repeat the plot with OMAS disabled. This will allow 
you to establish if this is an OMAS related fault. If the same fault is detected the problem cannot 
be attributed to OMAS. 

 

● The Drive roller is not clean so it slips against the media. 

● Any other component affecting the media advance: 

◦ Spindle/Back Tension 

◦ Input roller 

◦ Pinchwheels 
 

 
Example defective nozzle plot 

 
This example is caused by a defective nozzle so there is no issue with the paper advance. 
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Print-quality issues by symptom 
This section describes the common symptoms seen, and how to solve the issues. 

 

There is banding in the image 

If banding does not occur in ALL the colors, then it is probably a printhead problem. In this case, try the 
following: 

1. Check that the appropriate print quality settings are being used. 
 

2. Recover the printheads using the option through the Front Panel (  icon, then Clean 
printheads). Reprint the Diagnostic Print or the print file and if the problem persists, replace the 
faulty Printhead. 

If banding does occur in ALL the colors, then it is probably a paper advance problem: 
 

● If the bands are light, it means that the paper has advanced too much. 

● If the bands are dark, it means that the paper hasn’t advanced enough. 
 

● In high quality modes, graininess in ALL colors can indicate problems either with alignment or paper 
advance. 

 
In order to solve any of these problems, try the following: 

 
1. Check that the appropriate print quality settings are being used. 

 
2. Check that the loaded paper is the same type as selected in the printer. Check this through the 

front panel (at the front panel, select the  icon, then View loaded paper > View paper 
details). 

3. If the customer is using low-quality paper, try recommending better-quality paper (preferably HP 
paper). Printer performance can only be guaranteed by using recommended papers. 

 

4. Check the advance with the help of the Visual Paper Advanced Diagnostic, refer to Visualpaper  
advanceplotonpage160. 

 
 

NOTE: If there is white point banding in only one color band and the problem cannot be fixed using 
Printhead recovery, in some cases using the Force Drop Detection option can fix this issue (see Others 
Diagnostics:ForceDropDetection).   
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Lines are too thick, too thin, or missing 
 

 
1. Check that the paper type you have loaded corresponds to the paper type selected in the front 

panel and in your software. To check on the front panel, use the View paper information key. 
 

2. Check that you are using appropriate print-quality settings for your purposes. See Select print 
quality on User Guide. 

 

3. If the resolution of your image is greater than the printing resolution, you may notice a loss of line 
quality. You can find the Max. Application Resolution option in the Windows driver dialog's 
Advanced tab, under Document Options > Printer Features. If you change this option, you may 
wish to reprint your job at this point in case the problem has been solved. 

4. If lines are too thin or missing, print the Image Diagnostics Print. 
 

5. Try aligning the printheads. After alignment, you may wish to reprint your job in case the problem 
has been solved. 

6. Select the  icon from the printer's front panel, then View loaded paper to see the paper 
advance calibration status. Ifthe status is PENDING, you should perform paper advance calibration 
if the paper does not use OMAS advance control. 

 

Lines appear stepped or jagged 

If lines in your image appear stepped or jagged when printed: 
 

 
1. The problem may be inherent in the image. Try to improve the image with the application you are 

using to edit it. 

2. Check that you are using appropriate print-quality settings. See “Select print quality” in the User's 
Guide. 

 

3. Change your image rendering resolution to 300 dpi or 600 dpi depending on your printing needs. 
You can find the Max. Application Resolution option in the Windows driver dialog's Advanced tab, 
under Document Options > Printer Features. 
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Parts of lines or text are missing 

Large quantities of data may be necessary to print a high-quality large format print job, and in some 
specific workflow there may be issues that can lead to some objects missing from the output. Here are 
some suggestions to help you to avoid this problem. 

● Select a sma lll    er page size and scale to the desired final page size in the driver or in the front panel. 

● Save the file in another format, such as TIFF or EPS, and open it with another application. 

● Use a RIP to print the file. 

● Reduce the resolution of bitmap images in your application software. 

● Select a lower print quality in order to reduce the resolution of the printed image. 

● In the Advanced tab of the Windows driver dialog, select Document options, Printer features, then: 

◦ Set Send job as bitmap to Enabled (HP-GL/2 driver only). 

◦ Set 16-bit App. Compatibility to Enabled. 

◦ Set Max. Application resolution to 300. 
 

 

NOTE:   The above settings are mentioned for troubleshooting purposes and may adversely affect 
the final output quality or the time necessary to generate the print job. Therefore, they should be 
restoredtotheirdefaultvaluesiftheydonothelptosolvetheproblem.   

 

Lines are printed double or in wrong colors 
 

This problem can have various visible symptoms: 
 

● Colored lines are printed double, in different colors. 
 

 
 

● The borders of colored blocks are wrongly colored. 
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To correct this kind of problem: 
 

1. Align the printheads. 
 

2. Check that you are using appropriate print-quality settings. 
 

Lines are blurred (ink bleeds from lines) 
 

 
Humidity can cause ink to soak into the paper, making the lines blurred and fuzzy. Try the following: 

 
1. Check that your environmental conditions (temperature, humidity) are suitable for high-quality 

printing. 
 

2. Check that the paper type selected in the front panel is the same as the paper type you are using. 

To check, select the  icon from the printer's front panel, then View loaded paper. 

3. Try changing to a heavier paper type, such as HP Heavyweight Coated Paper, HP Super 
Heavyweight Coated Paper, or Digital Fine Art paper. 

4. If you are using glossy paper, try changing to a different type of glossy paper. 
 

5. Align the printheads. 
 

Lines are slightly warped 

The paper itself may be warped. This can happen if it has been used or stored in an extreme 
environment. 

 

Dark or light horizontal lines across the image (banding) 

If your printed image suffers from added horizontal lines as shown (the color may vary): 
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1. Check that the paper type you have loaded corresponds to the paper type selected in the front 

panel and in your software. To check on the front panel, use the View paper information key. 
 

2. Check that you are using appropriate print-quality settings for your purposes. See Select print 
quality on User Guide. In some cases, you can overcome a print-quality problem merely by 
selecting a higher print quality level. For instance, if you have set the print-quality slider to Fast, try 
setting it to Best. If you change the print-quality settings, you may wish to reprint your job at this 
point in case the problem has been solved. 

 

3. Print the Image Diagnostics Print. See Use the Image Diagnostics Print. 
 

4. If the printheads are working correctly, go to the front panel and press the View paper   
information key to see the paper advance calibration status. If the status is PENDING, you should 
perform paper advance calibration if the paper does not use OMAS advance control. 

 

The image is grainy 
 

 
1. Check that the paper type you have loaded corresponds to the paper type selected in the front 

panel and in your software. To check on the front panel, use the View paper information key. 
 

2. Check that you are printing on the correct side of the paper. 
 

3. Check that you are using appropriate print-quality settings. See Select print quality on User Guide. 
In some cases, you can overcome a print quality problem merely by selecting a higher print-quality 
level. For instance, if you have set the print-quality slider to Fast, try setting it to Best. If you change 
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the print-quality settings, you may wishto reprint your job at this point in case the problem has been 
solved. 

 

4. Try aligning the printheads. After alignment, you may wish to reprint your job in case the problem 
has been solved. 

 

5. Go to thefront panel and press the View paper information key to see the paper advance calibration 
status. If the status is PENDING, you should perform paper advance calibration if the paper does 
not use OMAS advance control. 

 

The image has a metallic hue (bronzing) 

Bronzing is a term used to describe an image that has a metallic hue when viewing it from specific 
angles, as if the print were made of bronze. Bronzing occurs most commonly when printing pigmented 
inks on non-matte paper such as photo paper. If your image is bronzing, and you are using standard 
print-quality options, ensure that the slider is set to Quality. See Select print quality on User Guide. 

 

If you are experiencing bronzing when printing grayscale images on glossy paper, try using the Full Set 
of Inks printing option. To do so from the Windows driver, select the Color tab and select Print In 
Grayscale, then select the Full Set of Inks option from the drop-down menu. 

 

The printed output is not flat 

If the paper does not lie flat when it comes out of the printer, but has shallow waves in it, you are likely 
to see defects in the printed image, such as vertical stripes. This can happen when you use thin paper 
that becomes saturated with ink. 

 

 
1. Check that the paper type you have loaded corresponds to the paper type selected in the front 

panel and in your software. To check on the front panel, use the View paper information key. 
 

2. Try changing to a thicker paper type, such as HP Heavyweight Coated paper, HP Super 
Heavyweight Coated Paper, or thicker Digital Fine Art papers. 
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The print smudges when touched 

The black ink pigment can smudge when touched by a finger or pen. This is particularly noticeable on 
the following materials: vellum, translucent bond, films, productivity photo paper, and natural tracing 
paper. To reduce the smudging: 

● Try to print in an environment which is not too humid for the printer. 
 

● Change pure black objects in your image to a dark color, such as dark brown, so that they will be 
printed with colored inks instead of black ink. 

 

● Use HP Heavyweight Coated. 

● Increase the drying time. 
 

Defects near the top of a print 

There is a type of defect that affects only the start of a print, within 5.5 cm of the leading edge of the 
paper. You may see a thin or thick band of inconsistent color. 

 

 
To avoid this problem: 

 
1. The easiest solution may be to increase the margins by relocating the image within the page in 

your software application, so that the area of the paper affected by the problem (at the start of the 
page) will be blank. Also, Extended Margins can be selected in the PS Driver. 

2. Align the printheads. 
 

3. Check that you are using appropriate print-quality settings. 
 

There are ink marks on the paper 

This problem may occur for several different reasons. 
 

Smears on the front of coated paper 
 

If a lot of ink is used on coated paper, the paper absorbs the ink quickly and expands. As the printheads 
move over the paper, the printheads come into contact with the paper and the printed image is smeared. 

Whenever you notice this problem, you should cancel the printing job. Press the Cancel key on the front 
panel and also cancel the job from your computer application. Otherwise the soaked paper may damage 
the printheads. 

 

Try the following suggestions to avoid this problem: 
 

● Use a recommended paper type 

● If the image you are printing contains intense color, try using HP Heavyweight Coated Paper 
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● Use extended margins (see Adjust margins and layout options on User Guide), or try to increase 
the margins by relocating the image within the page using your software application 

 

● If necessary, try changing to a non-paper-based material such as transparent film 

Smears or scratches on the front of glossy paper 
 

Glossy paper may be extremely sensitive to the bin or to anything else that it contacts soon after printing. 
This will depend on the amount of ink printed and the environmental conditions at the time of printing. 
Avoid any contact with the paper surface and handle the print with care. 

Ink marks on the back of the paper 
 

Ink residues on the platen or on the input rollers are likely to mark the back of the paper. 
 

Colors are inaccurate 
 

 
Refer to this section if the customer complains of inaccurate colors which do not match their 
expectations. 

 

Update the firmware 
 

To ensure that the image quality and color troubleshooting tools that are available in the printer are the 
most up to date, check that the firmware is the latest available. 

Basic image quality troubleshooting 
 

As a first step to improving the accuracy of the color ensure that the basic image quality of the printer 
is good. Good all round image quality is a pre-requisite to acheiving color accuracy and color 
consistency. 

 

1. Refer to the steps in Initialprint-qualitytroubleshootingactionsonpage142. 
 

2. Perform the Color Calibration Procedure via the Front Panel: Image Quality Maintenance> 
Calibrate Color. 

 

3. Ensure the media being used has an ICC color profile created. This can be done by using the HP 
Color Center to select Create and Install an ICC Profile. 

 

4. Perform the Image Quality diagnostic procedures, refer to HowtousetheImageQualityService  
DiagnosticPrintonpage147. 

 

Checking the Spectrophotometer 
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If none of the above solutions fix the problem and the customer notices a slight degradation of color 
over time perform the following steps: 

 

1. Perform the ESPMeasurement Test, see ESPMeasurementtestonpage115 for details (firmware 
6.0.0.9 or greater). This tests the Spectrophotometer’s ability to function within predefined color 
specifications. 

 

2. Turn on the error log and check to see if there is an warning error 94:08. This would indicate that 
the measured values displayed when performing the color calibration were out of specification. 

 

3. If the Spectrophotometer fails the test replace the Spectrophotometer (service part Q6651-60039). 
 

4. If the Spectrophotometer passes the test succesfully and the customer continues to complain about 
the color: 

 

● If the customer is not using an external Spectrophotometer, the problem should not come from 
the Spectrophotometer, as the error will be less than 4deltaE2000 and almost invisible to the 
human eye. 

 

● If the customer is using an external Spectrophotometer 
 

◦ There are scenarios where two different Spectrophotometers (internal & external) can 
display different values. 

 

◦ The case should be escalated to an expert in color. 

5. Finally as a workaround we can suggest to the customer that they use an external 
Spectrophotometer as in previous HP Designjets 

 

Colors between different HP Designjets do not match (Nuria to Review) 

If you print an image on two different printer models (for instance, on an HP Designjet D5800 printer 
series and an HP Designjet 5100 printer series), you may find that the colors of the two prints do not 
match well. 

 

Matching two printing devices that use different ink chemistry, paper chemistry, and printheads is 
unlikely to be completely successful. The information provided here is the best way to emulate one 
printer with another. Even so, the end result may not be a perfect match. 

Print via separate PostScript drivers 
 

The situation is that you are printing on each printer using the PostScript driver installed for that printer. 
In this example, we are using an HP Designjet D5800 Production printer series and an HP Designjet 
Z6100 printer series. 

 

1. Ensure that both printers have been updated to the latest firmware version. 
 

2. Ensure that you have the latest printer driver forboth printers. You candownload the latest versions 
for any HP printer from http://www.hp.com/go/designjet. 

 
3. Ensure that color calibration is turned on in both printers. At the front panel of the HP Designjet 

D5800, select the  icon, then Enable color calibration. 

4. Load the printers with similar paper types. 
 

5. Ensure that the Paper Type setting on the front panel corresponds to the paper you have loaded. 
 

6. Print your image on the HP Designjet Z6100 using your normal settings. 
 

7. Now prepare to print the same image on the HP Designjet D5800. 
 

8. Set the rendering intent to Relative Colorimetric, or to Absolute Colorimetric if you want to emulate 
the whiteness of the paper. 

 

9. Print the image on the HP Designjet D5800. 
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Print via separate HP-GL/2 drivers 
 

The situation is that you are printing on each printer using the HP-GL/2 driver installed for that printer. 
 

1. Ensure that both printers have been updated to the latest firmware version. 
 

2. Ensure that you have the latest printer driver for both printers. Youcan download the latest versions 
for any HP printer from http://www.hp.com/go/designjet. 

 

3. Ensure that color calibration is turned on. At the front panel of the HP Designjet Z6200, select the 

 icon, then Enable color calibration. 

4. Load the printers with similar paper types. 
 

5. Ensure that the Paper Type setting on the front panel corresponds to the paper you have loaded. 
 

6. With the HP-GL/2 driver for the HP Designjet Z6100, select the Color tab, then Printer manages 
color, and choose the appropriate source profile (sRGB, Adobe, etc.) according to the image 
source profile. Also select the Paper Size tab, then Paper Type. 

Print the same HP-GL/2 file 
 

The situation is that you have produced an HP-GL/2 file (also known as a PLT file) using the HP-GL/2 
driver installed for one printer, and you intend to send the same file to both printers. 

1. Ensure that both printers have been updated to the latest firmware version. 
 

2. Ensure that color calibration is turned on. At the front panel of the HP Designjet Z6200, select the 

 icon, then Enable color calibration. 

3. Load the printers with similar paper types. 
 

4. Ensure that the Paper Type setting on the front panel corresponds to the paper you have loaded. 
 

5. If you have an HP-GL/2 file produced for an HP Designjet Z6100 and you want to print it on an HP 
Designjet Z6200, proceed as follows using the Embedded Web Server or the front panel. 

● Using the Embedded Web Server: leave the color options set to Default. 
 

For other HP Designjet printers, set both printers to match the screen colors (sRGB if selectable), as 
when printing with separate HP-GL/2 drivers. 
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The output is completely blank 

If the front-panel graphic language setting is Automatic (the default), try the other settings: PostScript 
for a PostScript file, HP-GL/2 for an HP-GL/2 file, etc. Then send the file again. 

When you have finished this particular print, remember to reset the graphic language to Automatic. 
 

The output contains only a partial print 

● If you pressed Cancel before all the data were received by the printer, you ended the data 
transmission and will have to print the page again. 

 

● The I/O time-out setting may be too short. This setting determines how long the printer waits for 
the computer to send more data, before deciding that the job is finished. From the front panel, 
increase the I/O time-out setting to a longer period and then send the print again. From the front 

panel, select the  icon, then Advanced > Select I/O time-out. 

● There may be a communications problem between your computer and the printer. Check your USB 
or network cable. 

 
● Check to make sure that your software settings are correct for your current page size (for example, 

long-axis prints). 
 

● If you are using network software, make sure it has not timed out. 
 

The image is clipped 

Clipping normally indicates a discrepancy between the actual printable area on the loaded paper and 
the printable area as understood by your software. You can often identify this kind of problem before 
printing by previewing your print. 

 
● Check the actual printable area for the paper size you have loaded. printable area = paper size - 

margins 
 

● Check what your software understands to be the printable area (which it may call “printing area” 
or “imageable area”). For example, some software applications assume standard printable areas 
that are larger than those used in this printer. 

 
● If you have defined a custom page size with very narrow margins, the printer may impose its own 

minimal margins, clipping your image slightly. You may want to consider using a larger paper size. 
 

● If your image contains its own margins, you may be able to print it successfully by using the Clip 
Contents by margins option. 

 
● If you are trying to print a very long image on a roll, check that your software is capable of printing 

an image of that size. 
 

● You may have asked to rotate the page from portrait to landscape on a paper size that is not wide 
enough. 

 
● If necessary, reduce the size of the image or document in your software application, so it fits 

between the margins. 
 

There is another possible explanation for a clipped image. Some applications, such as Adobe 
Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator and CorelDRAW, use an internal 16-bit coordinate system which means 
that they cannot handle an image of more than 32,768 pixels. If you try to print an image larger than this 
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from these applications, the bottom of the image will be clipped. To print the whole image, try these 
suggestions: 

 

● Reduce the resolution so that the whole image requires fewer than 32,768 pixels. The Windows 
driver dialog includes an option called 16-bit App. Compatibility, which can be used to reduce 
the resolution of such images automatically. You can find this option in the Advanced tab,  
under Document Options > Printer Features. 

 

● Save the file in another format, such as TIFF or EPS, and open it with another application. 

● Use a RIP to print the file. 
 

The image is in one portion of the printing area 

● Have you selected too small a page size in your application? 

● Does your application think that the image is in one portion of the page? 
 

The image is unexpectedly rotated 

● At the front panel, select the  icon, then Printing preferences > Paper > Rotate. Check that 
the setting is what you wanted. 

● For non-PostScript files: if Nesting is On, pages may be automatically rotated to save paper. 
 

The print is a mirror image of the original 

At the front panel, select the  icon, then Printing preferences > Paper > Enable mirror image. 
Check that the setting is what you wanted. 

 

The print is distorted or unintelligible 

● The interface cable connecting your printer to your network (or to your computer) could be faulty. 
Try another cable. 

 
● If the front-panel graphic language setting is Automatic (the default), try the other settings: 

PostScript for a PostScript file, HP-GL/2 for an HP-GL/2 file etc. Then send the file again. 
 

● Depending on the software, drivers, and RIPs youare using with your printer, there will be different 
ways of solving this problem. Refer to the vendor's user documentation for details. 

 

One image overlays another on the same print 

The I/O time-out setting may be too long. From the front panel, decrease the setting and print again. 

Select the  icon, then Advanced > Select I/O time-out. 

Pen settings seem to have no effect 

Here are some possible explanations: 
 

● You have changed the settings in the front panel by selecting the  icon, then Printing 
preferences > HP-GL/2 > Define palette, but you have forgotten to select that palette in Printing 
preferences > HP-GL/2 > Select palette. 

● If you want the software-driven pen settings, you must remember to go to the front panel and select 

the icon, then Printing preferences > HP-GL/2 > Select palette > Software. 
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The image has a wood-grain appearance (aeroworms) 

Aeroworms are wavy, horizontal bands produced by air-induced dot placement error (DPE). In extreme 
cases aeroworms give the image a wood-grain appearance. The problem occurs most commonly on 
print jobs set for low quality and high speed. It will not occur when the custom print quality setting is set 
to “best.” 

 
● To eliminate aeroworms, select a higher IQ print setting. See Selecting Print Quality in the User’s 

Guide. 
 

CAD Lines look misaligned, images are blurred 

This issue can be seen even after the customer has performed the Printhead Alignment procedure. The 
misalignment is most highlighted in CAD drawings, there are double-lines and images are ‘ghosted’. 
See the two examples below. 

 

  
 

Here the CAD drawing has the issue, the CAD lines are 
misaligned and the image looks blurred/grainy 

Here the CAD drawing does not have the issue and the 
drawing looks ok. 

 
 

This issue can be solved by updating the firmware to the latest version. 
 

Some paper types may deform when printing high area fill 

This issue is known as PEPA: Paper Expansion Paper Advance. The quality of some images might be 
reduced if you use a paper type that is unsuitable for your image. This is especially important to consider 
when printing on fiber-based papers such as HP Universal Coated Paper, HP Coated Paper, HP 
Heavyweight Coated Paper and HP Universal Heavyweight Coated Paper. Printing images that contain 
high-saturation area fills on fiber-based papers can create unwanted wavy patterns as a result of paper 
expansion. This can ultimately contribute to more severe problems. Consider using Super Heavyweight 
Coated Paper and other cockle-free papers when printing high-saturation area fills. 

Finally, as this paper expansion is increasing when a high quantity of ink is placed at once, the HP 
Designjet Z6200 might exhibit this paper expansion more than when compared to the HP Designjet 5x00 
or 10x0 series. 

 

Printheads fail repeatedly 

If you encounter intermittent quality issues that are not solved after replacing Printheads or repeated 
replacement of the same Printheads there might be a capping problem. This could be caused damage 
to the Maintenance Cartridge or even the actual Carriage Assembly which is preventing the Printheads 
from being correctly capped. 

 

The Maintenance Cartridge provides the capping for all the Printheads and contains integrated 
Printhead caps, wipers, cleaners, and waste ink disposal. 

 

The following illustration shows the components that make up the Maintenance Cartridge. 
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To cap the Printheads: 

 

● The Carriage Assembly is first positioned over the Service Station. 

● The Maintenance Cartridge moves towards the back of the printer which allows Pin #1 and Pin #2 
on the Carriage Assembly to push against Rib #1 and Rib #2 to lift the caps into contact with the 
Printheads. 

 

 
 

Improper capping of printheads will occur when any of the following elements break: 
 

● Rib #1 or Rib #2 of the Maintenance Cartridge, 

● Pin #1 or Pin #2 of the Carriage Assembly 

You should also check all the other elements of the Maintenance Cartridge (plastic of each cap etc.) 
and make sure the vacuum ports are clear. If they are blocked, you can clear them with a T-8 Torx bit 
but you should also check to make sure the Aerosol Fan is operating correctly. 

 

Working with other commercially available papers 
This section provides a quick reference guide to selecting the correct settings in the printer so that the 
printer acheives the best possible image quality when using a paper type that does not come from HP. 

 

For papers available in the market from sources other than HP, please refer to the information in Tables 
1, 2 and 3 in order to choose the correct category. 

Table 1 defines the print characteristics used in Tables 2 and 3. 
 

For optimum results, first load the paper with the recommended settings, then calibrate and profile the 
paper. To create an ICC profile, there are two different options: 

● Profile the paper using the HP Color Center 

● Use an alternative profile (often available from the paper’s manufacturer). 
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Selecting the correct paper presets 
 

Table 1 defines the print characteristics used in Table 2: Other Commercially-available Paper Print 
Characteristics and Table 3: Original HP Printing Material Print Characteristics. 

 

Table 1: Definition of Print Characteristics 

Paper Type The name displayed in the driver and the front panel (the English version) 

Ink Limit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Print Mode “Best Quality” or slider in the 
right position 

 

Rendering Resolution (RR) 
Resolution at which the image is 
rasterized/processed in the host (in 
pixels per printed inch, or pppi) 

 
Printing Resolution (PR) 

Resolution at which the image is printed 
(in dots per inch, or dpi) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
# passes Other info (OI)Bidirecti onal 

Typically, the higher the number of 
passes, the better the image quality, but 
at a lower speeds. Also, papers such as 
glossy paper need a longer drying time 
that will generally require a higher 
number of passes. Whether printing 
when the carriage is traveling in a single 
direction only (Unidirectional) or in both 
directions (Bidirectional). Unidirectional 
modes typically provide better image 
quality – depending on the number of 
passes – but at lower speeds. 

Automatic Cutter Yes (Y) / No (N): Indicates whether cutting will be performed. Even if “Yes” is 
selected, cutting can be disabled later through the driver. However, if “No” is 
selected here, cutting cannot be re-enabled through the driver. 

 
 

Notes: 
 

 ● Make sure the most similar paper is chosen to create your own paper presets, taking into account 
type and finishing (Matt or Gloss) but also weight and thickness. For example, use “HP Universal 
Instant-dry Gloss” (190 g/m², 7.4mil/188 microns) if you are loading a similar 190 g/m² gloss-like 
paper. Good examples of these are “dtec Photobase Universal 190 gsm” or “Océ Smart Dry Photo 
Paper Gloss” (190 g/m², 188 microns). 

 
● Selecting the wrong basic paper type to create a paper preset can result in printing issues such as 

poor color performance or the paper not being advanced accurately. 
 

● Do not use the cutter on Fine Art papers. 

For paper settings that can be downloaded from the HP Knowledge Center, refer to Downloading Paper 
Presets. After downloading and installing a paper preset, the new paper will display inside the ‘Custom’ 
category, both in the driver and in the front panel. 

 

 
Table 2: Commercially available paper types 
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Paper type 

 
 

Ink 
limiting 

Print mode (Best)  

RR PR OI Auto 
Cutte 
r 

 
Bond and Coated 
Paper 

Plain Paper 24  
 
 
 
 
600 

 
 
 
 
 
1200×1200 

4p bidi  
 
 
 
 
Yes 

Coated Paper 24 8p bidi 

Heavyweight Coated Paper 30 10p bidi 

Photo Paper Photo Gloss/Semi-Gloss/Satin 
Paper 

30 600  600x1200  12p bidi YES 

 
Backlit 

Backlit Material 57 600  
1200×1200 

 
16p bidi 

 
Yes 

 
Banner & Sign 
Material 

Scrim Banner 60  
600 

 
1200×1200 

10p bidi  
Yes 

 
Self Adhesive 

Adhesive Polypropylene Matte 48  
600 

 
1200×1200 

8p bidi  
Yes 

 
 

Paper type 

 
 

Ink 
limiting 

Print mode (Best)  

RR PR OI Auto 
Cutte 
r 
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Bond and Coated 
Paper 

HP Coated Paper  

24 600  1200x1200 
 

8p bidi YES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Photo Paper 

HP Universal Instant-dry Photo 
Gloss 

 
45 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

600 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
600×1200 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12p bidi 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Yes 

HP Universal Instant-dry Photo 
Semi-gloss 

 
37 

HP Universal Gloss Photo Paper  
45 

HP Universal Satin Photo 
Paper 

 
45 

 
Backlit 

HP Premium Vivid Color Backlit 
Film 

 
72 

 
600 

 
1200×1200 

 
16p bidi 

 
Yes 

 
Banner & Sign 
Material 

HP Everyday Matte 
Polypropylene 

 
48 

 
 
600 

 
 
1200×1200 

 
 
16p bidi 

 
 
Yes 

 
Self Adhesive HP Everyday Adhesive Matte 

Polypropylene 

 
48 

 
 
600 

 
 
1200×1200 

 
16p bidi 

 
 
Yes 
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7 Parts and diagrams 
 
 
 
 

● Printersupport 

● CenterCovers 

● ElectronicsModule 
 

● RightCover 

● LeftCover 

● Right-HandAssemblies 
 

● Left-HandAssemblies 

● Carriage 
 

● Scan-AxisAssemblies 

● DriveRollerandMedia-AxisMotor 
 

● PaperPathAssemblies 

● CenterGuideandPinchwheelAssembly 
 

● MediaEntryAssemblies 

● Deflector Assemblies 
 

● PIP Assemblies 

● Miscellaneousparts 
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Printer support 
 

Number 
in figure 

 
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference
  

Q6651-60257 Leg cover Service All N/A 

CQ869-67015 SPI Foot Assembly SERV All N/A 
 

CQ869-67042 
 

SPI Footbrace assembly 
 

All N/A 

F2L45-67010 Legs Assembly SERV Tiger All N/A 

CQ869-67034 SPI X-Brace Assembly All N/A 
 

6 
 

Q6651-60264 
 

SEPARATORS SERVICE GG  N/A 

 
- 

 
Q6651-60256 

 
Hardware kit + screws SERV GG 

 
All 

 
N/A 

-  7 F2L45-67008   X-Bars   All N/A 
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Center Covers 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CQ111-67005 Electronics Module Extension All onpage232 

 
3 

 
CQ109-67033 

 
Connector cover Right SERV 

 

All Right Connector Cover  
onpage230 

4 CQ109-67013 Window Position Sensor All N/A 

5 F2S71-67010 Window All Window on page 204 

6 Q6652-60060 GG Top cover Assy All TopCoveronpage221 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Delete 

Number HP part number Description Model Cross-reference
in figure        

1 Q6652-60093 REAR COVER ASSY All Rear Door on page  228   

2       Electronics Module Extension 
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Electronics Module 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

1 CQ111-67008 Electronics Module Cables Kit All 
 

 
 

2 Q1271-60711 EIO to PCI Interface Card All EIO to PCA Interface Card 
on page 315

 
 

3 CQ111-60027 OMAS Controller Card All OMAS Controller Card
  

 

 
 

 

 on page 317

4 F2L45-67011 MainPCA All Main PCA on page 326 
 
5 

 
CQ109-67048 

 
Formatter (includes Processor, 
Heatsink & Fan) 

 
All 

 
Formatteronpage329 

6 CQ109-67012 Interconnect PCA All InterconnectPCAonpage314 

7 CQ109-67030 Empty Electronics Module All N/A 
  Assembly   

8 CQ109-67026 Electronics Module Metal Parts Kit All N/A 

9 
 

CQ109-67046 
 

Power Supply Unit (PSU)
 

All
 
PowerSupplyUnit(PSU) 

    onpage336 

10 F2L45-67012 PrintMech PCA All PrintMechPCAonpage341 
 
11 

 
F2L45-67001 

 Hard Disk Drive (includes Holder  
Rev A 

 Hard Disk Drive (HDD)
 cable and screws) 

Rev B 

on page 332
 

12 CQ111-67005 Ebox Extension 

F2L45-6702511 Hard Disk Drive (includes Holder 
cable and screws) 

Hard Disk Drive (HDD)
on page 332
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Right Cover 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

Q6651-60293 Right Cover (without Service Station 
Door) 

All RightCoveronpage208 

 
 

2 F2L45-67007 Right Service Station Door All MaintenanceCartridgeDoor 
onpage369 

 
 

3 Q6651-60321 Right Trim All RightTrimonpage210 
 

4 
CQ109-67005 Front Panel ª All FrontPanelonpage236 

 

 
 

a. Including cable and ferrite cores 
 

 

1 



 

Left Cover 
 

Number HP part number Description Model Cross-reference
in figure    

1 Q6651-60322 Left Trim All LeftTrimonpage215 

2 Q6651-60292 Left Cover All LeftCoveronpage213 
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onpage252 

Right-Hand Assemblies 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

1 Q1273-60086 Right Scan-Axis Bracket All - 
 

 

2 CQ109-67021 Service Station Assembly and Cable   All ServiceStationonpage243 
 

 

3 CQ109-67017 Primer Valves and Primer Tubes 
Assembly 

All 
Primer Valves on page 240 

 
 

4 Q1273-60084 Aerosol Filter All AerosolFanandFilter  
onpage252 

 
 

5 CQ109-67003 Aerosol Fan Assembly All AerosolFanandFilter 

 
 

6 CQ109-67007 Service Station Cable (Includes 
Maintenance Cartridge Door 
Sensor) 

All ServiceStationonpage243 

 
 

7 CQ109-67022 Vacuum Fan Assembly All VacuumFanonpage248 
 

 

8 Q1273-60236 Drop Detector All DropDetectoronpage253 
 

 

9 CQ109-67016 Primer Assembly All PrimerAssemblyonpage238 
 

 

 
 

 



 

Left-Hand Assemblies 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

1 F2L45-67003 Cartridges tray All CartridgeTrayonpage366 
 

2 F2L45-67002 
Upper Ink Supply Station (without 
APS Assembly but including 
Cartridge Tray) 

All 
Ink Supply Station (ISS) 
on page 267 

 
 

3 Q6651-60315 Left Scan-Axis Bracket All N/A 
 

 

4 Q6651-60325 Left Spittoon All LeftSpittoononpage 280 
 

 

65 Q1273-60245 ISS to Cartridge Cable All N/A 
 

 

6 CQ101-67008 APS Assembly with Pump, Holder 
and Relief Valve 

All APS Assembly on page 274 

 
7 CQ111-67009 Embedded SpectroPhotometer 

(ESP) Actuator 

 
All Embedded SpectroPhotometer   

(ESP) Actuator on page 352 
 

8 Q6651-60326 Blanking Plate (Spittoon) All EncoderStripandEncoderSensor 
onpage283 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

3 4 5 

 
 
 

8 
 
 

7 
 
 

6 
 
 
 
 

2 

Change number Change 

Delete sliding low 
 
 

Delete 
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Carriage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 Q6652-60148 Encoder Sensor (includes Encoder 
Strip) 

 
3 CQ109-67011 Carriage Assembly with Encoder 

Sensor, without PCA and ESP 
 

4 Q6651-60039 Embedded SpectroPhotometer 
(ESP) 

 

5 Q6651-60341 Carriage Stopper (includes Carriage 
Stopper Screw and Media-Axis 
Motor Bracket) 

All EncoderStripandEncoderSensor  
on page 283 

 

All CarriageAssemblyonpage292 
 
 

All EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer  
(ESP)onpage349 

 
All CarriageAssemblyonpage292 

 
 

6 CH955-67007 Cutter Assembly All CutterAssemblyonpage266 
 

7 Q6651-60335 Setup Printhead Kit All N/A 
 

8 Q6651-60337 Carriage Flex Cables All CarriageFlexCablesonpage290 
 

9 CQ109-67034 Carriage PCA All CarriagePCAonpage287 
 

 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference  

1 CQ105-60130 Line Sensor Assembly with Holder 
and Cable

All LineSensorAssembly  
onpage347 
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Scan-Axis Assemblies 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

 

1 Q6652-60148 Encoder Strip and Encoder Sensor 
Kit 

EncoderStripandEncoderSensor 
All onpage283 

 
 

 

2 Q6652-60128 Scan-Axis Motor All Scan-AxisMotoronpage299 

 
 

 

3 F2L45-67004 Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable 
(includes setup printhead kit) 

InkSupplyTubesandTrailing  
Cableonpage256 

 
 

 

4 Q6652-60125 Ink Supply Tubes Clips All 
Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing

 
Cableonpage256 

 
 

 

5 Q6652-60126 Rear Tube Shelf and Brackets All 
Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing

 
Cableonpage256 

 
 

 

6 CQ869-67072 Belt and Tensioner Assembly All CutterAssemblyonpage266 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No iss 
down row 

All
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Brake Kit

Drive Roller and Media-Axis Motor 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

 

1 Q6652-60123 Drive Roller Encoder Kit All Scan-AxisMotoronpage299 

 
 

2 Q1273-60242 Drive Roller Gears and Drive Roller All 
Drive Roller on page 392 

 
 

 

3 Q6652-60109 Drive Roller All DriveRolleronpage392 

 
 

 
4 Q6652-60108 

Media Advance Drive Motor, Drive 

Mount and Cabl All Media-AxisMotoronpage304 
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Paper Path Assemblies 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

 

 
1 Q6652-60111 

Print Platen with Attachment Screw 

Retainer All PrintPlatenonpage356 
 

 
2 

 
Q6652-60115 

 
Front Platen 

 
All

 
OutputPlatenonpage354 

3 Q6652-60120 Media Deflector All MediaDeflectoronpage353 

4 Q1273-60103 Input Roller Lever All InputRolleronpage368 

 
5 

 
Q6652-60114 

 
Input Roller 

 
All

 
InputRolleronpage368 

 
6 Q6651-60270 

 
OMAS Module 

 
All OpticalMediaAdvanceSensor  

(OMAS)onpage307 

- CQ109-67042 HP Coated roll All 

7 Q6651-60269 OMAS Cable All OMASCableonpage320 
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Center Guide and Pinchwheel Assembly 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

 

 
1 CH956-67047 

Complete Pinchwheel Assembly 

with Media Sensor All PinchwheelAssemblyonpage383 
 

 

 

2 Q6652-60130 Center Guide All CenterGuideonpage388 

 
3 Q1273-60079 Media Sensor All MediaSensoronpage371 

4 Q6651-60319 Media Lever Assembly All MediaLeveronpage376 

5 CQ109-67002 Media Lever Sensor All MediaLeverSensoronpage379 

6 Q6651-60066 Pinchwheel Kit All PinchwheelAssemblyonpage383 
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Media Entry Assemblies 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

CH955-67040 Right Roll-feed Module Assembly 
and Rewinder components 

All RightRoll-feedModule  
onpage400 

 
 

 

2 CQ111-67006 Spindle All N/A 

 
3 Q6675-60093 3-inch Spindle Adaptor All N/A 

4 Q6651-60274 Spindle Hub All N/A 

5 Q1273-60274 Left Roll-feed Module Assembly All LeftRoll-feedModuleonpage401 

6 CQ109-67037 Khan Rewinder and Gear Serv All  

 
 

 

1
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Deflector assemblies 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

1 Q6706-60902 Deflector Supports All DeflectorSupportson page 405 
 

 

 

2 CH956-67032 Deflector Shelf All DeflectorSupportson page 405   
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Delete all subassemblies 
Only remain 1 and 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 
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PIP Assemblies 
 

 

Number 
in figure 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

 
 

1 F2L45-67004 SRK and TC SERV All PIP Assembly on page 
 

 

 

2 B4H70-67109 PIP, Floater 
and ISS CN 

All PIP Assembly on page   
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Miscellaneous parts 
 

HP part number Description Model Cross-reference 

Q1273-60097 Right Arc All  

Q1273-60098 Left Arc All  

Q6715A User’s Maintenance/cleaning kit a All N/A 

  Preventive Maintenance Kit # 1:    

 
 
 
 

F2L45-67006 

● Scan-Axis Motor (see Scan-Axis  
Assembliesonpage191) 

 
● Encoder Strip (see Scan-Axis  

Assembliesonpage191) 
 

● Belt Assembly (see Scan-Axis  
Assembliesonpage191) 

 
● Carriage Assembly without PCA, 

Cutter, and ESP 

 
 
 
 
 

All N/A 

 
 

Preventive Maintenance Kit # 2: 
 

● Aerosol Filter (see ServiceStation  
onpage243) 

 
● Service Station Aerosol Assembly 

(see ServiceStationonpage243) 
 

● Ink Absorber (see User’s Guide) 
 

CQ109-67019 

 
● Left spittoon (see LeftSpittoon 

onpage280) 
 

 
● ESP (see Embedded  

SpectroPhotometer(ESP)  
onpage349) 

 
● Line Sensor (see LineSensor  

Assemblyonpage347) 
 

● Encoder Strip (see Scan-Axis  
Assembliesonpage191) 

 

All N/A 

 
 

CQ533-60001 Power Cord Kit for Europe (EU, 
Switzerland, Middle East, South Africa) 

All N/A 

 
CQ533-60002 Power Cord Kit for America (USA, 

Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile) 

 
 

All N/A 

 
CQ533-60003 Power Cord Kit for Asia (Singapore, 

Hong Kong, India, Thailand, Philippines, 
Vietnam, Cambodia, Korea, Indonesia, 
Japan, China, Taiwan, Australia, New 
Zealand) 

 
 
 

All N/A 

 
 

CQ871-90022 Air Tubes Kit All N/A 

 
 

 

a. This accessory is available to be purchased by the customer. In case of warranty replacement you 
can use part number Q6651-60276 
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8 Removal and installation 
 
 
 
 

Two contents lists are provided for this chapter to help you to quickly find the service part you want to 
replace. The first list is provided in Service Part Order and the second in Disassembly Order. 

 

● Servicepartorder 

● Disassemblyorder 
 

Service part order 
● Introductiononpage202 

 

● Screwtypesonpage203 

● AerosolFanandFilteronpage252 
 

● APSAssemblyonpage274 

● BeltAssemblyonpage299 
 

● CarriageAssemblyonpage292 

● CarriageFlexCablesonpage290 

● CarriagePCAonpage287 
 

● CartridgeTrayonpage366 

● CenterGuideonpage388 
 

● PrintPlatenonpage356 

● CutterAssemblyonpage266 
 

● DriveRolleronpage392 

● DropDetectoronpage253 
 

● EIOtoPCAInterfaceCardonpage315 

● ElectronicsModuleExtensiononpage232   
 

● ElectronicsModuleonpage345 

● EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer(ESP)onpage349 

● EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer(ESP)Actuatoronpage352 
 

● EncoderDiscandSensoronpage373 

● EncoderStripandEncoderSensoronpage283 
 

● Formatteronpage329 
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● 

● 
 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 
 

● 

FormatterBatteryonpage344  

FrontPanelonpage236  

HardDiskDrive(HDD)onpage332  

InkSupplyStation(ISS)onpage267  

InkSupplyTubesandTrailingCableonpage256  

InputRolleronpage368  

InterconnectCablesonpage382  

InterconnectPCAonpage314 

ISStoCartridgeCablesonpage265 

● 

● 
 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 
 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 
 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 

● 
 

● 

● 

● 

LeftCoveronpage213 
 

LeftRoll-feedModuleon page 401  

LeftSpittoononpage280  

LeftTrimonpage215  

LineSensorAssemblyonpage347  

MainPCAonpage326  

MaintenanceCartridgeDooronpage369 

MaintenanceCartridgeDoorSensoronpage370  

MediaDeflectoronpage353  

MediaLeveronpage376  

MediaLeverSensoronpage 379  

MediaSensoronpage371 

Media-AxisMotoronpage304  

OMASCableonpage320  

OMASControllerCardonpage317  

OpticalMediaAdvanceSensor(OMAS)onpage307  

OutputPlatenonpage354  

PinchwheelAssemblyonpage383  

PowerSupplyUnit(PSU)onpage 336  

PrimerAssemblyonpage238  

PrimerValvesonpage240  

PrimerValveCablesonpage242  

PrintMechPCAonpage  341 

 
NWW 
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● RearDooronpage228 

● RearEboxCoveronpage381 
 

● RewinderMotoronpage272 

● RightConnectorCoveronpage230 
 

● RightCoveronpage208 

● RightRoll-feedModuleonpage400 
 

● RightTrimonpage210 

● Scan-AxisMotoronpage299 

● ServiceStationonpage243 
 

● Take-UpReelDeflectorSupportsonpage405 

● Take-UpReelLeft-HandModuleonpage404 

● Take-UpReelMotoronpage402 

 
Remove all take up reel parts 
and add spider deflector assy 

● Take-UpReelSensorsonpage407 
 

● TopCoveronpage221 

● VacuumFanonpage248 
 

● Vacuum Fan Cable on page 250 
 

● Windowonpage206 

● WindowPositionSensoronpage233 
 

Disassembly order 
● Introduction 

● Screwtypes 
 

● Window 
 

● RightCover 

● RightTrim   

● LeftCover 
 

● LeftTrim 

● TopCover 
 

● RearDoor 
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● RightConnectorCover 

● ElectronicsModuleExtension 
 

● WindowPositionSensor 

● FrontPanel 
 

● PrimerAssembly 

● PrimerValves 
 

● PrimerValveCables 

● ServiceStation 

● VacuumFan 
 

● VacuumFanCable 

● AerosolFanandFilter 
 

● DropDetector 

● InkSupplyTubesandTrailingCable 

● ISStoCartridgeCables 

● CutterAssembly 

● InkSupplyStation(ISS) 
 

● RewinderMotor 

● APSAssembly 
 

● LeftSpittoon 

● EncoderStripandEncoderSensor 
 

● CarriagePCA 

● CarriageFlexCables 
 

● CarriageAssembly 

● BeltAssembly 

● Scan-AxisMotor 
 

● Media-AxisMotor 

● OpticalMediaAdvanceSensor(OMAS) 
 

● InterconnectPCA 

● EIOtoPCAInterfaceCard 
 

● OMASControllerCard 

● OMASCable 
 

● MainPCA 

● Formatter 
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● HardDiskDrive(HDD) 

● PowerSupplyUnit(PSU) 
 

● PrintMechPCA 

● FormatterBattery 
 

● ElectronicsModule 

● LineSensorAssembly 
 

● EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer(ESP) 

● EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer(ESP)Actuator 

● MediaDeflector 
 

● OutputPlaten 

● PrintPlaten 
 

● CartridgeTray 

● InputRoller 
 

● MaintenanceCartridgeDoor 

● MaintenanceCartridgeDoorSensor 
 

● MediaSensor 

● EncoderDiscandSensor 

● MediaLever 
 

● MediaLeverSensor 

● RearEboxCover 
 

● InterconnectCables 

● PinchwheelAssembly 
 

● CenterGuide 

● DriveRoller 
 

● RightRoll-feedModule 

● LeftRoll-feedModule 
 

● Take-UpReelMotor 

● Take-Up Reel Left-Hand Module 

● Take-UpReelDeflectorSupports 

 
Delete take up reel parts and add only 
Spider deflector assy 

● Take-UpReelSensors 
 

Introduction 

This chapter is a step-by-step guide to the removal and installation of the key components of the printer. 
You may find it useful to tick off the steps as they are performed. Use the illustrations for each procedure 
to identify the parts referred to in the text. 
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The procedures appear in order of removal. So the whole machine can be stripped down by starting at 
the beginning of this chapter and working through the subsequent procedures. 

 
 

NOTE: Before using this chapter to remove and install a new component, always make sure that you 
have performed the relevant service test from Service tests and utilities on page 82. If the test passes 
youwillnotneedtoreplacethecomponent.   

 

Safety Precautions 
 

Review the instructions identified by WARNING and CAUTION symbols before you service the printer. 
Follow these warnings and cautions for your protection and to avoid damaging the printer. 

 
 

WARNING!   Serious shock hazard leading to death or injury may result if you do not take the following 
precautions: 

• Ensure that the AC power outlet (mains) has a protective earth (ground) terminal. 
 

• Switch the plotter off, and disconnect it from the power source prior to performing any maintenance. 
 

• Prevent water or other liquids from running onto electrical components or circuits, or through openings 
inthemodule.   

 

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Precautions 
 

To prevent damage to the printer circuits from high-voltage electrostatic discharge (ESD): 
 

1. Do not wear clothing that is subject to static build-up. 
 

2. Do not handle integrated circuits (ICs) in carpeted areas. 
 

3. Do not remove an IC ora printed circuit assembly (PCA) from its conductive foam pad or conductive 
packaging until you are ready to install it. 

 

4. Ground (earth) your body while disassembling and working on the printer. 
 

5. After removing a cover from the printer, attach an earthing (ground) lead between the PCA common 
and earth ground. Touch all tools to earth ground to remove static charges before using them on 
the printer. 

6. After removing any PCA from the printer, place it on a conductive foam pad or into its conductive 
packaging to prevent ESD damage to any ICs on the PCA. 

 

Required Tools 
 

The following tools are required to disassemble and repair the printer. 
 

● A long Torx Screwdriver with the following attachments: T8, T10, T15, T20, and T25. 
 

● A long thin-bladed T-10 Torx Screwdriver to remove the Primer. The blade must be longer than 12 
cm with a maximum diameter of 10 mm. 

 
● A long thin-bladed T-20 Torx Screwdriver to remove the OMAS Sensor. The blade must be longer 

than 11 cm with a maximum diameter of 4 mm. 
 

● A T8 Torx Screwdriver to remove the left cover. The blade must be longer then 5 cm with a 
maximum diameter of 9 mm. 

 

Screw types 
 

Type Torx Length (mm) Head Type Thread Type Part Number 

A T-20 17 Pan Taptite 0515-1743 

B T-20 10 Pan Taptite 0515-2282 
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C T-10 7.0 Pan Machined 0515-4613 

D T-8 5.5 Pan Taptite 0515-2850 

E T-15 - Pan - C3180-20001 

F T-15 9.5 Pan Plastite 0515-2981 

G T-15 12.7 Pan Taptite 0624-0769 

H T-15 12.7 Pan Taptite 0515-4706 

I T-10 8.0 Pan Taptite 0515-2200 

J T-15 20 Pan Plastite 0624-0771 

K T-8 9.5 Pan Taptite 0624-0680 

L T-8 12.7 Pan Taptite 0624-0768 

M T-20 - Pan - 0515-2521 

N T-20 35 Pan Sheet Metal C6071-20025 

O T-20 12.7 Pan - 0624-1062 

P T-15 11.6 Pan Machined C2847-20018 

Q T-20 - Pan Taptite 0515-2916 

R T-15 - Pan Taptite 0515-1916 

S T-15 18.4 Pan Machined Q6651-20179 

 
 

 
Window 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Open the Window. 
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2. Use a flat bladed screwdriver to compress and hold the spring compressed. 
 

 
 

3. Pull the window towards you enough to release it from the left attachment. 
 

 
 

4. Slide the Window to the left to release it from the right attachment. 
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Right Cover 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Open the Service Station Door. 
 

 
 

2. Remove one T-15 screw (Type J) that secures the Right Cover. 
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3. Open the Window. 
 

 
 

4. Remove two T-15 screws (Type J) that secure the Right Cover. 
 

 
 

5. Remove one T-15 screw (Type J) and one T-20 screw (Type A) that secure the Right Cover from 
the rear of the printer. 
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6. Remove the Right Cover from the printer. 
 

 

CAUTION: When installing the Right Cover, make sure you leave the Maintenance Cartridge 
Dooropen,otherwiseyoucoulddamagetheMaintenanceCartridgeDoorSensor.   

 

 
 

Right Trim 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover See RightCoveronpage208. 
 

2. Remove the Output Platen See OutputPlatenonpage354. 

3. Raise the Media Lever.  
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4. Remove one T-15 screw (Type F) that secures the Media Lever to the Linkage. 
 

 
 

5. Disconnect the Media Lever from the Linkage. 
 

 
 

6. Remove one T-20 screw that secures the Media Lever to the Right Trim. 
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7. Remove the Media Lever from the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Remove one T-20 and four T-15 screws that secure the Right Trim. 
 

 
 

9. Carefully rotate the Right Trim sufficiently to gain access to the Media Lever Position Sensor. 
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10. Disconnect the cable from the Media Lever Position Sensor. 
 

 
 

11. Unclip the Media Lever Position Sensor from its mounting lugs on the Right Trim. 
 

 
 

12. Remove the Right Trim from the printer. 
 

 
 
Left Cover 

Removal 
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WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Open the Window. 
 

 
 

2. Remove two T-15 (Type J) screws that secure the Left Cover. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change image. Appear down row 
 

3. Remove one T-20 screw that secures the Left Cover. 
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4. Remove one T-15 screw and one T-20 screw that secure the Left Cover. 
 

 
 

5. Remove the Left Cover from the printer. 
 

 
 
Left Trim 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Output Platen  See OutputPlatenonpage354. 

2. Remove two T-15 screws and four T-20 screws that secure the Left Trim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the image appear down row 
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3. Carefully remove the Left Trim from the printer.  
 
 
 
 
 
In the image appear down row 
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Top Cover 

Removal 
 

 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the prin ter and remove the power cable.

1. Remove the Right Cover See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Remove the Rear Door See RearDooronpage228. 
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4. Release the clip securing the Ink Supply Tubes and the Trailing Cable to the Top Cover. 
 

 
 

5. Release the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable from the clip underneath the Top Cover. 
 

 
 

6. Press the clip to release it from the Top Cover. 
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7. Remove the clip from the Top Cover. 
 

 
 

8. Unroute the Trailing Cable from the Top Cover. 
 

 
 

9. Unroute the Trailing Cable from the Top Cover. 
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10. Remove a T-10 screw as shown. 
 

 
 

11. Remove two T-20 screws as shown. 
 

 
 

12. Unclip and slide the part shown. 
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13. Remove the part. 
 

 
 

14. Close the Window. 
 

 
 

15. Remove the two locking plates. 
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16. Slide the Top Cover fully to the right to release the two locking clips. 
 

 
 

17. Lift the right end of the Top Cover to release it from the right arch. 
 

 
 

18. Slide the Top Cover to the right to release the two locking clips. 
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19. Remove the Top Cover from the printer. 
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Rear Door 

Removal 
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WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

2. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

3. Remove seven T-20 screws and the four T-15 screws (Type X) from the Rear Door. 
 

 

NOTE:   Each Type X screw includes a washer (part number 3050-1267). 
 

 

 

 
 

4. Open the Rear Door slightly (as shown, approximately 30 degrees). 
 

 
 

5. Lift the left side of the rear door sufficiently to release it from the three location studs. 
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6. Remove the Rear Door from the printer. 
 

 
 

Right Connector Cover 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

 

3. Remove two T-20 screws (Type B) from the Right Connector Cover. 
 

 
 

4. Rotate the Right Connector Cover a few degrees counter-clockwise so it can be removed 
completely. Rotate the Right Connector Cover a few degrees counter-clockwise so it can be 
removed completely. 

 

 
 

5. Remove the Right Connector Cover from the printer. 
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Electronics Module Extension 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove ten T-20 screws (Type B) from the Electronics Module Extension. 
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2. Rotate the Electronics Module Extension approximately 90 degrees counter-clockwise. 
 

 
 

3. Remove the Electronics Module Extension from the printer. 
 

 
 
Window Position Sensor 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

 
 

1. Remove the Window    See Windowonpage206 
 

2. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208 
 

4. Remove the Top Cover   See TopCoveronpage221. 

5. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCover onpage230 
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6. 60-inch printer only: Remove three T-15 screws. 
 

 
 

7. 60-inch printer only: Carefully gain access to the window position sensor. 
 

 
 

8. Press the clip. 
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9. Remove the Window Position Sensor holder. 
 

 
 

10. Disconnect and remove the sensor. 
 

 
 

11. Pull the cable through the hole. 
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12. Unroute the cable from the right arc. 
 

 
 

13. Disconnect the cable from the Main PCA. 
 

 
 

14. Unroute the cable from the cable clamp, and remove the cable. 
 

 
 

Front Panel 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Right Connector Cover See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 
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3. Disconnect the Front Panel Cable from the Main PCA. 
 

 
 

4. Disconnect the Ferrite Clip (located on the rear of the Electronics Module). 
 

 
 

5. Move the Front Panel Cable (including the ferrite) out of the Electronics Module. 
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6. Release the Front Panel Cable from the Right Arc. 
 

 
 

7. Remove two T-15 screws (Type G) that secure the Front Panel to the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Remove the Front Panel from the printer. 
 

 
 

Primer Assembly 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

3. Remove the Front Panel See FrontPanelonpage236. 
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4. Disconnect the Primer Assembly cable from the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

5. Unroute the cable from the cable clamp. 
 

 
 

6. Move the cable out of the Electronics Module. 
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7. Disconnect the two Primer Assembly tubes. 
 

 
 

8. Remove four T-10 screws that secure the Primer Assembly to the Service Station. 
 

 

NOTE:   Use a short screw driver, less than 10 cm in length. 
 

 

 

 
 

9. Remove the Primer Assembly from the Service Station. 
 

 

NOTE:   When installing the Primer Assembly, use theidentification marks on the Primer Assembly 
Tubestoensuretheyarecorrectlyconnected.   

 

 
 

Primer Valves 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
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1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Disconnect the Primer Valve Cables. 
 

 
 

3. Disconnect the Primer Valve tubes. 
 

 
 

4. Remove two T-15 screws. 
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5. Remove the Primer Valves. 
 

 
 

Primer Valve Cables 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

3. Disconnect both Primer Valves from the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

4. Unplug the power cable. 
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5. Unroute the Primer Valve cables from the cable clamp. 
 

 
 

6. Unroute the power cable. 
 

 
 

7. Completely unroute the Primer Valve cables from the Service Station. 
 

 
 
Service Station 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Primer Assembly  See PrimerAssemblyonpage238. 

3. Remove the Primer Valves See PrimerValvesonpage240. 
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4. Remove the Drop Detector  See DropDetectoronpage253. 

5. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

6. Remove the Maintenance Cartridge  See the User’s Guide. 

7. Disconnect the cable from the Maintenance Cartridge Door Switch. 
 

 
 

8. Disconnect the Service Station cable (labelled “SS and DD”) from the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

9. Unroute the Service Station cable. 
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10. Disconnect the Aerosol Fan cable. 
 

 
 

11. Unroute the Primer Assembly Valves tube from the Service Station. 
 

 
 

12. Remove two T-15 screws (Type J) that secure the rear of the Service Station to the Chassis. 
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13. Remove four T-15 screws (Type J) that secure the Service Station to the Chassis. 
 

 

CAUTION: When removing the screws, please be very careful NOT to damage the Encoder Strip. 
 

 

 
 

14. Disconnect the Aerosol Fan Tube from the Chassis. 
 

 
 

15. Lower the right side of the Service Station. 
 

 
 

16. Remove the Service Station from the printer. 
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NOTE:   After installing the NEW Service Station, make sure you perform the following Service 
Utility:   

 

● Reset Counter PHC spittoon  ResetLifeCountersonpage105. 
 

 

NOTE: After installing the NEW Service Station, make sure you perform the following 
ServiceCalibration:   

 

● Drop Detector calibration  DropDetectorcalibrationonpage125. 
 

 
 
Removal of the Service Station Scraper 

1. Release the clip securing the Scraper to the Service Station. 
 

 
 

2. Remove the Scraper from the Service Station. 
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Vacuum Fan 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Primer Assembly  See PrimerAssemblyonpage238. 

3. Remove the Primer Valves  See PrimerValvesonpage240. 

4. Remove the Maintenance Cartridg̃e   See the User’s Guide. 

5. Remove the Service Station  See ServiceStationonpage243. 

6. Disconnect the cable labelled on the Vacuum Fan PCA as “Interconnect Cable”. 
 

 
 

7. Unroute the cable. 
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8. Remove four T-20 screws (Type B) that secure the Vacuum Fan to the printer. 
 

 
 

9. Remove the OMAS cable clamp from the printer. 
 

 
 

10. Lower then lift the Vacuum Fan out of its attachment. 
 

 
 

11. Remove the Vacuum Fan from the printer. 
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NOTE:   After installing the new Vacuum Fan, make sure you perform the following Service 
Calibration:   

 

● Paper-advance calibration  Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123. 
 

Vacuum Fan Cable 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

3. Disconnect the cable labelled on the Vacuum Fan PCA as “Interconnect Cable”. 
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4. Unroute the cable. 
 

 
 

5. Disconnect the cable. 
 

 
 

6. Unroute the cable from the cable clamp. 
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7. Remove the cable. 
 

 
 

 

NOTE:   After installing the new Vacuum Fan, make sure you perform the following Service Calibration: 
 

 

● Paper-advance calibration  Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123. 
 

Aerosol Fan and Filter 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Rear Door  See RearDooronpage228. 

3. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

4. Remove the Service Station  See ServiceStationonpage243 
 

5. Remove four T-15 screws (Type G) that secure the Aerosol Fan to the Service Station. 
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6. Remove the Aerosol Fan from the Service Station. 
 

 
 

7. If necessary, remove the Aerosol Fan Filter from the Aerosol Fan. 
 

 
 

Installing 
 

When the new aresol Fan and Filter have been installed, it is important to check that the fan is funcioning 
correctly, otherwise the printer will suffer from Aerosol spray. To check that the fan is working correctly, 
make sure the printer is printing and check for airflow in the area of the rear of the Service Station. 

 

 
 
Drop Detector 

Removal 
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WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Disconnect the Drop Detector Cable from the Service Station Cable. 
 

 
 

3. Release the Drop Detector Cable from the Service Station. 
 

 
 

4. Pull out the Maintenance Cartridge fully from the Service Station to release the Carriage Assembly. 
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5. Lift the Primer and hold it as high as possible to avoid damaging it when you move the Carriage 
Assembly in the next step. 

 

 
 

6. Slide the Carriage Assembly leftwards into the print path so that you can reach the Drop Detector. 
 

 
 

7. Remove one T-8 screw (Type K) that secures the Drop Detector to the Service Station. 
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8. Slide the Drop Detector forward so you can release it from the Service Station. 
 

 
 

9. Remove the Drop Detector from the printer. 
 

 

NOTE:   After installing the new Drop Detector, make sure you perform the following Service 
Calibration:   

 

● Drop Detector calibration  DropDetectorcalibrationonpage125. 
 

 
 

Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

CAUTION: You MUST NEVER replace both the Hard DiskDrive and the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing 
Cable at the same time. If both parts need to replaced, you MUST first replace one part and then  
power ON the printer until it completely initializes. Then you can power OFF the printer and replace the 
otherpart.    

 

1. Remove the Window: SeeWindow onpage206 

 
2. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

3. Remove the Left Cover See LeftCoveronpage213. 
 

4. Remove the Top Cover See TopCoveronpage221 
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5. Remove the Rear Door  See RearDooronpage228. 

6. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

7. Disconnect the Trailing Cable from the Interconnect PCA and the Main PCA. 
 

 
 

8. Unclip the Trailing Cable ferrites from the left side of the Electronic Module. 
 

 
 

9. Disconnect the Trailing Cable. 
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10. Unclip the Trailing Cable ferrite. 
 

 
 

11. Release the two plastic clips securing the Trailing Cable to the Right Arc. 
 

 
 

12. Slide out the Maintenance Cartridge. 
 

13. Move the Carriage to the center of the Platen. 
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14. Press the two side of the Carriage PCA Cover and unclip from the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

15. Disconnect the Trailing Cable from the Carriage PCA. 
 

 
 

16. Open the Carriage Cover and remove all the Printheads from the Carriage Assembly. 
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17. Remove five T-15 screws (Type G) that secure the Ink Supply Tubes to the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

18. Remove the Ink Supply Tubes from the Carriage Assembly and safely place to one side of the 
printer. 

 

 
 

19. Remove one T-20 screw that attaches the bonding cable to the printer chassis. 
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20. Remove two T-20 screws from the ISS Shielding. 
 

 
 

21. Remove the ISS Shielding. 
 

 
 

22. Unroute the RFDI cable from the bridle. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
No ISS shielding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No ISS shielding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NO RFID 
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23. Disconnect the RFDI cable. 
 

 
 

24. Remove the grounding screw. 
 

 
 

25. Slide out the Ink Cartridges. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NO RFID 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No barnacles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NO DOWN ROW 
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26. Disconnect the Air Tubes from the Ink Cartridge Tube Connector. 
 

         NO DOWN ROW. NO BARNACLES 

27. Twist the four latches at the rear of the Ink Cartridge Tube Connector and release the complete 
assembly. 

 
 

NOTE:   Be careful not to damage the interconnecting cable. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NO DOWN ROW. NO BARNACLES 
 

28. Carefully slide the Ink Cartridge Tube Connector off the Ink Supply Station. 
 
 
 
 

NO DOWN ROW. NO BARNACLES 
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29. Disconnect the cable. 
 

 
 

30. Remove the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable from the printer. 
 

 
 

Installation of the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable 
 

 

NOTE:  After installing the NEW Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable, make sure you perform the 
followingServiceUtility:   

 

● Reset life counter scan cycles tubes/cable  ResetLifeCountersonpage105. 
 

 

NOTE:  When installing the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable on to the Top Cover, take note of the 
of the two red marks on the Ink Supply Tubes. These two red marks should be aligned with the first slot 
intheTopCoverasthiswillhelpwiththerestoftheinstallation.   
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ISS to Cartridge Cables 

Removal 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

3. Slide out the ISS Shielding. 

le. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NO SHIELDING 
 

4. Disconnect the ISS to Cartridge Cable from the ISS PCA. 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the pr inter and remove the power cab

1. Remove the Left Cover See LeftCoveronpage213. 

2. Remove two screws.  
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5. Release the clips securing the ISS to Cartridge Cable. 
 

 
 

6. Remove the ISS to Cartridge Cable from the printer. 
 

 
 

Cutter Assembly 

Removal 
 

1. Select Replace cutter from Service Menu (see ReplaceCutteronpage108) and follow the 
instructions on the front panel. 

2. Open the Window. 
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3. Open the Carriage Cover. 
 

 
 

4. Remove one T-15 screw (Type G) that secures the Cutter Assembly to the Carriage Assembly. 
 

     Check photo 

5. Slide the Cutter Assembly to the left and remove from the printer. 
 

 
 
Ink Supply Station (ISS) 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Scan-Axis Motor  See Scan-AxisMotoronpage299. 

2. Remove the Left Spittoon See LeftSpittoononpage280. 
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3. Unroute the RFDI cable from the bridle. 
 

 
 

4. Disconnect the RFDI cable. 
 

 
 

5. Remove the grounding screw. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No RFID 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
No RFID 
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6. Pull out the top row of Cartridge Trays and remove the Ink Cartridges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change Photo.No down row 
 

7. Close the top row of Cartridge Trays and pull out the bottom row. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change Photo.No down row 
 

8. Remove the the Ink Cartridges and close the bottom row of Cartridge Trays. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Change Photo.No down row 
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9. Disconnect the top and bottom Air Tubes from the Ink Supply Tubes. 
 

  Change Photo.No down row 

10. Unroute the Air Tubes and Electrical Connector. 
 

     Change Photo.No down row 

11. Twist the four latches at the rear of the lower Ink Cartridge Tube Connector and release the 
complete assembly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Change Photo.No down row 
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12. Lift the Cartridge Tube Connector off the Ink Supply Station. 
 

     Change Photo.No down row 

13. Disconnect the cable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change Photo.No down row 
 

14. Remove the Cartridge Tube Connector from the Ink Supply Station. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change Photo.No down row 
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15. Unhook Ink Supply Station cables from the printer. 
 

 
 

16. Remove the complete Ink Supply Station (upper and lower assemblies) from the printer. 
 

           Change Photo.No down row 

Rewinder Motor 

Removal 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Right Leg Cover. 
 

 
 

3. Remove the Right Connector Cover See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 
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4. Unclip the ferrite in the Rewinder Plate. 
 

 
 

5. Disconnect the two Rewinder cables from the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

6. Unclip the ferrite from the Rewinder Cable. 
 

 



 

7. Remove four T-20 screws from the Rewinder Motor. 
 

 
 

8. Remove the Rewinder Motor. 
 

 
 
APS Assembly 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

 

1. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

2. Remove the Electronics Module Extension   See  ElectronicsModuleExtensiononpage232 

3. Remove the Scan-Axis Motor      See Scan-AxisMotoronpage299 

4. Remove the Left Spittoon     See LeftSpittoononpage280 

5. Remove the ISS      See InkSupplyStation(ISS)  onpage267 
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6. Disconnect the Relief Valve cable and the white Air Pump 1 cable. 
 

 
 

7. Remove both cables from the ferrite. 
 

 
 

8. Unroute both cables from the cable clamps. 
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9. Unroute the APS 1 electrical connections from the left connector panel. 
 

 
 

10. Unroute the electrical connections from the printer. 
 

 
 

11. Disconnect both air tubes from APS 1. 
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12. Remove one T-20 attachment screw from APS 1 (Top unit). 
 

 
 

13. Remove APS 1 (Top unit) from the printer. 
 

 
 

14. Disconnect the white Air Pump 2 cable. 
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15. Remove the cable from the ferrite. 
 

 
 

16. Unroute the APS 2 electrical cable from the cable clamps in the left connector panel 
 

 
 

17. Unroute the APS 2 electrical connection from the Media Path Cover Encoder. 
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18. Unroute the APS 2 electrical connection from the printer. 
 

 
 

19. Disconnect both air tubes from APS 2. 
 

 
 

20. Remove one T-20 attachment screw from APS 1 (Top unit). 
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21. Remove APS 2 (Bottom unit) from the printer. 
 

 
 

Left Spittoon 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

 
1. Remove the Left Cover See Left Cover on page 213. 

 

2. Remove the Electronics Module Extension   ElectronicsModuleExtension 

3. Remove the Scan-Axis Motor   See Scan-AxisMotoronpage299 
 

4. Disconnect the Left Spittoon Fan cable from the PrintMech PCA. 
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5. Remove the cable from the ferrite. 
 

 
 

6. Remove the Left Spittoon Fan cable from the clamps. 
 

 
 

7. Unroute the Left Spittoon Fan cable. 
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8. Remove two T-15 attachment screws (Type J) from the Scan-Axis Beam. 
 

 

NOTE:   Be very careful not to damage the encoder strip while removing the attachment screws. 
 

 

 

 
 

9. Remove two T-15 attachment screws from the Scan-Axis Beam. 
 

 
 

10. Remove one T-15 attachment screw. 
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11. Unclip the Spittoon attachment point so that you can rotate it in the next step. 
 

 
 

12. Rotate the Left Spittoon clockwise. 
 

 
 

13. Remove the Left Spittoon from the printer. 
 

 

NOTE:   After installing the new Left Spittoon, make sure you perform the following Service Utility: 
 

 

● Reset life counter left spittoon  ResetLifeCountersonpage105. 
 

 
 
Encoder Strip and Encoder Sensor 

Removal 
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WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Uncap the Carriage Assembly by manually pulling out the Printhead Maintenance Cartridges tray. 
 

 
 

4. Lift the Primer and hold the Primer to its maximum position to avoid damaging it when you move 
the Carriage Assembly in the next step. 

 

 
 

5. Move the Carriage Assembly out of the Service Station. 
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6. Remove one T-10 screw (Type I) that secures the Encoder Strip on the right-hand side of the 
printer. 

 

 
 

7. Release the Encoder Strip from the locating pins on the right-hand side of the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Release the Spring Clip from the Bracket on the left-hand side of the printer. 
 

 
 

9. Carefully pull the Encoder Strip out of the left-hand side of the printer. 
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10. Remove the Carriage PCA  See CarriagePCAonpage287. 
 

 
 

11. Remove one T-8 (Type L) screw that secures the Encoder Sensor to the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

12. Remove the plastic cover from the Encoder Sensor. 
 

 
 

13. Remove the Encoder Sensor from the printer. 
 

 

NOTE:   After installing the new Encoder Strip and Encoder Sensor, make sure you perform the 
followingServiceCalibration:   

 

● Scan-Axis Calibration See   Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123. 
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Carriage PCA 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Press the two side of the Carriage PCA Cover and unclip from the FPCA. 
 

 
 

3. Disconnect the Trailing Cable from the Carriage PCA. 
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4. Use a flat bladed screwdriver to release the ALL the clips, securing the Carriage Flex Cables to 
the Carriage Assembly, by pulling upwards. 

 

 
 

5. Disconnect the Flex Cables from the Carriage PCA. 
 

 
 

6. Disconnect the Line Sensor Cable and the Encoder Sensor Cable from the Carriage PCA. 
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7. Disconnect the ESP Cable from the Carriage PCA. 
 

 
 

8. Push inwards the four clips that secure the Carriage PCA. 
 

 
 

9. Remove the Carriage PCA from the printer. 
 

 
 

Installation 
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Once you have installed a new Carriage PCA, you must perform the following steps to ensure that the 
printer will function correctly: 

 

1. Power on the printer. 
 

2. Perform the following: 
 

● Paper Advance Calibration  See   Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123. 

● Drop Detector Calibration  DropDetectorcalibrationonpage125. 

● Line Sensor Calibration  LineSensorcalibrationonpage127. 

3. Install the Printheads once the utility has been completed successfully. 
 

Carriage Flex Cables 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Front Panel  See FrontPanelonpage236. 

3. Disconnect the Trailing Cable from the Carriage PCA. 
 

4. Press the two side of the Carriage PCA Cover and unclip from the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

5. Use a flat bladed screwdriver to release the ALL the clips, securing the Carriage Flex Cables to 
the Carriage Assembly, by pulling upwards. 
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6. Remove eight T-8 screws (Type L) that secure the Carriage Flex Cables to the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

7. Open the Carriage Cover and remove ALL the Printheads from the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

8. Remove the Carriage Flex Cable from the printer. 
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Carriage Assembly 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Front Panel  See FrontPanelonpage236. 

3. Remove the Primer Assembly  See PrimerAssemblyonpage238. 

4. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

5. Remove the Encoder Strip  See    EncoderStripandEncoderSensoronpage283. 

6. Pull out the Printhead Maintenance Cartridges tray. 
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7. Lift the Primer and hold the Primer to its maximum position to avoid damaging it when you move 
the Carriage Assembly in the next step. 

 

 
 

8. Move the Carriage Assembly to the extreme right of the printer. 
 

 
 

9. Press the two side of the Carriage PCA Cover and unclip from the Carriage Assembly. 
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10. Disconnect the Trailing Cable from the Carriage PCA. 
 

 
 

11. Open the Carriage Cover and remove ALL the Printheads from the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

12. Remove five T-15 screws (Type G) that secure the Ink Supply Tubes to the Carriage Assembly. 
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13. Remove the Ink Supply Tubes from the Carriage Assembly and safely place to one side of the 
printer. 

 

 
 

14. Disconnect the Aerosol Fan Tube from the Chassis. 
 

 
 

15. Remove one T-20 screw (Type A) that secures the Belt Tensioner to the Chassis. 
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16. Lift the Primer and hold the Primer to its maximum position to avoid damaging it when you move 
the Carriage Assembly in the next step. 

 

 
 

17. Move the Carriage Assembly slightly away from the right Scan-Axis Bracket. 
 

 
 

18. Release the Carriage Belt from the Scan-Axis Motor on the left-hand side of the printer. 
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19. Remove one T-10 screw (Type C) that secure the Encoder Strip. 
 

 
 

20. Remove four T-20 screws (Type N) that secure the right Scan-Axis Bracket. 
 

 

NOTE:   Note that these are Chassis screws and in normal circumstances should NEVER be 
removed,butinthiscaseweneedtoremovetheminordertoremovetheCarriageAssembly.   

 

 
 

21. Remove the right Scan-Axis Bracket from the printer. 
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22. Remove the Carriage Stopper Screw (T-20) from the Chassis. 
 

 
 

23. Remove the Carriage Stopper from the printer. 
 

 
 

24. Slide the Carriage Assembly (including the belt) to the right and out of the printer. 
 

25. If the Carriage Assembly is to be replaced, make sure that you remove the Belt, the Carriage PCA, 
ESP, Encoder and Line Sensors and the Cutter Assembly (in order to install them on the new 
Carriage Assembly). 

 
 

NOTE:   After installing the NEW Carriage Assembly, make sure youperform the following Service 
Utility:   

 

● Reset life counter Carriage ME  ResetLifeCountersonpage105. 
 

 

NOTE: After installing the new Carriage Assembly, make sure you perform the following 
ServiceCalibrations:   

 

● Paper Advance Calibration  See   Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123. 

● Drop Detector Calibration  DropDetectorcalibrationonpage125. 

● Line Sensor Calibration LineSensorcalibrationonpage127. 
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Belt Assembly 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Remove the Top Cover  See TopCoveronpage221. 

4. Remove the Encoder Strip  See    EncoderStripandEncoderSensoronpage283. 

5. Remove the Carriage Assembly  See CarriageAssemblyonpage292. 

6. Release the Belt from the bottom of the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 

NOTE:   After installing the NEW Belt Assembly, make sure you perform the following Service 
Utility:   

 

● Reset life counter scan cycles belt  ResetLifeCountersonpage105. 
 

 
 
Scan-Axis Motor 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover See LeftCoveronpage213. 
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3. Remove the Electronics Module Extension      SeeElectronicsModule Extension   
onpage232 

 
 
 

4. Uncap the Carriage Assembly by manually pulling out the Printhead Maintenance Cartridges tray. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. Lift the Primer and hold the Primer to its maximum position to avoid damaging it when you move 
the Carriage Assembly in the next step. 

 

 
 

6. Move the Carriage Assembly slightly away from the right Scan-Axis Bracket. 
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7. Remove one T-20 screw that secures the Belt Tensioner to the Chassis. 
 

 
 

8. Release the Carriage Belt from the Scan-Axis Motor on the left-hand side of the printer. 
 

 
 

9. Remove two T-20 screws. 
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10. Remove the ISS Shielding. 
 

 
 

11. Disconnect the Scan-Axis Motor cable from the PrintMech PCA and its ferrite. 
 

 
 

12. Remove the cable from the ferrite. 
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13. Remove the Scan-Axis Motor cable from the clamps. 
 

 
 

14. Remove the Scan-Axis Motor cable from the chassis. 
 

 
 

15. Remove two T-20 screws (Type A) that secure the Scan-Axis Motor. 
 

 

NOTE:   Make sure you hold the Scan-Axis Motor securely when removing the screws. 
 

 

 

 
 

16. Remove the Scan-Axis Motor from the printer. 
 

NOTE: After installing the new Scan-Axis Motor, make sure you perform the following Service 
Utility: 

● Reset scan motor life counter ResetLifeCountersonpage105. 
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Media-Axis Motor 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

2. Remove the Rear Door  See RearDooronpage228. 

3. Remove the Electronics Module Extension   See ElectronicsModule Extensiononpage232 
 

4. Disconnect the Media-Axis Motor cable from the PrintMech PCA. 
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5. Remove the ferrite from the plate. 
 

 
 

6. Remove the cable from the clamps. 
 

 
 

7. Detach the clamp of the ferrite core of the Media-Axis Motor cable from the printer chassis. 
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8. Remove the T-15 screws (Type R) identified (A) and loosen the T-15 screws (Type R) identified 
(B) that secure the Media-Axis Motor. 

 

 
 

9. Remove the Media-Axis Motor Bracket. 
 

 
 

10. Remove two T-20 screws (Type B) that secure the Media-Axis Motor Bracket. 
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11. Remove the Media-Axis Motor from the printer. 
 

 
 

Installation 
 

When reinstalling the parts, make sure you apply the grease (included with the support part) to the gears. 

After installing the new Media-Axis Motor, make sure you perform paper-advance calibration  Paper-  
advancecalibrationonpage123. 

 

Optical Media Advance Sensor (OMAS) 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCover onpage 213. 

2. Remove the Rear Door See RearDooronpage228. 
 

3. Remove media if installed 
 

4. Squeeze the clips to unclip the Media Sensor from the Center Guide. 
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6. Let the Media Sensor hang below the Center Guide. This is to ensure it does not get damaged by 
the ribbon cable of the OMAS during the removal procedure. 

 

 
 

7. Squeeze the corners of the OMAS Access Cover release it from the bottom of the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Remove the OMAS Access Cover the printer. 
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9. Insert the T-20 thin bladed torx screwdriver (supplied with the replacement OMAS) into the access 
hole at the rear of the printer. 

 

 
 

10. Remove and discard one T-20 screw which secures the OMAS horizontally to the printer. 
 

 
 

11. From the bottom of the printer, remove and discard one T-20 screw which secures the OMAS 
vertically to the printer. 
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12. Carefully lower the OMAS from the printer as far as you can with the large ribbon cable still 
connected. 

 

 
 

13. Release the two locking clips of the large ribbon cable connector. 
 

 
 

14. Disconnect the large ribbon cable from the OMAS. 
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15. Remove the OMAS Sensor from the printer. 
 

 
 

Installation 
 

 

NOTE: To simplify the installation of the OMAS an Attachment Screw Retainer has been added to 
hold the two T-20 attachment screws. This part is delivered attached to the replacement OMAS unit with 
the two attachment screws. It is also delivered as a separate part with the Print Platenin case the OMAS 
iscompletelyremovedduringitsreplacement.   

 

1. Check that the two T-20 attachment screws are correctly positioned in the Attachment Screw 
Retainer. 

 

 
 

2. Position the OMAS under the printer and connect the large ribbon. 
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3. Lock the clips of the large ribbon cable connector. 
 

 
 

4. Carefully push the OMAS fully up into its mounting so that the OMAS window protrudes slightly 
ABOVE the Print Platen (approximately 0-2 mm). Toensure the OMAS is correctly positions, slide 
a sheet of paper over the Platen Ribs until it is stopped by the OMAS. This ensures the OMAS is 
protruding slightly above the platen. 

 
 

CAUTION: Make sure the OMAS is pushed completely up into its mounting or you will encounter 
anerrorduringtheOMAScalibrationbecauseitwillnotbeabletofocusonthepaper.   

 

 
 

5. Slide a sheet of paper over the OMAS window, if the paper is not stopped by the OMAS, repeat 
step 4 to ensure the OMAS is pushed fully up into its the mounting. 
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6. FULLY tighten the T-20 vertical attachment screw. 
 

 
 

7. Insert the T-20 thin bladed torx screwdriver into the access hole at the rear of the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Fully tighten the T-20 horizontal attachment screw which secures the OMAS to the printer. 
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9. Clip the Media Sensor to the Center Guide. 
 

 
 

10. Clip the OMAS access cover back into place by sliding one edge of the cover into the slot and then 
applying enough pressure to it so you can clip it into the other slot. 

 

11. Calibrate the OMAS  See OMASCalibrationonpage137. 

12. If the calibration fails, repeat the procedure from step 4 1 above to ensure it is correctly positioned. 
 

 
 

Interconnect PCA 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Connector Cover See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 
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2. Disconnect all cables from the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

3. Remove five T-10 screws that secure the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 
EIO to PCA Interface Card 

Removal 
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WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Jetdirect Card (if installed). 
 

 
 

2. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the Formatter cover. 
 

 
 

3. Remove the Formatter Cover from the printer. 
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4. Remove one T-10 screw (Type I) that secures the Interface Card. 
 

 
 

5. Disconnect the Interface Card from the Formatter and remove from the printer. 
 

 
 
OMAS Controller Card 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

2. Remove the Jetdirect Card (if installed). 
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3. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the Ebox Cover Left. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the Ebox Cover Left from the printer. 
 

 
 

5. Disconnect the Trailing Cable to make the next step easier. 
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6. Unclip the connector, then disconnect the OMAS Controller Card. 
 

 
 

7. Disconnect three cables. 
 

 
 

8. Remove one T-10 screw (Type I) that secures the OMAS Controller Card. 
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9. Disconnect the OMAS Controller Card from the Formatter and remove it from the printer. 
 

 
 

OMAS Cable 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Right Connector Cover ˜ See  RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

3. Remove the Service Station  See ServiceStationonpage243. 

4. Remove the OMAS  See    OpticalMediaAdvanceSensor(OMAS)onpage307. 

5. Remove one T-15 screw that secures the OMAS Cable clamp from the printer. 
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6. Remove the OMAS Cable clamp from the printer. 
 

 
 

7. Carefully Pull the OMAS Cable out of the Vacuum Beam. 
 

 
 

8. Disconnect the OMAS Cable from the OMAS Controller Card. 
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9. Unroute the OMAS Cable from the Ferrite Core. 
 

 
 

10. 10.Unroute and remove the OMAS Cable from the printer. 
 

 
 

Installation 
 

 

CAUTION:   It is critical that the OMAS Cable is correctly positioned in the Vacuum Beam so that it 
doesnotcausephysicalinterferencetotheMediaSensor.   

 

The following illustration shows a cross-section of the Vacuum Beam with the OMAS Cable correctly 
routed to avoid interference to the Media Sensor. 

 

 
▲ Before you can start to install the OMAS Cable you must first identify which end connects to which 

component. The end of the cable that has the most perpendicular and diagonal folds is the end 
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that connects to the OMAS with the blue reinforcing on the top. The other end must be connected 
to the OMAS Controller Card with the blue reinforcing on the bottom. 

 

 
1. Carefully slide the Ferrite Core and its associated attachment plate out of the vacuum beam. 

 

 
 

2. Position the OMAS Cable in the Vacuum Beam slot so that the blue reinforcement enters first. 
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3. Carefully feed the OMAS cable through the Vacuum Beam sufficiently to have approximately 20 
cm hanging from the OMAS installation position. 

 

 
 

4. Slide the Ferrite Core and its associated Attachment Plate (on the top) onto the OMAS Cable. 
 

 
 

5. Push the Attachment Plate into its slot in the Vacuum beam until it is level with the edge of OMAS 
installation position. 
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6. Carefully pull the OMAS Cable back into the Vacuum Beam (from the Service Station end) until 
the straight fold immediately before the first diagonal fold (from the OMAS sensor end) is aligned 
with the slot, fold the OMAS Cable across the diagonal fold, and install the cable clamp to lock the 
OMAS Cable in the correct position. 

 

 
 

7. Route the OMAS Cable to the Ferrite Core in the Right Interconnect panel. 
 

 
 

8. Feed the OMAS Cable through Ferrite Core. 
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9. Connect the OMAS Cable to the OMAS Controller Card with the connections on the top. 
 

 
 

Main PCA 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

2. Remove the Jetdirect Card (if installed). 
 

 
 

3. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the Ebox Cover Left. 
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4. Remove the Ebox Cover Left from the printer. 
 

 
 

5. Disconnect the Trailing Cable and the Front Panel cable from the Main PCA. 
 

 
 

6. Disconnect two ribbon cables. 
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7. Disconnect two cables. 
 

 
 

8. Remove one T-10 screw (Type I) that secures the Main PCA. 
 

 
 

9. Unclip the Main PCA. 
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10. Remove the Main PCA. 
 

 
 
Formatter 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

CAUTION:   Do not remove the Fan or the Processor (located under the Fan) from the Formatter. The 
FanandtheProcessorarepartoftheFormattersupportpartandshouldbereplacedasoneassembly. 

 

1. Remove the EIO to PCI Interface Card  See EIOtoPCAInterfaceCardonpage315. 

2. Remove the Main PCA  See MainPCAonpage326. 

3. Remove the OMAS Controller Card  See OMASControllerCardonpage317. 

4. Disconnect all cables connected to the Formatter. 
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5. Remove eight T-10 screws (Type I) that secure the Formatter. 
 

 
 

6. Release the plastic locating pin that secures the Formatter. 
 

 
 

7. Remove the Formatter from the printer. 
 

 
 

 

NOTE:   When installing the Formatter, make sure that you first locate it on the plastic locating pin and 
theninstallthescrews.   

 

Installation (Rev B printers only) 

1. Locate the Formatter on the plastic locating pin, then install the screws. 
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2. Move the jumper from the default connection to the password reset connection 
 

 
 

3. Cover the EBox temporarily, with a couple of screws to hold the cover in place. 
 

4. Turn on the printer, wait until it has completely started up, then turn it off again. 
 

5. When the printer is completely turned off, remove the power cable. 
 

6. Remove the cover from the EBox. 
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7. Move the jumper from the password reset connection to the default connection. 
 

 
 

8. Cover the EBox again. 
 

 

TIP:   When you first start a printer with a new Hard Disk Drive, encrypted or not, it may display an error 
message (79:04). Turn off the printer and restart. The printer should start normally. 

CAUTION:   Turning off the printer during the start-up procedure with a new Formatter and Hard Disk 
Drive may corrupt the BIOS password, leaving the system useless with no ability to restart. 

TIP:   After installing a new Formatter board in a Rev B printer, reset the password.. 
 

 

 

Hard Disk Drive (HDD) 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
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NOTE: You must never replace both the Hard Disk Drive and the Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable 
at the same time. If both parts need to replaced, you must first replace one part and then power on the 
printeruntilitinitializescompletely.Thenyoucanpowerofftheprinterandreplacetheotherpart.   

 

1. Remove the Jetdirect Card (if installed). 
 

 
 

2. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the Formatter cover. 
 

 
 

3. Remove the Formatter Cover from the printer. 
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4. Disconnect the power and data cables connected to the Hard Disk Drive. 
 

 
 

5. Remove one T-10 screw (Type I) from the HDD Holder. 
 

 
 

6. Slide the Hard Disk Drive upwards and remove from the printer. 
 

 
NOTE:   It is not necessary to remove the screws securing the HDD inside the metal casing. 

 
 

 
Installation (Rev A printers only) 

After installing a new HDD in Rev A printer, make sure you perform the following User Calibrations: 
 

● Printhead Alignment. 

● Paper Advance Calibration. 

● Color Calibration. 
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Installation (Rev B printers only) 

1. Install the new HDD assembly and T-10 screw. 
 

2. Connect the SATA cable to the Formatter SATA connector and the other end to the HDD SATA 
connector. 

 

3. Connect the SATA power cable to the HDD power cable from the PSU to the SATA power 
connector. 

 

4. Identify the HDD Protect Jumper. 
 

 
 

5. Move the jumper from the default connection to the password reset connection. 
 

 
 

6. Replace the cover on the EBox provisionally with a couple of screws to hold the cover in place. 
 

7. Power up the printer and turn it on (wait until it starts up). 
 

8. Shut down the printer and power off. Remove the power cable.. 
 

9. Remove the cover from the EBox. 



 

10. Move the jumper from the password reset connection to the default position. 
 

 
 

11. Cover the EBox.. 
 

 

NOTE: When you first start the printer with a new HDD, encrypted or not, you may see a 79:04 
system error. Switch off and restart; the printer should start normally. 

CAUTION: Powering off the printer while starting it with a new Formatter and HDD may corrupt 
theBIOSpassword,leavingtheprinteruselessbecauseitwillbeunabletostart.   

 

After installing a new HDD in a Rev B printer, make sure you perform the following User Calibrations: 
 

● Printhead Alignment. 

● Paper Advance Calibration. 

● Color Calibration. 
 

Power Supply Unit (PSU) 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

 
 

1. RemovetheElectronicsModuleExtensionon page 232 
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2. Remove the Jetdirect Card (if installed). 
 

 
 

3. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the Formatter cover. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the Formatter Cover from the printer. 
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5. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the PSU cover. 
 

 
 

6. Remove the PSU Cover from the printer. 
 

 
 

7. Disconnect the Power Supply from the PrintMech PCA. 
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8. Disconnect the power supply cable from the Formatter. 
 

 
 

9. Disconnect one cable from the Hard Disk Drive. 
 

 
 

10. Disconnect the cable as shown. 
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11. Disconnect the cable and pass it through the hole. 
 

 
 

12. Remove four T-10 screws (Type I) that secure the Power Supply Unit. 
 

 
 

13. Route the cables through the hole in the Electronics Module. 
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14. Remove the Power Supply Unit from the printer. 
 

 
 
PrintMech PCA 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

 
1. Remove the Electronics Module Extension  See Electronics Module Extension on page 232 

 
 

2. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the PSU Cover. 
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3. Remove the PSU Cover from the printer. 
 

 
 

4. 42-inch printer only: Remove two T-20 screws from the PrintMech Cover. 
 

 
 

5. Deform the electronic chassis and slide it out. 
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6. Slide the PrintMech Cover out of the printer. 
 

 
 

7. Disconnect all cables from the PrintMech PCA. 
 

 
 

8. Remove five T-10 screws (Type I) that secure the PrintMech PCA. 
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9. Remove the PrintMech PCA from the printer. 
 

 
 

Formatter Battery 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Jetdirect Card (if installed). 
 

 
 

2. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the Formatter cover. 
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3. Remove the Formatter Cover from the printer. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the EIO to PCA Interface Card  See EIOtoPCAInterfaceCardonpage315. 

5. Push the clip down and release the battery from the Formatter. 
 

 
 
Electronics Module 

Removal 
 

 

 
 

4. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

5. Remove the Left Connector Cover  See ElectronicsModuleExtensiononpage232 

WARNING!   Switch off the pri nter and remove the power cable.

1. Remove the Right Cover See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Remove the Rear Door See RearDooronpage228 
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6. Disconnect all the cables connected to the right Interconnect PCA and the Main PCA. 
 

 
 

7. Unroute all the disconnected cables so they are clear of the Electronics Module. 
 

 
 

8. Remove two T-20 screws (Type B) that secure the right-hand-side Electronics Module. 
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9. Remove two T-20 screws (Type B) that secure the left-hand-side Electronics Module. 
 

 
 

10. Lift the Electronics Module sufficiently (approximately 2 cm) to release it from the attachments. 
 

 
 

11. Remove the Electronics Module from the printer. 
 

 
 
Line Sensor Assembly 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover See RightCoveronpage208. 
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2. Press the two side of the Carriage PCA Cover and unclip from the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

3. Release the clip and disconnect the Line Sensor cable from the Carriage PCA. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the Line Sensor from the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

5. Remove the protective foam from around the sensor. 
 

 

NOTE:   After installing the new Line Sensor, make sure you perform the following Service 
Calibrations:   

 

● Line Sensor Calibration LineSensorcalibrationonpage127. 
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Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Open the Window. 
 

2. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

3. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

4. Uncap the Carriage Assembly by manually pulling out the Printhead Maintenance Cartridge tray. 
 

 
 

5. Lift the Primer and hold it as high as possible to avoid damaging it when you move the Carriage 
Assembly in the next step. 
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6. Move the Carriage Assembly out of the Service Station. 
 

 
 

7. Move the Carriage all the way to the left side of the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Press the two sides of the Carriage PCA Cover, unclip it from the Carriage Assembly and remove 
it. 
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9. Release the clip and disconnect the ESP cable from the Carriage PCA. 
 

 
 

10. Move the carriage sufficiently to the right to gain access the ESP attachment screws. 
 

 
 

11. Remove one T-10 screw and one T-15 screw that secure the ESP to the Carriage Assembly. 
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12. Tilt the ESP so that it can be removed. 
 

 
 

13. Remove the ESP from the Carriage Assembly. 
 

 
 

Embedded SpectroPhotometer (ESP) Actuator 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Left Cover  See Left Cover on page 213. 

2. Remove the Left Spittoon  See Left Spittoon on page 280. 

3. Slide out the top row of Ink Cartridges from the Ink Supply Station. 
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4. Disconnect the ESP Actuator. 
 

 
 

5. Remove one T-15 screw (Type G) that secures the ESP Actuator to the printer. 
 

 
 

6. Remove the ESP Actuator. 
 

 
 
Media Deflector 

Removal 
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WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove two T-20 screw (Type B) that secures the Media Deflector that needs to be replaced. 
 

 
 

2. Remove the Media Deflector (slide upwards first) from the printer. 
 

 
 

Output Platen 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Open the Window. 
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2. Remove four T-15 screws and two cross-head screws that secure the Output Platen. 
 

 
 

3. Remove one T-10 screw at the bottom left of the Output Platen. 
 

 
 

4. Release the clips on the left- and right-hand sides of the Front Platen. 
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5. Pull out the right-hand side of the Front Platen. 
 

 
 

6. Carefully slide the Front Platen to the right and then remove from the printer. 
 

 
 

 

NOTE:   If a new Front Platen is to be installed, make sure that you first remove all Media Deflectors 
(seeMediaDeflectoronpage353)fromtheoldFrontPlatenandinstallthemonthenewFrontPlaten. 

 

Print Platen 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Remove the Top Cover  See TopCoveronpage221. 

4. Remove the Service Station See ServiceStationonpage243. 
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5. Squeeze the corners of the OMAS Access Cover release it from the bottom of the printer. 
 

 
 

6. Remove the OMAS Access Cover from the printer. 
 

 
 

7. Insert the T-20 thin bladed torx screwdriver (supplied with the replacement OMAS) into the access 
hole at the rear of the printer. 
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8. Loosen approximately two turns the T-20 screwwhich secures the OMAS horizontally to the printer. 
 

 
 

9. From the bottom of the printer, loosen approximately two turns the T-20 screw which secures the 
OMAS vertically to the printer. 

 

 
 

10. Remove one T-15 screw (Type P) that secures the Print Platen Gear. 
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11. Remove the Print Platen Gear from the printer. 
 

 
 

12. Remove one T-15 screw that secures the small Gear. 
 

 
 

13. Remove the small Gear from the printer. 
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14. Remove the two small Platen Gears by releasing the clips. 
 

 
 

15. Remove two T-20 screws (Type Q) that secure the Gear Bracket. 
 

 
 

16. Remove the Gear Bracket from the printer. 
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17. Move the Carriage Assembly fully to the right. 
 

 
 

18. Remove all the T-10 screws (Type C) that secure the Print Platen: 
 

● 80 T-10 screws for the 42-inch model 

● 116 T-10 screws for the 60-inch model. 
 

 
 

19. Remove the Secondary Spittoon Blank. 
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20. Remove the Print Platen from the printer. 
 

 
 

Installation of the Foams 
 

Before installing the Print Platen, make sure you check the foams that are stuck on the Vacuum Beam. 
These foams should ONLY be changed if they are damaged. In the circumstance where they do need 
to be changed, use the following illustrations to guide you: 

 

 
NOTE:   Make sure you take note of the positions of the Foams located underneath the Print Platen. 

 
NOTE:   When reinstalling the parts, make sure you apply the grease (included with the support part) 
to the gears. 
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NOTE: After installing the new Print Platen, make sure you perform paper-advance calibration   
Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123. 

NOTE: To simplify the installation of the OMAS an Attachment Screw Retainer has been added to 
hold the two T-20 attachment screws. This part is delivered with the Print Platen in case either of the 
OMASattachmentscrewsarecompletelyremovedduringtheremovalofthePrintPlaten.   

 

OMAS Attachment Screws Completely Removed during Print Platen Removal 
 

1. Completely remove OMAS from the printer  See   OpticalMediaAdvanceSensor(OMAS)  
onpage307. 

2. Install the Print Platen. 
 

 

NOTE:   When reinstalling the parts, make sure you apply the grease (included with the support 
part)tothegears.   

 

3. Position the Attachment Screw Retainer on the OMAS and secure it with the T-8 attachment screw 
provided with Print Platen. 

 

 
 

4. Check that the two T-20 attachment screws are correctly positioned in the Attachment Screw 
Retainer. 
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5. Position the OMAS under the printer and connect the large ribbon. 
 

 
 

6. Lock the clips of the large ribbon cable connector. 
 

 
 

7. Carefully push the OMAS fully up into its mounting so it protrudes slightly (approximately 0.1 mm) 
above the Print Platen. To ensure the OMAS is correctly positions, slide a sheet of paper over the 
Platen Ribs until it is stopped by the OMAS. This ensures the OMAS is protruding slightly above 
the platen. 

 
 

CAUTION: Make sure the OMAS is pushed completely up into its mounting or you will encounter 
anerrorduringtheOMAScalibrationbecauseitwillnotbeabletofocusonthepaper.   
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8. If the paper is not stopped by the OMAS, repeat step 4 to ensure the OMAS is push fully up into 
its the mounting. 

 

 
 

9. Fully tighten the T-20 vertical attachment screw. 
 

 
 

10. Insert the T-20 thin bladed torx screwdriver into the access hole at the rear of the printer. 
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11. Fully tighten the T-20 horizontal attachment screw which secures the OMAS to the printer. 
 

 
 

12. Clip the Media Sensor to the Center Guide. 
 

 
 

13. Clip the OMAS access cover back into place by sliding one edge of the cover into the slot and then 
applying enough pressure to it so you can clip it into the other slot. 

 

14. Calibrate the following: 
 

● OMAS  See OMASCalibrationonpage137. 

● Paper Advance Calibration  See   Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123. 
 

 
 

Cartridge Tray 

Removal 
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WARNING! 
 

1. Release the Tray Lever of the required color and pull out the Tray. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change image. Appear down row 
 

2. Remove the Ink Cartridge if installed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Change image. Appear down row 
 

3. Press down on the Tray clip. 
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4. Pull the Tray completely out of the printer. 
 

 

NOTE:   Note that each Cartridge Tray is different even though they look very similar. When 
selecting the Cartridge Tray from the Support Part (it contains eight Cartridge Trays), choose the 
Traythatexactlymatchestheonethatyouhavejustremoved.   

 

   Change image. Appear down row 

Input Roller 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Raise the right lever to release the right-hand end of the Input Roller. 
 

 
 

2. Pull out the right-hand end of the Input Roller from the printer. 
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3. Move the Input Roller to the right to disengage it from the printer. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the Input Roller from the printer. 
 

 
 
Maintenance Cartridge Door 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Open the Maintenance Cartridge Door. 
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2. Unclip and remove the Maintenance Cartridge Door from Right Cover. 
 

 
 

Maintenance Cartridge Door Sensor 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Disconnect the Maintenance Cartridge Door Sensor cable. 
 

 
 

3. Release one T-10 screw the attaches the Maintenance Cartridge Door Sensor assembly to the 
printer. 
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4. Remove the Maintenance Cartridge Door Sensor assembly to the printer. 
 

 
 
Media Sensor 

Removal 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Rear Door  See RearDooronpage228. 

3. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

4. Disconnect the Media Sensor cable just below the Media Sensor. 
 

 
 

5. Unclip the Media Sensor from the Center Guide. 
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6. Pull the cable and connector through the mounting hole and remove the Media Sensor from the 
printer. 

 

 
 

7. Push the other end of the Media Sensor cable through the hole. 
 

 
 

8. Collect the cable on the other side of the hole. 
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9. Disconnect the cable from the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

10. Extract the cable. 
 

 
 

11. Remove the cable. 
 

 
 
Encoder Disc and Sensor 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
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CAUTION:   Please handle the Encoder Disc very carefully since any finger prints, scratches or stains 
couldcausetheprintertomalfunction.   

 

1. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

2. Remove the Electronics Module Extension  See Electronics ModuleExtension on page 232. 
 

3. Remove the Ink Supply Station  See InkSupplyStation(ISS)onpage267. 

4. Disconnect the Encoder Sensor cable from the PrintMech PCA. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
5. Release the Encoder Sensor cable from the clip located on the Electronics Module. 
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6. Release the Encoder Sensor cable from the clip located on the Encoder Disc Cover. 
 

 
 

7. Unclip the Encoder Disc Cover and remove from the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Remove one T-8 screw (Type D) that secures the Encoder Sensor to the Chassis. 
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9. Remove the Encoder Sensor from the printer. 
 

 
 

10. Carefully peel the Encoder Disc from the Drive Roller. 
 

 
 

Media Lever 

Removal 
 

 

 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the pri nter and remove the power cable.

1. Remove the Right Cover See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Rear Door See RearDoor onpage228. 

3. Raise the Media Lever.  
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4. Remove one T-15 screw (Type F) that secures the Linkage to the Spring. 
 

 
 

5. Remove the Linkage from the Spring. 
 

 
 

6. Remove one T-20 screw (Type A) that secures the Spring to the Spacer. 
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7. Remove the Spring and plastic washer. 
 

 
 

8. Raise the Media Lever to gain access to the linkage attachment screw. 
 

 
 

9. Remove one T-15 screw (Type F) that secures the Media Lever to the Linkage. 
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10. Remove the Media Lever Linkage from the printer. 
 

 
 

11. Remove one screw that secures the Media Lever to the Right Trim. 
 

 
 

12. Remove the Media Lever from the printer. 
 

 
 
Media Lever Sensor 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Right Trim  See RightTrimonpage210. 

3. Remove the Right Connector Cover See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 
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4. Remove the Output Platen  See OutputPlatenonpage354. 

5. Disconnect and remove the Media Lever Sensor, and push the other end of the cable through the 
hole. 

 

 
 

6. Disconnect the Media Lever Sensor cable from the Interconnect PCA. 
 

 
 

7. Unroute the Media Lever Sensor cable from the cable clamp. 
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8. Remove the Media Lever Sensor cable from the printer. 
 

 
 
Rear Ebox Cover 

Removal 
 

1. Open the Loading Table. 
 

 
 

2. Remove the Spindle. 
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3. Remove two T-8 screws from the Rear Ebox Cover. 
 

 
 

4. Lift and remove the Rear Ebox Cover. 
 

 
 

Interconnect Cables 

Removal 
 

1. Disconnect the Interconnect Cable from the Interconnect PCA. 
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2. Disconnect the Interconnect Cable and the Interconnect Power Cable from the PrintMech PCA. 
 

 
 

3. Unclip the seven cable holders. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the Interconnect Cable and the Interconnect Power Cable. 
 

 
 
Pinchwheel Assembly 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Rear Door  See RearDooronpage228.   
 

3. Remove the Service Station See ServiceStationonpage243. 
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4. Raise the Media Lever. 
 

 
 

5. Remove one T-20 screw that secures the Linkage to the Spring. 
 

 
 

6. Disconnect the linkage from the Pinch Wheel cam-arm. 
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7. Disconnect the spring from the Pinch Wheel cam-arm. 
 

 
 

8. Remove one T-20 screw that secures the Cam to the Cam Lever. 
 

 
 

9. Insert a plastic stud into each Pinchwheel Subassembly (the Plastic Studs can be found in the 
replacement Pinchwheel Assembly kit). 
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10. Remove one T-20 screw that secures the attachment plate to the center 
Pinchwheel Subassembly. 

 

 
 

11. Remove the attachment plate from the center Pinchwheel Subassembly. 
 

 
 

12. Remove two T-20 screws (Type M) from each Pinchwheel Subassembly (a 90 degree angle 
screwdriver is included with the replacement Pinchwheel Assembly). 

 
 

NOTE:   The illustration shows the 60-inch model center Pinchwheel Subassembly. 
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13. Remove the complete Pinchwheel Assembly (including the Cam and Cam Lever) from the printer. 
 

 
NOTE:   Before installing the NEW Pinchwheel Assembly, insert the plastic studs into each 
Pinchwheelsubassembly.ThiswillmakeiteasiertoinstallthecompletePinchwheelAssembly.   

 

 
 

Removing individual Pinchwheel Rollers 

▲ To remove an individual Pinchwheel roller, push apart the metal part that secures the Pinchwheel 

roller and then pull out the individual Pinchwheel roller. 
 

 
 

Important Information on Installation of Pinchwheels 
 

The Pinchwheel Assembly contains 3 white Pinchwheels and several black Pinchwheels. The black 
Pinchwheels are symmetrical so can be installed without any problems, BUT the white Pinchwheels are 
NOT symmetrical so it is VERY IMPORTANT to install them correctly using the following illustration: 
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Center Guide 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Remove the Primer Assembly  See PrimerAssemblyonpage238. 

4. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

5. Remove the Electronics Module Extension     See   ElectronicsModuleExtensiononpage232. 
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6. Remove the Service Station  See ServiceStationonpage243. 

7. Remove the Ink Supply Station  See InkSupplyStation(ISS)onpage267. 

8. Remove the Media Sensor  See MediaLeverSensoronpage379. 

9. Disconnect ALL the cables connected to the right Interconnect PCA and the Main PCA. 
 

 
 

10. Unroute all the disconnected cables so they are clear of the Electronics Module. 
 

 
 

11. Remove two T-20 screws (Type B) that secure the right side Electronics Module. 
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12. Remove two T-20 screws (Type B) that secure the left side Electronics Module. 
 

 

NOTE:   The illustration shows the 60-inch model center Pinchwheel Subassembly. 
 

 

 

 
 

13. Lift the Electronics Module sufficiently (approximately 2 cm) to release it from the attachments. 
 

 
 

14. Remove the Electronics Module from the printer. 
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15. Remove one T-15 screw (Type E) and two T-20 screws (Type A), that secure the Center Guide, 
from the right-hand side of the printer. 

 

 
 

16. Remove two T-15 screws (Type E), that secure the Center Guide, from the left-hand side of the 
printer. 

 

 
 

17. Remove one T-15 screw (Type S), that secures the Center Guide, from underneath the printer. 
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18. Remove the Center Guide from the printer. 
 

 
 

Drive Roller 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Right Cover  See RightCoveronpage208. 

2. Remove the Left Cover  See LeftCoveronpage213. 

3. Remove the Right Connector Cover  See RightConnectorCoveronpage230. 

4. Remove the Electronics Module Extension   See ElectronicsModuleExtensiononpage232 
 

5. Remove the Service Station  See ServiceStationonpage243 

6. Remove the Ink Supply Station    See InkSupplyStation(ISS)on page 267 
 

7. Remove the Media-Axis Motor See Media-AxisMotoronpage304. 

8. Remove the Encoder Disc and Sensor   See EncoderDiscandSensoronpage 373 
 

9. Remove the Media Lever Assembly    See MediaLeveronpage376 

10. Remove the Media Lever Sensor See MediaLeverSensoronpage379 

11. Remove the Center Guide     See CenterGuideonpage388 
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12. Remove two T-10 screws that secure the Drive Roller Gear. 
 

 
 

13. Remove the Drive Roller Gear from the printer. 
 

 
 

14. Remove one T-20 screw (Type B) that secures the cover on the right-hand side of the printer. 
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15. Remove the Cover. 
 

 
 

16. Remove three T-20 screws that secure the cover on the left-hand side of the printer. 
 

 
 

17. Remove the Cover. 
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18. Remove T-20 screws that secure the Media-Axis Motor Bracket to the side-plate. 
 

 
 

19. Remove two T-20 screws (Type A) that secure the Media-Axis Motor Bracket to the Chassis. 
 

 
 

20. Remove the Media-Axis Motor Bracket from the printer. 
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21. Use a flat bladed screwdriver to unclip the Roller Middle Support Cover. 
 

 
 

22. Rotate the Roller Middle Support Cover vertically. 
 

 
 

23. Release the Roller Middle Support Cover from its attachment point. 
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24. Remove the Roller Middle Support Cover. 
 

 
 

25. Remove the Drive Roller by sliding it to the right, then downwards and then out of the printer. 
 

 
 
Installation of the Drive Roller 

 
 

NOTE: When reinstalling the parts, make sure you apply the grease (included with the support part) 
to the gears. 

NOTE: After installing the new Drive Roller, make sure you perform paper-advance calibration   
Paper-advancecalibrationonpage123.   

When installing the Drive Roller, several different datums have to be met in order to ensure that the 
Drive Roller has no axial play. Use the following illustrations to ensure that ALL the datums are met: 
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Figure 8-1 Left-Hand Side of the printer 
 

 
Figure 8-2 Right-Hand Side of the printer 
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To make sure that ALL the datums are met when installing the Media-Axis Motor Bracket, make sure 
you follow these 

 

1. Place the Media-Axis Motor Bracket in the correct position on the printer. Make sure you keep it 
pushed down (as shown in the illustration) until the first screw has been installed and fully tightened. 

 

 
 

2. Install the first screw (T-15) in the position shown. Make sure you tighten the screw fully so that 
the Media-Axis Motor Bracket cannot be moved. 

 

 
 

3. Check that there is no play (movement) between the Media-Axis Motor Bracket and the Drive 
Roller. If there is play, then check that the screw installed in the previous step is fully tightened. 
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4. Install the remaining two screws (T-15) that secure the Media-Axis Motor Bracket. 
 

 
 

Right Roll-feed Module 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Input Roller  See Input Roller on page 368. 

2. Remove the Media Spindle (if installed). 
 

3. Remove four T-20 screws that secure the Right Roll-feed Module. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the Right Roll-feed Module from the printer. 
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Left Roll-feed Module 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Remove the Left Cover  See Left Cover on page 213. 

2. Remove the Ink Supply Station  See Ink Supply Station (ISS) 267. 

3. Remove the Input Roller  See Input Roller on page 368. 

4. Remove the APS Assembly  See APS Assembly on page 274. 

5. Remove the Left Spittoon  See Left Spittoon on page 280. 

6. Remove the Media Spindle (if installed). 
 

7. Remove one T-15 screw that secures the APS Mounting Plate to the printer. 
 

 
 

8. Tilt out the top of the APS Mounting Plate support. 
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9. Remove the APS Mounting Plate support from the printer. 
 

 
 

10. Remove four T-20 screws that secure the Left Roll-feed Module to the printer. 
 

 
 

11. Remove the Left Roll-feed Module from the printer. 
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Floater and PIP 
assembly 

NOTE: The following procedure involves handling of ink tubes. You are recommended to protect  
areas around the repair zone to avoid undesired ink stains, and to wear gloves and protective clothes.   

 

Removal 
 

 
 

1. Remove the Left cover on page 213. 

2. Remove the Ink Supply Station (ISS) on page 267. 

WARNING! Turn off the printer and disconnect both power cords. 



 

 



Floater and 

3. Undo two clips that hold the Floater and PIP Assembly to the ISS. 
 

 
 

 
 

4. Disconnect the PIP cable from the ISS PC & Remove the Floater and PIP assembly from the ISS 
 

 

NOTE: You only need to disassemble the Floater and PIP Assembly you intend to replace it.
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5. Pull the air tube from the PIP. 
 

 
 

 
 

6. Disconnect the ink tube from the PIP. Put a plastic cap on the replaced PIP and on the ink tube   
you have just disconnected. 

 
NOTE: Ink may drop from the tube during this process. Hold the floater up to minimize ink drops, 
and protect the floor under the PIP.   

 

 
 

Installation 

NOTE: Pull firmly taking care not to damage the tube.



Floater and 

1. Connect the ink tube to the new PIP, and make sure the fitting is tightened. A loose fitting can 
cause ink leakages. 
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2. Connect the air tube to the new PIP. 
 

 
 

3. Attach the Floater and PIP assembly to the ISS. 
 

 
 

4. Connect the PIP cable to the ISS PCA. 
 

 
 

5. Replace the two clips that hold the Floater and PIP Assembly to the ISS. 
 

 



Floater and 

6. Tighten all 7 fittings connecting the ink tube to the PIP module. 
 

7. Refill the ink tube from which the PIP module has been replaced. See 3.3.3 Refill Ink Tubes on    
page 152. 

 
8. Perform the PIP calibration process. See 3.4.2 Ink-Level Sensors Calibration on page 155. 

 
NOTE: for an effective calibration use HP Original Supplies 

 
9. Before installing the left cover, print a sample plot and make sure there is no ink leaking from 

the PIP fittings. 
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Deflector Supports assembly 

Removal 
 

 

WARNING!   Switch off the printer and remove the power cable. 
 

1. Close the Paper Bin (if open). 
 

2. Disconnect the grounding cable from the Stand. 
 

 



Floater and 

3. Remove the Take-Up Reel Deflector from the printer. 
 

 
 

4. Remove the two T-20 screws that attach the Left-Hand Deflector Support to the Left Leg Assembly. 
 

 
 

5. Remove the Left-Hand Deflector Support. 
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6. Remove the two T-20 screws that attach the Right-Hand Deflector Support to the Right Leg 
Assembly. 

 

 
 

7. Remove the Right-Hand Deflector Support. 
 

 



Floater and 
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Floater and 
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Moisture on the printer 

Users should use the printer in an environment between 20% and 80% relative humidity. To recover 
from moisture condensation, turn the printer Off, and, using the main roller as a reference, wait until the 
printer is completely dry before using it again. 

 

Noisy Carriage Bushing 

To prevent noisy movement of the carriage, remove aluminum or dust particles from the bushing at the 
back of the carriage, and from the slider path along which the bushing moves. 

 

Belt Swelling 

To prevent new belts from swelling incorrectly, keep them in their bags with desiccant until you need to 
install them. 
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Cleaning the printer 

To maintain the printer in good operating condition, keep it free of dust accumulation, ink, and other 
contamination. Cleaning intervals are determined by the printer environment and by the types of printer 
supplies used. 

 

General cleaning 

Proper general cleaning should include the following: 
 

 

WARNING!   To prevent an electric shock, make sure that the printer is switched OFF and unplugged 
beforeanycleaningisperformed.DoNOTletanywatergetinsidetheprinter.   

 

1. Clean the outer surface of the printer with a damp sponge or cloth. Use a mild soap and water 
solution if necessary. Do not use abrasive cleaners. 

 

2. Wipe the printer dry with a soft lint-free cloth. 
 

Cleaning the Drive Roller and Overdrive 
 

 

CAUTION:   If ink is spilled on the Overdrive, remove the ink immediately. Due to the ink's reflectance, 
ink on the Overdrive can disrupt the printer's edge-sensing function. To remove any ink from the 
Overdrive, perform the following procedure. 

CAUTION:   Prevent water or other liquids from running onto electrical components or circuits, or 
throughopeningsintheElectronicsModule.   

 

1. Perform the Turn Drive Roller Utility (Refer to TurnDriveRolleronpage103). 
 

2. Open the window and apply any common household cleaning solution (water based only) to a soft, 
lint-free rag and apply it to the Drive Roller and Overdrive surface while it is rotating. Make sure 
that you thoroughly clean the Drive Roller and Overdrive surface. 

 

3. Press OK when you have completed the cleaning procedure. 
 

4. Allow the Drive Roller to dry before loading media into the printer. 
 

Cleaning the Platen 
 

 

CAUTION: If wide paper is used to print after narrower paper is used for some time, you may find that 
the left-hand side of the Print Platen has become dirty and will leave marks on the back of the paper if 
notcleaned.   

 

It is recommended to clean the Print Platen on a regular basis (at least every few months or when 
required) as follows: 

1. Unload any media loaded from the printer. 
 

2. Open the Window and with a dry brush remove ink deposits from the Cutter Groove and the Print 
Platen surface. 
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Cutter Groove Print Platen Surface 

 
3. Use a clean, absorbent lint-free cloth, dampened with Isopropyl Alcohol (not supplied in the 

Maintenance Kit), to wipe loosened ink deposits from the Print Platen. 

CAUTION: Do NOT: 
 

● Use commercial cleaners or abrasive cleaners. 

● Wet the Print Platen directly because you will leave too much moisture behind. 

● Wet the rubber wheels at all (not even with the cloth). 
 

 
 

4. Clean the Cutter ramp with the damp cloth. 
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5. Clean the exposed part of the wheels with a dry cloth. Ideally, clean the whole circumference of 
these wheels (you can use Turn Drive Roller Utility on TurnDriveRolleronpage103). 

 

 
 

Clean the Encoder Strip 

Cleaning the Encoder Strip is a vital part of the printer’s maintenance and can clear a variety of system 
errors: 

 
● 86:01 or 87:01 system errors and related mispositioning of the Carriage Assembly errors, such as 

the carriage bumping into the side of the printer. 

● 42:10 system error, related to failures starting and homing the carriage on the scan axis. 
 

● 29:01 and 29:02 system errors which cannot be cleared even after installing new Maintenance 
Cartridges. 

 
● There are occasions when an Encoder Strip that needs cleaning can cause paper loading issues, 

as the Carriage cannot correctly detect the position of the paper. 
 

With the type of pigmented ink that is used in the printer, the Encoder Strip cleaning must be performed 
at regular intervals. Cleaning must be performed after every 10 liters of ink used. The front panel will 
display a message when cleaning is required: 

 

 
This message is displayed after every 5th job until the cleaning is performed, and the counter has been 
reset. This procedure is normally performed by the customer. Instructions and materials are provided 
within the User Maintenance kit. A kit is provided with each printer shipment. The kit can also be ordered 
using part number Q6715A (HP Designjet Z6200 User Maintenance Kit). 

 
 

NOTE:   When the message is displayed on the front panel, a ‘silent’ warning message is added within 
the system error log ‘8:01’. This helps when reviewing the error log history, to see if the message has 
beendisplayed.   

 

Cleaning procedure 

1. At the front panel, select Clean Encoder Strip from the Ink menu. 
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2. The front panel explains what you need to clean the Encoder Strip. Press OK to continue or 
Cancel to exit. 

 

 
 

3. Open the Window. 
 

 
 

4. Clean the Encoder Strip as shown in the front panel, and press OK when finished. 
 

 
 

5. Close the Window. The Carriage moves to the left-hand side of the printer. 
 

 
 

6. The front panel prompts you to reopen the Window and clean the right-hand side of the encoder 
strip (inside the Service Station). Press OK when finished. 
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7. Close the Window. The Carriage returns to its ready position in the Service Station. 
 

 
 

Clean the paper-advance sensor window 

The paper advance sensor is the very small rectangular window (less than 1 square centimeter in size 
and shown in the following graphic) near the sixth platen roller from the right. 

 
Use a clean, absorbent, lint-free cloth that you have slightly dampened with isopropyl alcohol to very 
gently wipe any dust and loosened ink deposits from the sensor window. 

 

 
 

Applying oil to the Overdrive 

Occasionally, it maybe necessary to oil the Overdrive in order to stop the rollers from squeaking: 
 

1. Open the Window. 
 

2. There are small holes in the Print Platen beside some of the rollers. 
 

3. A bottle of oil is supplied with the Maintenance Kit. Insert the pointed end of the bottle into each 
hole in turn, and put three drops into each. 

 

4. Be very careful not to spill any oil onto the Print Platen. 
 

5. If there is oil on the Print Platen, wipe it away with the cloth supplied with the Maintenance Kit. 
 

6. Close the Window. 
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Lubricating the Carriage Assembly 

The Carriage Assembly needs to be lubricated occasionally (at least once a year) so that it can slide 
easily along the Slider Rod. 

1. Using the Front Panel, in the Printheads menu, select “Replace printheads now”. The Carriage 
Assembly will move to the center of the printer. 

 

2. Open the Window and apply a few drops of oil (bottle of oil can be found in the Maintenance Kit) 
to the pads on either side of the Carriage Assembly. 

 

3. Apply a few drops of oil directly to the Slider Rod on either side of the Carriage Assembly. 
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Scheduled maintenance 

In some segments of the printer market, the customer tends to print more than the maximum number 
of prints that the throughput allows, exceeding by far the limit of the design. When this happens the 
customer runs into print quality problems and continuous printer failures. 

 

The purpose of scheduled preventive maintenance is to avoid these failures - ensuring a good 
performance during all the product life. 

 

Level of printer usage 

Normal printer use means 6,000,000 Carriage Cycles (which corresponds to approximately 100,000 A0 
prints on average). Under normal usage conditions, it will be approximately 5 years before the printer 
needs maintenance. If the printer is used more than the normal usage conditions, then it will need 
maintenance service much more frequently. 

 

One of the EEROM counters is assigned to counting the number of carriage cycles. When certain 
components of the printer exceed this amount, the front panel displays the following message: 

 

“Maintenance #1 required” 
 

The following message is triggered depending on the total quantity of ink spitted in each Spittoon. 

“Maintenance #2 required” 

Once one of the maintenance advised messages is displayed, the preventive maintenance kit must be 
used to replace the most worn parts of the printer. Use Removal and installation on page 198 as a guide 
to replace the necessary parts. 

 

The following PM Kit covers both Maintenance advised messages: 
 

Preventive Maintenance Kit #1 
 

This Preventive Maintenance Kit #1 contains the following components: 
 

● Encoder Strip  EncoderStripandEncoderSensoronpage283 

● Encoder spring+Nut  EncoderStripandEncoderSensoronpage283, step 8 

● Carriage PCA Cover  CarriagePCAonpage287 

● Belt Tensioner Assembly  Scan-AxisMotoronpage299, step 7 

● Cutter Assembly  CutterAssemblyonpage266 

● Redial Retainer Assembly  InstallationoftheDriveRolleronpage397 

● Line Sensor Cable  LineSensorAssemblyonpage347 
 

● Air Purges (Setup Printheads) 

● Aerosol foam protector  LineSensorAssemblyonpage347, step 6 

● Carriage Assembly (with Encoder sensor)  CarriageAssemblyonpage292 (does not include 
PCA, Cutter, ESP) 



 

● Ink Supply Tubes and Trailing Cable  InkSupplyTubesandTrailingCableonpage256 

● Tubes retaining clip  TopCoveronpage221,step7   

● Scraper Assembly and Absorber Foams  RemovaloftheServiceStationScraper  
onpage247 

● Scan-Axis Motor  Scan-AxisMotoronpage299 

● Belt Assembly  BeltAssemblyonpage299 
 

You must also clean the holes in the Service Station which are located under the Maintenance Cartridge 
and check that the Aerosol Fan is functioning correctly. 

Preventive Maintenance Kit #2 
 

This Preventive Maintenance Kit #2 contains the following components: 
 

● Aerosol Filter  ServiceStationonpage243 

● SVS Aerosol Fan assembly ROHS  ServiceStationonpage243 

● Ink Absorber  See User’s Guide 

● Left spittoon  LeftSpittoononpage280 

● ESP  EmbeddedSpectroPhotometer(ESP)onpage349 

● Line Sensor  LineSensorAssemblyonpage347 

● Encoder Strip  EncoderStripandEncoderSensoronpage283 
 

You must also clean the holes in the Service Station which are located under the Maintenance Cartridge 
and check that the Aerosol Fan is functioning correctly. 
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Lubricating the Carriage Assembly 

 

HP suggests performing Printer Service and Maintenance regularly, especially for the Carriage 
path (the Carriage assembly, the bushing, the felt and the Carriage rod) on printers with 
continuous usage for extended periods. 

We recommended performing Carriage path maintenance ONCE per WEEK (every 7 days) if the 
unit is working operating under these conditions:  

1) When the user is using Eco System, which causes more aerosol in the printer 

2) Users print for consecutive hours with the printer’s Top cover open 

3) Users print in a dusty environment 

4) In high production environments (continuous printing for extended periods of time) 

Certain symptoms are caused by printing heavily with poor printer maintenance: 

 The Carriage moves with a lot of noise 

 Paper jams are caused frequently by the PPS (Pen to Paper Space) lowering in position 

 System Errors 42:10 or 86:01 appear 

Carriage path service and maintenance recommendations  
 

Service partners should instruct end users to do the following:  

1)    Clean and apply lubricating oil to the Carriage rod. 

The role of lubricating oil is to reduce the friction between the Carriage bushing and the Carriage 
rod. It maintains the smoothness and accuracy of the Carriage’s movement. It also protects the 
Carriage bushing and the rod. You should always recommend using original HP Lubricating oil. 

The part number of HP lubricating oil is 6040-0855 (100 ml). 

 

 
2) Before applying the lubricating oil, the user needs to clean the rod with a non-woven fabric.  

 



 

 

 
3) The user should apply the lubricating oil in the direction of the waves of the rod (as shown below)  

while (manually) moving the Carriage to the left and right in order to ensure that the lubricating oil 
coats the rod and bushing evenly. 

 

 

 

4) The user should then inspect the condition of the Carriage felts.  

NOTE: The role of the felts is to help the Carriage move smoothly and to clean the rod. 

 

Felt inspection method: 

The user should first move the carriage away from the service station, then check both sides of 
the Carriage (the left and right) as shown in the following pictures. The blue arrow points to felt. If 
the felt is worn off, damaged or dirty (dark or scabby), the user must have the felt replaced by a 
technician. 
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Below are examples of felts in good and bad condition. The felt in bad condition can be seen in the 
left picture and the felt in good condition can be seen at right:  

 

If the user finds that the felts are damaged or dirty, he or she should call his or her service 
provider agent for onsite support service.  

Notes for service providers:  

Service people: please replace the part on time if the felts are damaged or dirty. 

Felt Part Number: Q6651-60081. 

 

5) Next, the user should always close the Top cover when printing. Closing the Top cover is always 
recommended in order to prevent aerosol dust from settling on the rod. Service technicians 
should check the condition of the Carriage rod (see last page) on units operating with the Top 
cover open. 
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For service providers: 

If the carriage makes a loud noise while moving, you need to remove the carriage and check if the 
bushing is worn (as shown in the following picture). Please replace the bushing on time in order to 
prevent any lowering of the PPS (Pen to Paper space), which might cause printhead damage due 
to contact with media. A worn out bushing can damage the Carriage rod, which cannot be 
replaced! 

 

Again, the pictures above show a worn bushing in need of replacement. 

Bushing part number:  CQ869-67075 (effective since July of 2017). 

The Bushing kit includes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to decide when to replace the bushing   

•  Bushings x2  

•  Lubricating oil x1 (10 ml)  

•  Felt  

•  Cleaning fabric  



 

 

 

Check the condition of the Carriage rod  
For service providers: 

The picture below shows a worn carriage rod (there are scratches on the rod). This will damage 
the bushing in very little time. 

NOTE: The Carriage rod is not a replaceable part. 

 

Please strictly follow these Carriage path maintenance instructions and considerations.  

For any additional help or clarification, please contact the next level of your Technical support 
team. 
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